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ABSTRACT 

The widespread environmental occurrence of chemical pollutants presents an ongoing 

threat to human and ecosystem health. This challenge is compounded by the diversity of 

chemicals used in industry, commerce, agriculture and medicine, which results in a spectrum 

of potential fates and exposure profiles upon their inevitable release into the environment. 

This, in turn, confounds risk assessment, where challenges persist in accurate determination 

of concentrations levels, as well as spatial and temporal distributions, of pollutants in 

environmental media (e.g., water, air, soil and sediments).  

Passive sampling technologies continue to gain acceptance as a means for simplifying 

environmental occurrence studies and, ultimately, improving the quality of chemical risk 

assessment. Passive samplers rely on the accumulation of a target analyte into a matrix via 

molecular diffusion, which is driven by the difference in chemical potential between the 

analyte in the environment and the sampling media (e.g., sorbent phase).  After deployment, 

the target analyte can be extracted from the sampling media and quantified, providing an 

integrated, time-weighted average pollutant concentration via a cost-effective platform that 

requires little energy or manpower when compared to active (e.g., grab) sampling 

approaches. While a promising, maturing technology, limitations exist in current 

commercially available passive samplers; they are typically limited in the types of chemicals 

that can be targeted effectively, can require long deployment times to accumulate sufficient 

chemical for analysis, and struggle with charged analytes.   
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In this dissertation, we have designed a next-generation, nanofiber sorbent as a 

passive sampling device for routine monitoring of both legacy and emerging organic 

pollutant classes in water and sediment. The polymer nanofiber networks fabricated herein 

exhibit a high surface area to volume ratio (SA/V values) which shortens the deployment 

time.  Uptake studies of these polymer nanofiber samplers suggest that field deployment 

could be shortened to less than one day for surface water analysis, effectively operating as an 

equilibrium passive sampling device, and twenty days for pore water analysis in soil and 

sediment studies. By comparison, most commercially available passive sampler models 

generally require at least a month of deployment before comparable analyses may be made. 

Another highlight of the nanofiber materials produced herein is their broad target 

application range. We demonstrate that both hydrophobic (e.g., persistent organic pollutants, 

or POPs, like PCBs and dioxin) and hydrophilic (e.g., emerging pollutant classes including 

pesticides, pharmaceuticals and personal care products) targets can be rapidly accumulated 

with our optimal nanofibers formulations. This suggests that one of our devices could 

potentially replace multiple commercial passive sampling devices, which often exhibit a more 

limited range of analyte targets.  

We also present several approaches for tailoring nanofiber physical and chemical 

properties to specifically target particular high priority pollutant classes (e.g., PFAS). Three 

promising modification approaches validated herein include: (i) fabricating carbon nanotube-

polymer composites to capture polar compounds; (ii) introducing surface-segregating cationic 
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surfactants to target anionic pollutants (e.g., the pesticide 2,4-D and perfluorooctanoic acid or 

PFOA); and (iii) use of leachable surfactants as porogens to increase nanofiber pore volume 

and surface area to increase material capacity.  

Collectively, outcomes of this work will guide the future development of next 

generation passive samplers by establishing broadly generalizable structure-activity 

relationships. All told, we present data related to the influence on the rate and extent of 

pollutant uptake in polymer nanofiber matrices as a function of both physical (specific 

surface area, pore volume, and diameter) and chemical (e.g., bulk and surface composition, 

nanofiber wettability, surface charge) nanofiber properties. We also present modeling results 

describing sampler operation that can be used to assess and predict passive sampler 

performance prior to field deployment. 

The electrospun nanofiber mats (ENMs) developed as passive sampling devices 

herein provide greater functionality and allow for customizable products for application to a 

wide range of chemical diverse organic pollutants. Combined with advances in and expansion 

of the nanotechnology sector, we envision this product could be made commercially available 

so as to expand the use and improve the performance of passive sampling technologies in 

environmental monitoring studies.  
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 

A diverse range of chemical pollutants enter into the environment, impacting the quality 

of our water, air and soil, and threatening human health and the health of wildlife. Some 

pollutants, called persistent organic pollutants or POPs, are the legacy of our industrial past 

when chemical regulations were more limited. These types of chemicals tend to accumulate in 

soil and in sediments at the bottom of water bodies, and can persist in these environments for 

a long time because they are difficult to break down either naturally or in engineered treatment 

systems.  More recent, pollutant concerns have centered on chemicals used widely in 

agriculture, commerce and medicine. These so-called “emerging” pollutants differ in their 

behavior from POPs; they prefer to exist in water rather than most soil or sediment systems, 

and many are designed to be potent and bioactive in humans and wildlife at relatively low 

levels.  

Given the diversity of chemical pollutants in the environment, a persistent challenge is 

the development of reliable ways to identify the presence and measure the amount of chemicals 

in water, soil and sediments. This thesis focuses on improving on such monitoring approach, 

passive samplers. This approach uses specifically designed materials placed in water and soil 

that effectively function like a sponge, attracting and accumulating chemical pollutants onto 

and into them. Once collected after their use in the environment, the pollutants can be washed 

off the passive sampler, collected, and analyzed to determine which pollutants are present and 
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at what levels in the environment. Passive samplers are advantageous because they are low cost 

and their use in the environment does not require intense labor or energy demands.   

Herein, we improve upon currently commercially available passive samplers by making 

new materials that are effective toward a wide range of pollutants (e.g., POPs and emerging 

pollutants), and can more quickly accumulate larger quantities of pollutants. To do this, we rely 

on nanotechnology, using a process known as electrospinning to make innovative 

nanomaterials (i.e., materials that have at least one-dimension or structural feature less than 

100 nanometers).  Electrospinning is a versatile approach for making nanomaterials, 

specifically nanofibers, with a high degree of control, allowing us to make passive samplers 

with unique properties ideal for their use in measuring POPs and emerging pollutants.  We 

demonstrate the outstanding performance of these tailored nanofibers using a combination of 

laboratory studies, as well as field investigations where the passive samplers are used to 

measure pesticide levels in an Iowa stream.   

Collectively, results of this work should help to advance the state-of-the-art in 

measuring legacy and emerging chemical pollutants using passive sampling technologies, and 

the materials generated herein may one day have commercial viability for use by researchers 

beyond the University of Iowa.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Organic pollutants in the aquatic environment 

We live in a chemically dependent society. According to the U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services (HHS) National Toxicology Program,1 more than 80,000 

chemicals are currently registered for use in the United States, with another 2,000 introduced 

annually for various uses in agriculture, medicine, industry and commerce.  While diverse, 

the overwhelming majority of these are organic chemicals, with structures comprised mainly 

of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. 

Inevitably, through their widespread use and eventual disposal, many of these organic 

chemicals make their way into the environment, where they can contaminate air, water and 

soil resources. In these environmental media, organic pollutants represent potential threats to 

ecosystem and human health. For example, organic pollutants can target and result in adverse 

health outcomes for the respiratory,2, 3 immune2, 4 and reproductive5-7 systems in humans. In 

fish and other sensitive aquatic and benthic organisms, organic chemicals can function as 

endocrine disruptors and alter many other physiological functions that have implications for 

ecosystem structure.8, 9  

The characteristics of the organic chemical species will determine its fate in the 

environment and the risk it poses to organisms. For simplicity, and following the 

nomenclature of others, we can classify organic pollutants broadly into two classes based on 

their chemical properties. The first class is hydrophobic compounds (hereafter “HCs”), which 
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are oftentimes also referred to as Persistent Organic Pollutants (or “POPs”) or legacy 

pollutants.10, 11 Due to their chemical properties, HCs are not easily degraded in the 

environment. Rather, through their hydrophobicity, they tend to sorb to organic carbon and 

lipid phases in the environment and biota, respectively, thus bioaccumulating and 

biomagnifying in the food chain.12, 13 The second broad class consists of hydrophilic and 

moderately hydrophobic compounds (hereafter “HMHCs”). Most of these compounds are 

also known as contaminants of emerging concern (CEC) or emerging pollutants. In contrast 

to hydrophobic compounds, HMHCs tend to be more water soluble, with greater polarity and 

charge distributions, and they do not persist in the environment as long as HCs.  

As will be detailed in the sections that follow, both classes of chemicals present their 

own challenges for risk assessment. While HCs and HMHCs differ in many important ways 

that influence their environmental fate and effects, they share the need for improved 

environmental monitoring that facilitates chemical identification and quantification.  Indeed, 

improved temporal and spatial trends in the occurrence and abundance of these chemicals in 

aquatic environments (e.g., surface waters and sediments) would greatly advance risk 

assessment for human and ecosystems associated with chemical exposure.    

1.1.1 Hydrophobic Compounds  

Hydrophobic compounds include highly toxic organic chemicals (mostly man-made) 

such as dioxins,14 furans,15 and PCBs16 (Figure 1-1) that were widely produce and used in the 

industry since World War II.  Due to their chemical properties, such as an octanol-water 
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partition coefficients (Kow values) above 104, the majority of these compounds are not easily 

dissolved in water but prefer to accumulate in organic carbon phases in the environment and 

in the lipids of biota.17 Due to their high bioaccumulative potentials and toxicities, the 

Stockholm Convention was signed in 2001 by over 150 countries to stop the production and 

use of POPs.18  

Nevertheless, the extreme chemical stability imparted by their chemical structures 

makes POP a continued environmental problem today.  POPs possess long environmental 

half-lives (t1/2 values, or the time necessary for their concentration decrease by 50%), such 

that they can be encountered in the environment many years after their production and use 

has been phased out.   For example, the t1/2 values of some POPs can exceed 10 years, such as 

Endrin and Mirex (Figure 1-1) in the soil.6, 19 Accordingly, their persistence increases the 

likelihood they bioaccumulate in organisms, either through direct partitioning into organisms 

(i.e., absorption) or uptake through diet and amplification through the food web.20-22 It is also 

through direct exposure and diet that POPs also threaten human health, where they cause 

many adverse health outcomes including hypersensitivity, damage to nervous systems, birth 

defects and cancer.23-27 Although many actions have been taken to control and reduce the 

usage of POPs, the legacy of large reservoirs of POPs in the environment as a result of their 

use over the last half-century remains a challenging problem that people must solve.28 
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Figure 1-1. Chemical structure of POPs examples 

 

1.1.2 Hydrophilic and Moderately Hydrophobic Compounds  

Hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic compounds (HMHCs) represent a newer 

class of pollutants more representative of modern chemicals used in industry, commerce, 

agriculture and medicine.29-34 Broadly, they include pesticides, plasticizers, munitions 

constituents, and pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCP). Many of these are not 

commonly monitored in the environment, as only a small subset is regulated in surface water 

and drinking water through the Clean Water Act and the Safe Drinking Water Act.35, 36 

Further, their ecological and human health effects are poorly understood. As such, while they 

have been extensively investigated over the past several decades and they are likely the 

subject of future environmental regulations, they are currently referred to as contaminants of 

emerging concern (CEC).37-40  

As a class and relative to POPs, HMHCs are more water-soluble, as evidenced by 

their relatively low octanol-water partition coefficient (Hydrophobic: Kow< 102; moderately 
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hydrophobic 102< Kow< 104.5, Figure 1-2).41, 42 Their high-water solubility results in high 

mobility in aqueous systems including surface water and groundwater, posing a threat to 

ecosystem health and increasing the probability that these chemicals can contaminate our 

drinking water resources or food supply through irrigation.43, 44 For example, several studies 

have confirmed that certain HMHCs can function as endocrine disrupting compounds that 

alter physiological and reproductive function of a wide range of aquatic organisms, and 

potentially humans as well. 38, 45-49   

 

Figure 1-2. The octanol-water partition coefficient of selected organic compounds 

 

1.2 Environmental sampling and monitoring methods 

To better establish the environmental occurrence of HMHCs and POPs and identify 

best management practices to control their environmental fate and exposure risks, it is 

important to improve monitoring approaches so as to enable higher temporal and spatial 

resolution related to their environmental abundance.  Environmental sampling and 

monitoring techniques are critical to assessing environmental quality, for both detecting the 

types and levels of contaminants in air, water, soil and biota, while also tracking their change 
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over time.50, 51 Advances in environmental monitoring have helped to improve environmental 

protections through regulations, motivate the development of new technologies, and assess 

the benefits of treatment and management interventions in the field.  To further advance these 

goals, this dissertation focuses on new method development to improve environmental 

monitoring of POPs and HMHCs in soil, surface waters and sediments.  

As background, the two most common methods used to collect environmental 

samples can be broadly classified as active and passive sampling approaches.52-54 Grab 

sampling for water and soil and pumped sampling for air are the most commonly used active 

sampling methods.55, 56 This simply involves collecting and containing a sample of the media 

for later processing and analysis of its contents.57 These active sampling methods require 

energy, either to push the target phase through a sorbent material or to collect a large volume 

of sample to be further concentrated in the laboratory. Moreover, highly specialized 

personnel are often needed to ensure appropriate sample collection, subsequent processing, 

and operation of all instrumentation involved with these steps.58-60 Because of these 

requirements, data collected from active sampling tend to be limited in number (i.e., more 

data requires more energy and personnel), both spatially and temporally.  

1.2.1 Passive sampling devices: background and operating principles  

Approaches that avoid the labor intensive nature of active sampling, or so-called 

passive sampling, have the potential to vastly improve temporal and spatial trends of 

chemicals in the environment in easily deployable monitoring platforms. Passive samplers are 
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environmental monitoring tools that rely on the accumulation of the target analyte into a 

matrix via molecular diffusion, which is driven by the difference in chemical potential 

between the analyte in the environment and the sampling media (e.g., sorbent phase).61 The 

use of passive sampling devices as a monitoring method to detect pollutants in the 

environment was first proposed in the 1970s.62 By the end of the 1980s, a growing number of 

research groups started to develop passive samplers as a new generation of devices for 

monitoring pollutants in the environment. Various passive samplers have been designed and 

deployed to collect the freely-dissolved phase of organic pollutants in the air, water, soil and 

sediment interstitial water, the phase that represents the most readily bioavailable pollutant 

fraction for exposure and uptake into organisms.63, 64 

Compared with conventional active sampling approaches, the passive sampling 

methods hold several advantages, including: 

 Passive samplers do not have any moving parts or require power to operate. 

 Integrative passive samplers yield time-weighted average concentrations of pollutants, 

allowing assessments of chemical exposures that are based not only on abundance but 

also duration of chemical contact.  

 Passive samplers accumulate chemicals from environmental media, thereby increasing 

the mass collected over time of deployment. This, in turn, improves the detection limits 

of the analytical methods used to process the chemical recovered from the sampler, 
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typically gas or liquid chromatography coupled with standard detection methods (e.g., 

mass spectroscopy (GC/MS or LC/MS) or electron capture detection (GC/ECD)).65, 66  

 The cost of the passive samplers is much lower than the conventional active samplers 

because no energy is required during the monitoring and less organic solvents are used 

in both the manufacturing process of the sorbent material, as well as the chemical 

extraction process during sampler analysis.67 

Passive samplers can be subdivided into two types, kinetic and equilibrium, 

depending on their operation regime.61 Generally, analyte exchange between the 

environmental medium and sorbent phase for a particular analyte is followed by a first-order, 

one-compartment model.61, 68, 69 The uptake process between two separate compartments can 

be described as; 

𝑑𝐶𝑆(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
=  𝐶𝑊(𝑡)𝑘1 − 𝐶𝑆(𝑡)𝑘2  (1-1) 

where CS (t) is the analyte concentration (mg/g) in the sorbent phase at exposure time t (h), k1 

and k2 are the uptake (sorption) and elimination (desorption) rate constants (h-1), respectively. 

CW (t) is the analyte concentration (mg/L) in the environmental medium at time t, which is 

assumed to be a constant over the deployment period. Thus, this assumption can be defined 

as: 

𝐶𝑊(𝑡) =  𝐶𝑊,𝑡=0 = 𝐶𝑊 (1-2) 
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CW,t=0 is the analyte concentration in the water at time zero. The final model Equation can be 

integrated by substituting Equation (1-2) into (1-1): 

𝐶𝑆(𝑡) =  𝐶𝑊
𝑘1

𝑘2
 (1 − 𝑒−𝑘2𝑡)  (1-3) 

Figure 1-3 illustrates the amount of chemical accumulated in the sampler versus time, as 

described by Equation 1-3, distinguishing the two main operation regimes of passive 

sampling devices, either within kinetic or equilibrium sampling regimes. These two modes of 

operation are further described in the following sections.  

 

Figure 1-3. Schematic representation of analyte concentration in the sampler material over 

time, illustrating the two passive sampler operation within the kinetic and equilibrium 

regimes.61 

 

1.2.2 Kinetic passive samplers 

Kinetic passive samplers are characterized by relatively slow target analyte uptake, 

which results in a long deployment times typically over several weeks to months to allow for 
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chemical integration into the sampling materials.70, 71 For kinetic passive samplers, therefore, 

the linear uptake regime in Figure 1-3 is assumed in analysis and -calculations to determine 

environmental concentrations. Moreover, selected reference chemicals are needed with 

kinetic samplers. These reference chemicals are loaded into the sorbent material prior to 

deployment, and it is assumed that the rate of their desorption (previously quantified in the 

laboratory) is linearly proportional to the uptake (i.e., sorption) rate of target analytes into the 

sorbent from the environmental media. Finally, because the concentration gradient of the 

target analytes between the sorbent phase and the environment is small, it is assumed that the 

desorption rate of analytes is negligible. Accordingly, Equation 1-3 can be simplified as 

follows: 

𝐶𝑆(𝑡) =  𝐶𝑊𝑘1𝑡 (1-4) 

and after rearranging the equation, we obtain the relationship below:  

𝑀𝑆(𝑡) =  𝐶𝑊𝑅𝑠 𝑡 (1-5) 

where MS(t) is the mass (typically in mg) of analyte accumulated in the sorbent phase at 

exposure time t (in h), and RS is the volume of water from which analytes were extracted per 

unit of exposure time (L/h) during the deployment, which is also known as the sampling rate. 

When MS(t) is quantified analytically (e.g., via chemical extraction with subsequent 

quantification via LC/MS or GC/MS) and RS is estimated by from the reference chemicals, 

the time-weighted average (TWA) concentration of target contaminants in the environmental 
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media of interest can be obtained. Kinetic sampling is also often referred to as integrative 

sampling; semipermeable membrane devices (SPMD), low-density polyethylene (LDPE) 

strips and the polar organic chemical integrative sampler (POCIS) are all common kinetic 

passive sampling devices used for legacy and, more recently, emerging pollutant classes.72-74 

 

1.2.3 Equilibrium passive samplers 

For equilibrium samplers, a thermodynamic equilibrium for the target analyte is 

assumed between the environmental medium and the sorbent phase. In practice, this is most 

often the case when either the device has been deployed for a long time or the sorption rate of 

the device is very fast.59, 75 

In this case, Equation 1-3 can be simplified as follows: 

𝐶𝑆 =  𝐶𝑊
𝑘1

𝑘2
= 𝐶𝑊𝐾  (1-6) 

where K the equilibrium partition coefficient between the environmental and sorbent phases 

(L/kg). Values of K can be measured via laboratory uptake experiments or estimated from 

predictive poly-parameter linear-free energy relationships (pp-LFERs).75 Once the value of K 

is known, the equilibrium concentration of the target analyte in the relevant environmental 

media (e.g., water or Cw) can be calculated from CS, which is measured analytically after 

sampler extraction.  Notably, for devices operating in the equilibrium regime, values of K can 

be dependent on system variables including temperature, pH and the presence of other 
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available phases for partitioning (e.g., solid or colloidal particles in the water column).76-78 

Accordingly, the potential influence of such environmental factors on values of K must be 

investigated before an equilibrium sampler is used.  

1.2.4 Current passive sampling materials and technical barriers to further 

development 

Currently, passive sampling technologies for water sampling have been developed 

largely to target either hydrophobic pollutant targets or hydrophilic pollutant targets, but 

typically not both.  Several of the most popular, and in some cases commercially available, 

passive sampling tools, as well as their active sorbent materials, are described below.  

For non-polar (hydrophobic) organic contaminant monitoring, which is typically 

achieved via chemical absorption or partitioning into the bulk sorbent phase, popular passive 

sampling materials include:   

 Semi-Permeable Membrane Devices (SPMDs) are a wildly used passive sampling 

tool for lipophilic chemicals. The sorbent is made of a sandwich low-density 

polyethylene tubing containing a thin layer of high molecular weight triolein inside 

(Figure 1-4).50 The selected hydrophobic chemicals in the aqueous phase can diffuse 

through the small pores (pore size: ~1 nm) on the polymer film and accumulate in the 

intermediate layer. Polyethylene Devices (or PEDs) are also a form of modified 

SPMD.79 
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Figure 1-4. Schematic of Semi-Permeable Membrane Devices (SPMDs)50 

 Solid-Phase Microextraction (SPME) Fibers are a suite of commercially available 

non-polar organic pollutant sampling devices. A fiber with diameter less than 100 µm 

is coated with sorptive materials and fixed between two metal holders (Figure 1-5). 

Common used stationary phases include polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyacrylate, 

carbowax®/divinylbenzene (CW/DVB), and polydimethylsiloxane/divinylbenzene 

(PDMS/DVB).80 Based on the target analyte, one or more stationary phases will be 

coated on fiber surface. Over hundreds of SPME kits are commercial available in 

chemical supply companies such as Sigma-Aldrich. As a mature and commercially 

available product, this device has been designed as a replaceable part which is 

compatible with GC and HPLC columns.81 

 

Figure 1-5. Schematic of Solid-Phase Microextraction (SPME) Device82 
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For polar (hydrophilic) organic contaminant monitoring, which is typically achieved 

via adsorption or accumulation on the surface of the sorbent phase, popular passive sampling 

materials include:  

 Polar Organic Compound Integrative Sampler (POCIS) is a kinetic passive sampler 

for polar organic pollutants. Developed by the USGS, POCIS uses a solid sorbent phase 

(e.g., Oasis® HLB and Triphasic admixture) that is sandwhiched between two 

microporous polyether sulfone membranes (pore size ~100nm, Figure 1-6).50, 70 The 

membranes are permeable to water, allowing dissolved chemicals to access and be 

captured by the solid sorbent layer. Much research has been conducted with POCIS, by 

far the most mature and reliable approach for polar targets, to analyze emerging 

pollutants including pharmaceuticals and pesticides in surface waters.83, 84 

  

Figure 1-6. Schematic of Polar Organic Compound Integrative Sampler (POCIS)50, 70 
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 Chemcatcher® consists of a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) body capable of holding 

commercially available 47 mm disks of various sorbent phases (Figure 1-7). 

Depending on the target analytes, potential sorbents include  divinylbenzene (DVB), 

Oasis® HLB and octadecylsilyl silica gel (C18).85, 86 This device is mainly used to 

measure contaminants in surface water, and produces a time-weighted average 

concentrations. Originally designed by Professors Richard Greenwood in 2000, 

Chemcatcher® is commercially available and a patented technology across many 

countries.87 

  

Figure 1-7. Schematic of Chemcatcher®88, 89 

 

As previously indicated, current passive sampling devices are designed to monitor for 

either hydrophilic or hydrophobic compounds, but not both at the same time. For example, 

Figure 1-8 illustrates the type of chemicals, based on logKow values, that can be monitored 

using either the hydrophilic sampler POCIS or the SPMD sampler intended for more 

hydrophobic compounds.90 There is little to no overlap in the range of logKow values where 

both are effective. In fact, for chemicals with logKow values between 3 and 4, both samplers do 

not perform well.  
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Figure 1-8. Sampling rate (in L/d) for POCIS and SPMD as a function of the target analytes 

hydrophobicity as quantified by logKow values. The blue and red lines effectively establish 

the useful monitoring range of pollutant targets for POCIS and SPMD90 

 

As another challenge to the performance of current passive sampling devices, HMHCs 

are often present at a very low concentrations in the environment (e.g., ng/L or parts-per-trillion 

levels).91 As such, these concentrations currently approach the detection limit of even the most 

advanced analytical methods.92 Thus, improving the sensitivity and capacity of passive 

sampling devices for HMHCs is both an urgent need and a considerable research and 

development challenge, especially for equilibrium passive sampling devices that normally 

exhibit smaller uptake capacities compared with kinetic devices.61 

 

1.3 Potential of Engineered Nanomaterials as Next-Generation Passive 

Sampling Devices 

Due to existing limitations in passives sampling devices related to their (i) bulk and 

surface chemistry for targeting chemically diverse target analyte (e.g., HCs and HMHCs) and 

(ii) limited uptake capacity, particularly for equilibrium passive sampling devices, a new 
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generation of highly tailorable, high capacity sorbent phases is needed.  Nanomaterials, which 

are generally defined as materials with at least one characteristic dimension or structural 

features below 100 nm,93, 94 hold promise as next generation sorbents in a range of 

environmental applications.95, 96 Nanomaterials are characterized by high surface area to 

volume ratios (SA/V values), and can often exhibit surface reactivity that is distinct from their 

larger scale analogs.93, 97 In particular, their high surface area makes them ideal for passive 

sampling, although very little work has been conducted to date considering their use in such 

applications. 

To deploy nanomaterials as sorbents in environmental applications, a challenge is 

identifying a stable platform that will effectively immobilize nanomaterials and prevent their 

release into the environment during use.  This is not only important for ensuring the reliability 

and reusability of the nanomaterial in its intended application, but it also limits the risks 

associated with unintended exposures to engineered nanomaterials, some of which may be 

toxic to aquatic organisms and humans.98-100 

1.3.1  Electrospun nanofiber mats for environmental applications  

To address the need for robust and environmentally responsible application platforms 

for engineering nanomaterials, several fabrication routes have been investigated. Among these, 

electrospinning has emerged as a highly scalable and commercially viable route to the synthesis 

of a three-dimensional network of nonwoven nanofibers suitable for a range of applications.101 
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Electrospinning fabricates nanofiber networks or mats by forcing a conductive polymer 

sol-gel or melt through a metal nozzle and drawing a solution droplet to form fibers in an 

electric field.102, 103 Figure 1-9 shows the schematic of a standard electrospinning setup. A high 

voltage is applied to the syringe needle while the collector is connected to ground. The 

conductive polymer sol-gel is pushed out from the syringe at a steady flow rate and driven by 

the electric field between needle and collector. The sol-gel forms a Taylor Cone on the needle 

tip and is then dispersed uniformly to generate the nanofibers. Because of its simplicity and 

high productivity, the electrospinning setup has been widely used in both academia and 

industry, where several advantages of this approach have been identified (e.g., a high degree 

of tailoring nanofiber properties such as composition and diameter) while producing polymer 

and inorganic nanofibers, as well as their composites, for a range of applications.103-105  

 

Figure 1-9. Set-up of the lab electrospinning apparatus 

 

1.3.2 Use of polymer electrospun nanofiber mats as sorbent materials 

Polymer electrospun nanofiber mats (ENMs) can be used as potential sorbent 

materials due to their high SA/V values and the diversity of polymers that can be synthesized 

via electrospinning. Use of polymer ENMs for the solid-phase extraction (SPE) of organic 
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chemicals (i.e., to extract organic chemicals from water or other solvents) has been 

investigated in both aqueous and biological (e.g., plasma) samples.106, 107 Beyond the high 

SA/V values resulting from their nanoscale dimensions, polymer ENMs can also have a high 

porosity that helps to improve both their selectivity and efficiency for uptake of trace organic 

chemicals in complex mixtures.108  

Another advantage of electrospinning for such applications is that many different 

polymers can be fabricated via this approach.  Thus, polymer ENMs can be fabricated with 

physical and chemical properties targeting specific types or classes of chemical analytes.  For 

example, in passive sampling applications, either hydrophobic or hydrophilic polymer ENMs 

could be fabricated. The repeating structural units for several polymers and co-polymers for 

which electrospinning synthesis recipes are available are shown in Figure 1-10.105, 109-117  

Notably, the subset of polymers shown possess functional groups that would be ideal for 

targeting either HCs or HMHCs during passives sampling, and one could envision that 

multiple polymer ENMs could be integrated into a single device to target a broader spectrum 

of chemically diverse analytes in a single passive sampling platform.  
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Figure 1-10. The structural unit of polymers that can be fabricated by electrospinning and 

may also be beneficial for use in passive sampler applications for legacy and emerging 

pollutant classes. 

 

1.3.3 Tailoring ENM polymer characteristics to improve performance 

To improve upon the baseline performance of polymer ENMs in applications related 

to environmental monitoring and treatment, electrospinning is a highly versatile approach for 

modifying materials either before synthesis or by post-processing of the resulting nanofiber 

mat. For example, while the operating principle of electrospinning is straightforward, there 

are many synthesis parameters that influence the characteristics of the resulting nanofibers 

including humidity, polymer concentration, sol gel conductivity, applied voltage, flow rate, 

and needle size.  Accordingly, any or all of these variables can be manipulated to help tailor 

the properties of ENMs, and there are many reviews that have attempted to summarize the 

effects of different synthesis parameters.102, 103  As one example, we can tune polymer 

nanofiber diameter and thus SA/V values critical to pollutant uptake rates in sorbent 
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applications, through control of humidity, where low humidity will produce smaller diameter 

nanofibers.   

The composition is also easily tailored through the selection of the precursors used in 

the preparation of sol gels.  Beyond simple polymer nanofibers, advances in this area have 

involved integration of two or more polymers into one ENM through modifications to the 

standard electrospinning process. Three common approaches include: (a) preparation of a 

single electrospinning sol-gel with mixed polymer precursors, which is usually limited to 

instances where polymers have similar properties and are able to make a homogeneous sol 

gel mixture;118, 119 (b) fabrication of a multi-layer structure, where ENMs are electrospun 

simultaneously one after another via layer-by-layer deposition of nanofibers and a 

macrophase separation is created between different polymer layers;120, 121 (c) use either a 

coaxial or multiple needles/nozzles for the simultaneous fabrication of core-shell or 

multiphasic polymer ENMs, respectively (Figure 1-11). 122, 123  

 

Figure 1-11. Schematic of (a) coaxial and (b) multiple needles/nozzles electrospinning set-

up122, 123 
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1.3.4 Fabrication of polymer ENM nanocomposites to improve performance 

Beyond polymer composition and ENM morphology, it is also possible to adjust the 

mat mechanical properties (e.g., flexibility, roughness, and strength) through blending of 

other nanomaterials into the polymer precursor sol-gel so as to manufacture nanocomposites. 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and metal or metal oxide nanoparticles are two types of common 

commercial products used for this purpose.124-126 For example, CNTs are noted for their 

extreme mechanical strength, and their integration into polymers produces a stronger polymer 

composite material that is likely more robust during environmental applications.126-129  

In addition to structural benefits, integration of other nanomaterials may also impart 

other beneficial properties related to the physical and chemical nature of the fabricated 

composites.  For example, metal nanoparticles can be used to improve the thermal and 

electrical conductivity of traditional polymers.128, 129 Silver nanoparticles also impart 

antibacterial activity that can be useful in avoiding biofouling during application of polymer 

composites in more complex environmental matrices.130, 131 During electrospinning, these 

reactive nanomaterials can easily be mixed into the precursor sol gel solution, so long as the 

solution is homogeneous (i.e., the nanoparticles are not extensively aggregated), resulting in 

their distribution throughout the deposited nanofibers and producing multi-functional 

polymer-ENM composites.  

The integration of CNTs into polymer composites offers the potential to not only 

influence mechanical strength, but also the ability of the polymer to function as a high 

capacity sorbent during environmental applications.  CNTs consist of rolled-up sheets of 
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graphene, which represents the most thermodynamically stable form of crystalline carbon 

where carbon atoms are covalently bound to each other in the hexagonal pattern.97, 132, 133 

CNTs are divided into two types depending on their number of graphene sheets: single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) consist of a single, rolled graphene sheet whereas 

multiple graphene sheets comprise multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) (Figure 1-12). 

CNTs can also be fabricated with different surface functional groups; non-functionalized 

surfaces are largely hydrophobic because of their carbon structure, but carboxylic acid groups 

can be introduced via several oxidation routes, while other functional groups (e.g. N-based 

amines and amides) can be produced with more sophisticated functionalization routes 

(Figure 1-13). All the CNTs products used in this project are purchased from Cheap Tubes 

Inc. (Cambridgeport, VT). The information of current available functionalized CNTs are 

listed in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1. Summary of current functionalized CNT products of Cheap Tubes Inc. 

Primary Surface Group 
CNT  
Type 

Graphitized 
Option 

Outer  
Diameter  

Inner  
Diameter  

Length 
Functionalization  

Route 

Carboxyl groups 
(COOH) 

SW,DW,MW Yes 1-80 nm 0.8–5 nm 0.5-50 µm 
CCVD 

Acid chemistry 

Hydroxyl groups 
(OH) 

SW,DW,MW Yes 1-80 nm 0.8–10 nm 0.5-50 µm 
CCVD 

Acid chemistry 

oxygen groups 
(COH) 

SW,DW,MW No 1-20 nm 0.8–4 nm 1-30 µm Plasma 

Amine groups 
(NH2) 

SW,DW,MW No 1-20 nm 0.8–4 nm 1-30 µm Plasma 

Nitrogen Functionalized 
(NH) 

SW,DW,MW No 1-20 nm 0.8–4 nm 1-30 µm Plasma 

Fluorine Functionalized 
(FX) 

SW,DW,MW No 1-20 nm 0.8–4 nm 1-30 µm 
CCVD 

Plasma  

CCVD is the abbreviation of catalyzed chemical vapor deposition; SW, DW, MW are the abbreviation of Single-Walled, 

Double-walled, Multi-Walled respectively. All the information are reported by the manufacturer. Outer 

diameter, inner diameter and length are selected in the reported range. Generally, outer and inner diameter of 

SW and DW CNTs are larger than MW CNTs. 
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Figure 1-12. Schematic of carbon nanotubes: single-walled CNT (left), multi-walled CNT 

(middle) and functionalized CNT (right) 134, 135 

 

As a result of their high surface area, environmental application of CNTs have 

focused on their use as novel sorbents for the removal of organic chemicals from water.130, 136 

Although the high uptake capacity of CNTs is promising, identification of an application 

platform that effectively immobilizes CNTs during use and prevents their release into the 

environment (where they may be toxic to exposed organisms) remains a primary 

challenge.137, 138  

Although polymer-CNT composites represent a promising platform for deploying CNTs in 

the environment, approaches are needed to ensure that CNTs encapsulated in the polymer 

remain accessible to solution or other relevant environmental media from which they are to 

remove target contaminants.  Thus, the extent of CNT surface availability, and the porosity of 

the polymer matrix, may represent key design considerations in developing polymer-CNT 

composites for environmental applications including next-generation sorbents or passive 

sampling materials.  
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Figure 1-13. Surface functionalization of carbon nanotubes139 

 

1.3.5 Imparting chemical functionalization to improve ENM performance: 

Surfactants 

Chemical uptake initiates (and may be limited entirely to) at the nanofiber surface, 

such that changing its surface physical and chemical properties will likely influence nanofiber 

activity toward various dissolved target analytes.140 One approach that has previously been 

used to alter the surface chemistry of polymer nanofibers is through the use of surfactants that 

impart specific reactive surface sites.141 Surfactants are the surface active agents that can 

reduce the surface tension between two phases (e.g. liquid-liquid, gas-liquid and liquid-solid 

phase).142, 143 Specifically for electrospun polymer nanofibers, a useful subset of surfactants 

are those that are surface segregating,141, 144 during fabrication, the surfactants migrate to the 

surface of the polymer so as to minimize the free energy of interaction between the 

surfactants and the polymer bulk. Thus, surface-segregating surfactants hold the advantage of 
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being able to be blended homogeneously into the sol gel precursor solution, but concentrate 

on the nanofiber surface during the fabrication process. Surface-segregating surfactants 

including cationic quaternary ammonium salts (QAS) were initially used in the production of 

antibacterial nanofiber materials for wound dressing,145 as the QAS functionality is also a 

potent biocide.  Subsequently, prior work by our group integrated surface-segregating QAS 

including CTAB and TBAB (Figure 1-14) for uptake of metal anions (e.g., chromate and 

arsenate), as in addition to their antimicrobial activity, the quaternary ammonium groups are 

analogous to groups used in strong base anion exchange resins for oxyanion removal.  

There remain some practical challenges to these surfactant modified materials. First, 

outside of their use in metal binding, their activity in promoting uptake of charged organic 

molecules has not yet been investigated.  Another potential problem is that the charge 

imparted to the surface of the nanofibers will promote fouling; for example, the presence of 

positively charged quaternary ammonium sites may hasten interaction with non-target, 

negatively charged species including dissolved organic matter and even bacteria, which carry 

a net negative surface charge.  Alternately, it could be envisioned that the integration on an 

anionic surfactant, like sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) could be used to avoid biofouling 

issues.146   

A final practical consideration is the long-term stability of the surfactant embedded in 

the polymer matrix. Retention is dependent on the strength of the physical and chemical 

interactions between the hydrocarbon chain and the polymer matrix, and thus for weaker 
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interactions leaching of the surfactant into water over time is a possible concern.147 This 

would result in a loss of surface active sites over time, and a declining performance in the 

surfactant modified materials over their application lifetime , as was observed for CTAB-

modified polymers for metal uptake.145 However, Peter et al. recently reported on an 

approach to take advantage of the leaching surfactants from PAN nanofibers to intentionally 

improve their porosity, which in turn increased the amount of surface area available for metal 

cation uptake.141  

 

Figure 1-14. Examples of common surfactants for electrospun nanofiber: Sodium dodecyl 

sulfate (SDS),141, 148 Alkylphosphonic acids (APA),149, 150 Sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate 

(SDBS),151 Cetrimonium bromide (CTAB),152 Tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB),153 

Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (HDTMAB).148 

 

1.3.6 Imparting chemical functionalization to improve ENM performance: Post-

synthesis chemical processing 

Even after ENMs have been synthesized, many other post-processing treatments can 

be used to impart and improve functionality. A common approach is to use chemical 

reactions to change functional groups within the polymer matrix. For example, PAN-based 
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ENMs can be amidoximated via their reaction with hydroxylammonium chloride in an acidic 

environment (shown in Figure 1-15).154, 155 Via this reaction, the nitrile group originally 

present in PAN is replaced by amidoxime groups, which are active sites for binding and 

complexation of many species including metals (like uranium).156 The new amidoxime 

functional group may also be useful for binding of organic pollutants via Van der Waals 

forces and hydrogen bonding. Moreover, after amidoximation, Das et al. proposed further 

chemical processing to form a poly(imide dioxime) structure that also can be used to improve 

the sorption performance of anionic species.157 However, the disadvantage of using such 

chemical reactions is that they are restricted to polymers with reactive structural elements 

(e.g., PAN), and the processes may alter the strength and the integrity of the ENM in cases of 

extensive chemical reaction.    

 

Figure 1-15. The reaction equation of amidoximation reaction on PAN-based ENM 

 

There are other post-functionalizing methods that can be considered.  If an ENM is 

synthesized with more than one polymer (or copolymer), UV- or plasma treatment can be 

used to etch one domain to create an organized nanostructure in the ENM that would increase 

the sampling rate of the device.158-160 Carbonization and oxidation are another two 
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approaches that can enhance the ENMs mechanical performance and bring in oxygen-

containing functional groups, respectively.161-164  

 

1.4 Thesis Motivation, Objectives and Overarching Hypotheses 

To address persistent technical obstacles in the development and application of 

passive sampling devices including a relatively narrow range of target analytes (based on Kow 

values), poor selectivity and low sensitivity, we propose to use polymer electrospun nanofiber 

mats (ENMs) as a sorbent material for multi-target passive sampling devices for monitoring 

legacy and emerging pollutant classes in the aqueous and sediment pore water phases. To 

achieve this overall research goal, several synthesis and optimization methods will be used to 

tailor the chemical and physical properties of ENMs to improve their uptake of both POPs 

and HMHCs. This includes tuning the composition and morphology of polymer ENMs, the 

fabrication of polymer-CNT ENM composites, and surfactant-modified materials with 

surface chemistries specifically designed to target polar HMHCs.   

1.4.1 Objectives and Hypotheses 

Specific research objectives to achieve the overall research goal include:  

 Objective 1: Synthesize via electrospinning a suite of chemically diverse polymer 

ENMs and characterize their physical and chemical properties.  
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 Objective 2: Using a suite of structurally analogous model compounds exhibiting a 

range of logKow values, establish the physical and chemical characteristics governing 

pollutant uptake on polymer ENMs.  

 Objective 3: Focusing on the optimal polymer materials (based on equilibration time, 

largest partitioning coefficients and recovery rate), utilize chemical modifications and 

fabrication of polymer-CNTs composites to improve further material performance and 

functionality (e.g., absorption capacity, equilibrium time, stability, strength and anti-

fouling). 

 Objective 4: Design a multi-target passive sampling device with modified nanofibers 

and evaluate the device performance toward real-world targets in systems 

representative of contaminated sediments and surface waters. 

To address these objectives, there are several hypotheses guiding the development of novel 

passive sampling materials in this work. They are:  

 Hypothesis 1: The ability of an ENM to sorb polar organic pollutants will scale with 

its wettability, solubility of its monomeric unit, and N and O contents.  

 Hypothesis 2: The sorption capacity of ENMs will increase with surface area and 

porosity of the nanofibers.  

 Hypothesis 3: Functionalized carbon nanotubes and ionic surfactants can be used to 

introduce surface chemical sites to the ENM that will improve the sorption capacity and 
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uptake rates, specifically for polar compounds, by promoting specific and electrostatic 

binding interactions.  

 Hypothesis 4: Inclusion of quaternary ammonium surfactants and carbon nanotubes, 

both of which exhibit antimicrobial activity, will prevent nanofibers from biofouling in 

complex environments (e.g., surface waters and sediments), and facilitate the use of 

modified polymer ENMs over pure polymer ENMs for field applications.  

 

1.5 Overview and thesis organization  

The dissertation contains a total of five chapters, including the current Introduction, 

three chapters of original research to test the above hypothesis and achieve stated research 

objectives, and one Conclusion chapter that summarizes key findings while also proposing 

several avenues of future research. Please note that all of the content in Chapter 2 has been 

published in Environmental Science Processes & Impacts.125 The contents of each research 

chapter are briefly summarized below.  

Chapter 2 demonstrates that polymer ENMs are good sampling sorbent materials for 

POPs, achieve 4-log unit values of KENM-W that are on par with current POPs passive 

sampling devices. However, not all of the seven types of polymer ENMs were effective for 

the HMHC analyte suite. Based on uptake experiments, the three most promising polymers 

for ENMs were determined to be polyacrylonitrile (PAN), polystyrene (PS), and polymethyl 

methacrylate (PMMA). Chapter 2 also confirms that ENMs are flexible and strong materials 
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with a high reproducibility during fabrication. pH-edge and isotherm experiments were also 

conducted with select ENMs to verify that KENM-W values our optimal sampling materials are 

independent of pH and environmental pollutants concentrations.  Further, ENM passive 

samplers perform as equilibrium samplers because of their short equilibration time (<2 days 

in the most cases). The first attempt of environmental deployment of our ENMs was 

conducted with sediment from Indiana Harbor and Ship Canal (IHSC) to measure PCBs 

concentration in the sediment pore water. ENM performance toward POPs and HMHCs are 

also compared with other commercial products involving polyethylene (PE) membrane and 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDSM) fiber to ensure our ENMs have a broader testing range that 

currently available products. 

Chapter 3 is focused on using CNT nanocomposites to improve the performance of 

selected hydrophilic (PAN-based) and hydrophobic (PS-based) ENMs. Both 

nonfunctionalized CNTs and carboxylated CNTs are used to tailor ENM sorbent activity. We 

find that the fiber morphology changes after inclusion of CNTs, as monitored by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). Focusing on ENM-CNT composites toward a suite of HMHCs, 

values of KENM-W and measured sorption capacities are far greater for CNT-amended materials 

relative to pure polymer ENMs.  CNTs can not only introduce new sites for organic pollutant 

uptake but also create more porous nanostructures that increase reactive surface area and 

promote uptake rate. Further, the uptake of HMHCs can be increased by increasing the mass 

loading of CNTs in the nanofiber composite. In Chapter 3, we also measure the equilibrium 
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partition coefficient of target analytes in aqueous CNT suspensions (Kd values) and examine 

possible correlations among different partition coefficient values (i.e., in CNT suspensions 

versus on ENM-CNT composites) to better understand the sorption mechanism of CNT-

enabled passive sampling materials. Field deployment of ENM-CNT composites was 

conducted at Muddy Creek, IA (USGS site 05454090) to measure atrazine, a corn herbicide, 

with these new sampling materials producing concentrations comparable to active sampling 

methods (i.e., aqueous grab samples) conducted by the USGS. 

Chapter 4 demonstrates that the addition of cationic and anionic surfactants into the 

electrospinning precursor sol-gel can be used to enhance organic pollutant sorption on ENMs.  

ENMs are modified with two types of cationic quaternary ammonium salts to improve uptake 

of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), an anionic herbicide. We find that as the mass 

loading of cationic surfactants in the ENM (both pure polymer and polymer-CNT 

composites) is increased, so too is the uptake of 2,4-D and other anionic targets (PFOA).  The 

anionic surfactant SDS is also used as a porogen in this Chapter, where its intentional 

removal (via leaching) from the polymer matrix increases ENM porosity and, thus, reactive 

surface area.  For both cationic and anionic surfactant modified materials, tests were also 

conducted with neutral targets (e.g., atrazine, diuron and metolachlor), with the surfactant 

modified materials showing performance benefits even when simple electrostatic interactions 

are not solely at play. Through experiments in complex environmental media (the Iowa 

River), it is found that there is little to no interference from common non-target species (e.g., 
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organic matter) present in environmental matrices for these surfactant modified materials, 

suggesting great promise for their application in the field.    
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CHAPTER 2 DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF 

POLYMERIC ELECTROSPUN NANOFIBER MATS AS 

EQUILIBRIUM-PASSIVE SAMPLER MEDIA FOR ORGANIC 

COMPOUNDS 

2.1 ABSTRACT 

We fabricated a suite of polymeric electrospun nanofiber mats (ENMs) and investigated 

their performance as next-generation passive sampler media for environmental monitoring of 

organic compounds. Electrospinning of common polymers [e.g., polyacrylonitrile (PAN), 

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), and polystyrene (PS), among others] yielded ENMs with 

reproducible control of nanofiber diameters (from 70 to 340 nm). ENM performance was 

investigated initially with model hydrophilic (aniline and nitrobenzene) and hydrophobic 

(selected PCB congeners and dioxin) compounds, generally revealing fast chemical uptake into 

all ENMs that was well described by a one compartment, first-order kinetic model. Typical 

times to reach 90% of equilibrium (t90%) were ≤ 7 days under mixing conditions for all ENMs, 

and < 0.5 days for the best performing materials under static (i.e., no mixing) conditions. 

Collectively, these short equilibrium timescales suggest that ENMs may be used in the field as 

an equilibrium-passive sampler, at least for our model compounds. Equilibrium partitioning 

coefficients (KENM-W, L/kg) averaged 2 and 4.7 log units for the hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

analytes, respectively. PAN, PMMA and PS were prioritized for additional studies because they 

exhibited not only the greatest capacity for simultaneous uptake of the entire model suite (log 

KENM-W ~ 1.5 – 6.2), but also fast uptake. For these optimized ENMs, rates uptake into PS were 

limited by diffusion into the nanofiber, PMMA was limited by aqueous phase diffusion to the 
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nanofiber surface, and the rate-determine step for PAN was analyte specific. Sorption isotherms 

also revealed that the environmental application of these optimized ENMs would occur within 

the linear uptake regime. We examined ENM performance for the measurement of pore water 

concentrations from spiked soil and freshwater sediments. Soil and sediment studies not only 

yielded reproducible pore water concentrations and comparable values to other passive sampler 

materials, but also provided practical insights into ENM stability and fouling in such systems. 

Further, fast uptake for a suite of structurally diverse hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic 

compounds were obtained for PAN and PS, with t90% ranging from 0.01 to 4 days with mixing 

and KENM-W values ranging from 1.3 to 3.2 log units. Our findings show promise for the 

development and use of ENMs as equilibrium-passive samplers for a range of organic 

pollutants across soil/sediment and water systems. 
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2.2 INTRODUCTION 

Accurately measuring the abundance of organic chemical pollutants in contaminated 

water and sediment systems is critical for effective management and risk assessment. However, 

these measurements are complicated by the diverse physicochemical properties of both legacy 

and emerging pollutant classes, as well as variables arising from system complexity (e.g., low 

target concentrations, sorption to dissolved organic matter, and pollutant ionization). For this 

purpose, the use of passive sampling devices has increased remarkably over the last decade, 

particularly for the determination of the freely dissolved sediment pore water and surface water 

concentrations of hydrophobic contaminants.63, 165-168 

To date, relatively less attention has been focused on passive samplers for hydrophilic 

and moderately hydrophobic contaminants.70, 92, 168-172 Alvarez et al.70 were among the first to 

develop and field deploy passive samplers operating in the linear uptake stage for measurement 

of polar compounds in surface water (the so-called Polar Organic Chemical Integrative 

Samplers, or POCIS). They focused on organic compounds with logarithmic octanol-water 

partitioning coefficients (i.e., log KOW values) less than 4, with field results for two herbicides 

and a naturally occurring hormone yielding good agreement with conventional sampling and 

measurement methods. MacLeod et al. performed one of the first POCIS laboratory calibration 

for 25 pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs), which also included field 

deployment,173 concluding that POCIS can be used as a quantitative tool for measuring PPCPs 

in water systems. Harman et al. 174 and Mori et al. 175 reviewed and summarized calibration 
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methods and sampling rates for more than 100 hydrophilic analytes using POCIS. Both studies 

agreed that even though POCIS is a useful device to measure hydrophilic and moderately 

hydrophobic compounds in aquatic systems, there remains a lack of standardization for 

calibration methods, and that the use of laboratory sampling rates in field measurements can 

increase uncertainty when environmental time-weighted average (TWA) concentrations are 

calculated. 

A passive sampler characterized by rapid uptake that operates in an equilibrium 

partitioning regime could reduce such uncertainties. Equilibrium-passive samplers hold the 

promise of higher precision and accuracy for field measurements because their calculations of 

field concentrations only depend on equilibrium partition coefficients, which can be readily 

measured in the laboratory. Equilibrium partitioning eliminates the need for spiking 

performance reference compounds, which are needed to account for sampling rates during field 

deployment of kinetic passive samplers. Further, shorter sampling times is highly desirable for 

capturing spatial and temporal variability in dynamic pollutant systems. To the best of our 

knowledge, only three equilibrium-passive sampler materials consisting of plastic films have 

been developed to date for measurement of hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic 

analytes.169, 170, 176 Although the uptake capacity for these materials may be lower than, for 

example, POCIS, their ability to achieve equilibrium over a short sampling period, even under 

static conditions, represents an important advance for passive environmental sampling 

techniques. 
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Here, we aim to develop a new, nanomaterial-enabled platform for equilibrium-passive 

sampling devices. Our approach uses electrospinning, a nanofiber fabrication method that 

offers superior control over the material properties exhibited by the resulting electrospun 

nanofiber mats (or ENM).102, 177 Accordingly, we investigated how the physical and chemical 

properties of various polymeric ENMs influence their performance as passive sampling 

materials toward a suite of hydrophilic (i.e., log KOW < 2), moderately hydrophobic (i.e., log 

KOW ranging from 2 to 4.5), and hydrophobic (i.e., log KOW > 4.5) compounds. We anticipated 

that the high surface-area-to-volume ratio (SA/V values) of the nanofiber mats would promote 

faster uptake of target organic compounds into the ENM.102, 178 As has been reported for 

hydrophobic compounds, the size and geometry of the sampler device, often described by its 

SA/V ratio, play an important role for uptake rates. Specifically, increasing the SA/V ratio 

corresponds to a faster sampling device.178, 179 For our ENMs, this SA/V ratio is inversely 

proportional to the nanofiber radius (i.e., SA/V = 2/r), which we propose represents a critical 

design parameter for tuning and optimizing ENM performance. 

To test this hypothesis, we fabricated seven ENMs from different polymers and tested 

their sorption performance against a suite of eight hydrophilic, four moderately hydrophobic, 

and ten hydrophobic compounds. Scanning electron microscopy, water contact angle and 

specific surface area measurements were used to characterize the fabricated ENMs. Initially, 

ENM performance experiments focused on aniline and nitrobenzene as model hydrophilic 

compounds and selected PCB congeners and dioxin as model hydrophobic compounds. 
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Optimal ENMs from initial studies were then tested across a broader range of conditions (e.g., 

pH, target concentration, nanofiber diameter and in soil and sediment systems) and against a 

larger suite of hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic compounds. 

 

2.3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

ENM fabrication. We synthesized seven ENMs from ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA); 

polyacrylonitrile (PAN); polyethylene terephthalate (PET); polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA); 

polystyrene (PS); polyvinyl acetate (PVAc); and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). These 

polymers were selected due to their different chemical functionalities, providing materials 

across the spectrum from hydrophobic (e.g., PS and PVDF) to hydrophilic (e.g., PAN and 

PMMA) (Table 2-1). 

ENMs were fabricated using a custom-built electrospinning apparatus that has been 

described in detail elsewhere (Figure 2-1).161 ENM synthesis recipes were adapted from 

previously published methods.103, 180 All reagents and ENM fabrication parameters are 

summarized in Table 2-1. Briefly, polymers were dissolved in an appropriate organic solvent 

and thermally mixed at 60 °C for 4 h to obtain a homogenous sol-gel as an electrospinning 

precursor solution. The sol-gel was cooled to room temperature, and transferred into a 12 mL 

syringe, which was then mounted on a syringe pump. A needle was used to expel the sol-gel, 

with the needle tip connected to a high-voltage power supply. During synthesis, the flow rate 

of the sol-gel from the syringe was controlled, as well as the needle-tip voltage. A grounded, 
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rotating metal drum collector (covered with Al foil) was used to collect deposited ENMs, 

located a fixed distance from the needle tip. All electrospinning was conducted under a 

controlled environment within a custom environmental chamber, where temperature and 

humidity were fixed at a desired value between 20 °C to 28 °C and 16% to 20%, respectively. 

Chemical properties of each fabricated ENM, including the molecular weight and repeating 

structural units of each polymer, are listed in Table 2-1. 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Set-up of the lab electrospinning apparatus. The left cartoon shows a schematic 

of an electrospinning apparatus, including high-voltage power supply, spinneret (metallic 

needle), collector (aluminum foil or metallic drum) and syringe pump. Right photograph 

shows the laboratory scale electrospinning apparatus used to fabricate all ENMs tested 

herein. 
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Table 2-1. Reagents, physical and chemical properties, and electrospinning synthesis 

parameters for ENMs investigated herein. 

Reagent Details PAN PS PMMA PET PVDF 

Physical and Chemical Properties of Polymers 

Repeating 
structural unit 

 
  

 

 
Ave. Mw ~150,000 ~280,000 ~996,000 n.m. ~534,000 

Monomer   
formula 

C3H3N C8H8 C5H8O2 
C8H6O4 

And C2H6O2 
C2H2F2 

Hydrogen bond* H-acceptor (1) No H-acceptor (2) H-acceptor (4) H-acceptor (2) 

O or N content 
(w %) 

26 0 32 33 0 

Aromatic bond** 0 6 0 6/0 0 

Density (g/cm3) 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.8 

Hydrophobicity of 
functional group 

Hydrophilic Hydrophobic Hydrophilic Hydrophobic Hydrophobic 

ENM 
hydrophobicity 

(measured water 
contact angle) 

Hydrophilic Hydrophobic Hydrophobic Hydrophobic Hydrophobic 

Electrospinning Receipt and Synthesis Parameters 

Solvent (v/v) DMF DMF 5:1 DMF: GAA 1:1 DCM:TFA 
25:9 

Acetone : DMA 

Polymer to 
solvent ratio (w/w) 

0.087 0.11 0.071 0.071 0.14 

Polymer weight 
(%) 

8 10 6.6 6.6 12 

Distance needle-
collector (cm) 

10 10 10 10 10 

Voltage (kV) 13 17 9 16 22 

Pump flow (mL/h) 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.7 

Needle gauge size 25G 25G 25G 23G 25G 

*Hydrogen bond is a chemical bond in which a hydrogen atom of one molecule is attracted to an electronegative 

atom, especially a nitrogen, oxygen or fluorine atom, usually of another molecule. The numbers of electronegative 

atoms that accept covalent bonds in each polymer repeat unit are listed in parentheses.181 

**Based on Hückel's rule, the numbers of aromatic bond are counted by delocalized electrons in each polymer 

repeat unit. 

 

ENM Characterization. Nanofiber diameters were measured from scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and analysis of resulting SEM images using ImageJ software. Typically, 

100 nanofiber diameters were measured per ENM sample, allowing size distributions with 
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mean and standard deviation (i.e., histograms of nanofiber diameters) to be quantified. Specific 

surface area of ENMs was measured using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface area and pore 

size analyzer (N2-BET). The water contact angle, which uses wettability to assess ENM 

hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, was obtained using a Rame-Hart model 100 contact angle 

goniometer equipped with a Thor Laboratories 6-60× magnification microscope lens and high-

resolution CMOS camera. For this analysis, 10 µL of DI water was used as the wetting liquid, 

dispensed and collected by an Eppendorf EDOS 5222 Electronic Dispensing System at 1 µL/s. 

If the angle between the material and the water drop is lower than 90º, the material is considered 

hydrophobic, and if the angle is more than 90º, the material is considered hydrophilic. Stability 

of ENMs during analytical processing (e.g., solvent extraction) was also examined across a 

range of pH values (2 to 12) and in various organic solvents (e.g., methanol, acetonitrile). 

Target Analyte Suite. The suite of hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic (i.e., log 

KOW ranging from -0.07 to 4.5) target chemicals consisted of aniline, anisole, atrazine, caffeine, 

benzylamine, diuron, β-Estradiol, nitrobenzene, phenol, p-nitrophenol, trinitrotoluene (TNT) 

and 1, 3, 5-Trinitroperhydro-1, 3, 5-triazine (RDX), all of which were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (with purity ≥ 98%). Stock solutions (from 1.1-6,800 µg/L) for each compound were 

prepared in deionized (DI) water. The hydrophobic chemical suite consisted of PCB1, PCB11, 

PCB29, PCB47, PCB121, PCB136, PCB187, PCB206, PCB209 and 2,3,7,8-

tetrachlorodibenzodioxin (dioxin), all purchased from AccuStandard, Inc. A mixed stock 

solution (100 - 2,000 mg/L) for PCBs was prepared in hexane, as well as for dioxin (200 mg/L). 
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Solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Fisher chemical (purity ≥ 99% in all cases). 

Table 2-2 summarizes key chemical properties for the target chemicals.
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Table 2-2. Molecular structures and chemical properties of our organic target analyte suite. 

 

Compound Structure 
MW 

(g/mol) 
Log Kow 

Water solubility 
(room 

temperature) 
(g/100 mL) 

Aromatic 
bonds 

Hydrogen 
bonds 

(count)* 

pKas 
(25 °C) 

Charge 
@ pH ≈ 6.5 

Caffeine 

 

194.19 -0.07 2 10 
H-donor (0) 

H-acceptor (6) 
0.52, 14 ** Neutral 

RDX 

 

222.12 0.9 0.004 0 
H-donor (0) 

H-acceptor (12) 
-15 Neutral 

Aniline 

 

93.13 0.9 3.6 6 
H-donor (2) 

H- acceptor (1) 
4.9 Protonated (neutral) 

Benzylamine 
 

107.16 1.1 100 6 
H-donor (2) 

H- acceptor (1) 
9.1 Protonated (positive) 

Phenol 

 

94.11 1.5 8.2 6 
H-donor (1) 

H- acceptor (1) 
9.9 Deprotonated (neutral) 

TNT 

 

227.13 1.6 0.013 6 
H-donor (0) 

H-acceptor (9) 
0.65, 12.0** Neutral 

Nitrobenzene 

 

123.06 1.9 0.2 6 
H-donor (0) 

H-acceptor (3) 
4.0 (0 °C) Neutral 
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Table 2-2. Molecular structures and chemical properties of our organic target analyte suite. 

Compound Structure 
MW 

(g/mol) 
Log Kow 

Water solubility 
(room 

temperature) 
(g/100 mL) 

Aromatic 
bonds 

Hydrogen 
bonds 

(count)* 

pKas 
(25 °C) 

Charge 
@ pH ≈ 6.5 

p-Nitrophenol 

 

139.11 1.9 1.6 6 
H-donor (1) 

H- acceptor (4) 
7.2 

Partially deprotonated (partially 
negative) 

Anisole 

 

108.14 2.1 0.16 6 
H-donor (0) 

H-acceptor (1) 
-4.8 Neutral 

Atrazine 

 

215.68 2.6 0.007 6 
H-donor (2) 

H- acceptor (5) 
2.3 Protonated (neutral) 

Diuron 

 

233.09 2.7 0.0042 6 
H-donor (1) 

H- acceptor (3) 
14 Protonated (positive) 

β-Estradiol 

 

272.38 4.0 0.00213 6 
H-donor (2) 

H- acceptor (2) 
10 Deprotonated (neutral) 

PCB1 

 

188.65 4.6 4.75*10-04 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (0) 
 Neutral 

PCB11 

 

223.09 5.3 6.09*10-05 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (0) 
 Neutral 

PCB29 

 

257.54 5.6 2.19*10-05 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (0) 
 Neutral 
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Table 2-2. Molecular structures and chemical properties of our organic target analyte suite. 

Compound Structure 
MW 

(g/mol) 
Log Kow 

Water solubility 
(room 

temperature) 
(g/100 mL) 

Aromatic 
bonds 

Hydrogen 
bonds 

(count)* 

pKas 
(25 °C) 

Charge 
@ pH ≈ 6.5 

PCB47 

 

291.99 5.9 7.45*10-06 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (0) 
 Neutral 

PCB121 

 

326.43 6.6 2.62*10-06 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (0) 
 Neutral 

PCB136 

 

360.88 6.2 2.73*10-06 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (0) 
 Neutral 

PCB187 

 

395.32 7.2 8.65*10-07 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (0) 
 Neutral 

PCB206 

 

464.21 8.1 5.67*10-08 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (0) 
 Neutral 

PCB209 

 

498.66 8.2 2.65*10-08 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (0) 
 Neutral 

Dioxin 
 

321.97 6.8 2.0E*10-08 12 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (2) 
 Neutral 

* Hydrogen bond is a chemical bond in which a hydrogen atom of one molecule is attracted to an electronegative atom, especially a nitrogen, oxygen or fluorine atom, usually 

of another molecule. The numbers of electronegative atoms that accept covalent bonds and electropositive hydrogen atoms that participate covalent bonds in each chemical are 

listed in this table. 

** Caffeine and TNT contain a weak base and a weak acid corresponding to pKa values of 0.52 and 14, and 0.65 and 12, respectively.
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Sorption and Uptake Experiments. Protocols for time-dependent uptake experiments 

were adapted from previous passive sampler development studies.61, 182 Initial experiments 

with the entire suite of ENMs were performed with aniline and nitrobenzene (model 

hydrophilic chemicals), as well as the entire collection of PCB congeners and dioxin (model 

hydrophobic chemicals) in aqueous solutions. Partition coefficients (KENM-W, L/kg) between the 

concentration of the chemical of interest in the ENM and the aqueous phase were used to 

evaluate ENM performance, as shown in the Equation. 2-1  

𝐾𝐸𝑁𝑀−𝑤 =
𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑀

𝐶𝑊
  (2-1) 

where CENM and Cw are the experimentally measured concentrations of the chemical in the 

ENM and aqueous phase, respectively. 

Experiments used an initial aqueous concentration of ~ 2.8 mg/L for aniline and 

nitrobenzene, and 0.1 to 100 ng/L for PCBs and dioxin. Amber glass vials were filled 

completely with solution (i.e., ~40 mL so that there was no headspace) and ~0.05 g of ENM 

was added (~ 20 cm2). Vials were then sealed with Teflon-lined screw caps and placed on a 

rotator on which they were tumbled slowly end-over-end (~ 8 rpm). Samples were periodically 

collected for measurement of both the aqueous and sorbed phase concentrations after 3, 7, and 

11 h, and 1, 2, 3 and 5 d for aniline and nitrobenzene. A shorter sampling interval of 3, 5, and 

8 h and 1 day was used for PCBs and dioxin.  

For select ENMs with optimal performance, additional uptake studies were conducted. 

To complement actively mixed experiments, studies considered uptake rates in static systems 
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(i.e., without mixing) for aniline and nitrobenzene were carried out. These were conducted over 

8 days to measure partitioning under conditions most representative of passive sampling 

applications. We also explored the influence of ENM surface area-to-volume ratio (SA/V values) 

by exploring nitrobenzene uptake as a function of the nanofiber diameter (which was tuned by 

varying polymer concentration in the sol-gel and humidity during synthesis). 

Aniline and nitrobenzene sorption was also measured across a range of pH values (from 

5.5 to 9), where solutions buffered at pH 5.5 and 6 used 10 mM of 2-(N-morpholino) 

ethanesulfonic acid buffer, at pH 7 and 8 used 10 mM of 2- [4-(2-hydroxyethyl) piperazin-1-

yl] ethanesulfonic acid, and at pH 9 used 5 mM of sodium borate buffer. To determine ENM 

capacity, sorption isotherm experiments were also conducted with aniline and nitrobenzene. 

These experiments followed the aforementioned protocol for rate experiments, but the initial 

aqueous concentration of each compound was varied from 1 to 29 mg/L at a fixed ENM loading 

(0.05 g). Optimal ENMs were also used to measure uptake of our entire suite of hydrophilic 

and moderately hydrophobic compound targets. These compounds were tested with an initial 

concentration between 2.3 and 6.8 mg/L at pH ~ 6.5 (in DI water). The testing period varied 

from 3 to 8 days depending on the equilibrium time for each chemical.  

Uptake Experiments in Soil and Sediment Systems. To evaluate optimal ENM 

performance under environmentally relevant conditions, uptake experiments were conducted 

in systems containing a model soil amended with nitrobenzene. Experiments used a sandy loam 

commercially acquired through AGVISE laboratories (Northwood, ND and Benson, MN) 
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marketed as “LBLS”, which contained an organic carbon fraction of 3%.183 The soil was first 

mixed with DI water (50% v/v), and then sterilized with 30 mM of sodium azide (NaN3) while 

mixing for 2 weeks. After this time period, the soil was spiked with nitrobenzene to achieve an 

initial concentration of ~ 10 mg/L. The suspension was once again tumbled for two additional 

weeks to achieve solid-water equilibrium partitioning for nitrobenzene. Using these 

equilibrated systems, 30 g of wet soil was then combined with ~0.05 g of ENM in a clean 

amber glass vial. After ENM addition, vials were tumbled end-over-end, and samples were 

collected after 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 days. 

At each sampling point, the ENM was removed, gently wiped with a paper towel to 

remove superficial residual soil, and rinsed with a small volume (~ 50 to 100 mL) of DI water. 

We note that to confirm removal of soil via this wiping and washing procedure, SEM images 

of cleaned ENMs were collected. Moreover, samples of the DI wash water were collected for 

analysis to measure any loss of target analyte through this cleaning procedure. After cleaning, 

ENMs were analyzed for sorbed nitrobenzene concentration as described before. 

As a final performance test of our ENMs, sediment pore water measurements from 

highly PCB contaminated sediments collected from the Indiana Harbor and Ship Canal 

(IHSC), Indiana were carried out. We have previously measured and reported the PCB 

sediment pore water concentrations using PDMS fiber.167 Sampling and handling of the 

sediments are presented in details elsewhere.167 Around 0.1 g of ENM was placed in a clean 
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amber glass bottle (250 mL) with Teflon liner cap, with sediment and deionized water (~100 

g), and gently shaken (80 rpm and ~25°C) for 28 days. 

Uptake Modeling. Analyte uptake and accumulation into the ENM was modeled 

using a one compartment, first-order kinetic model: 170, 178 

𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑀 =
𝑘1

𝑘2
× 𝐶𝑤 × (1 − exp (−𝑘2 × 𝑡) (2-2) 

where CENM and CW are the concentrations of the analyte in the ENM and in the water as 

function of time (mg/L), respectively; k1 and k2 are the uptake and elimination rate constants 

(h-1), respectively; and t is time (h). Time-series of CENM and CW data were input into 

Equation 2-2, and a non-linear least squares analysis (performed in Excel using the embedded 

Solver tool) was used to solve for k1 and k2. Further, KENM-W can be calculated from the ratio 

of k1 and k2, while the time required to reach 90% of equilibrium can be estimated via 

Equation 2-3. Estimation of the uncertainty of the calculated parameters was performed by 

the “jackknife” method.184 

𝑡90% =
𝑙𝑛10

𝑘2
  (2-3) 

Analytical Methods. High performance liquid chromatography with diode array 

detector (LC/DAD, Agilent 1100 Series HPLC) was used to measure hydrophilic and 

moderately hydrophobic compounds in both the aqueous phase and in ENM extracts 

corresponding to the sorbed phase. All analyses followed previously published methods.143, 185-

191 For aqueous phase analysis, 1 mL of aqueous sample was transferred to an amber 

autosampler vial, and immediately analyzed. For analysis of the sorbed phase, ENM-bound 
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mass was extracted by mixing the ENM with 10 mL of methanol for 2 d, after which 1 mL of 

methanol was collected and analyzed. 

PCBs and dioxin were measured using a published method from our group that is also 

used by others.167, 192 For the aqueous phase, 20 mL of sample was spiked with 25 ng of a PCB 

solution (PCB14, PCB65-d and PCB166) as a surrogate standard. The surrogate congeners 

were used to estimate any losses during the cleanup and extraction procedures. The mixture 

was vortexed for 1 minute and subsequently mixed with 8 mL of hexane. This solution was 

tumbled for 5 minutes, after which the hexane layer was separated from the water. The 

extracted hexane was concentrated using a Turbo Vap unit to around 0.5 mL and transferred to 

a gas chromatography (GC) vial. An internal standard consisting of 50 ng of PCB30-d and 

PCB204 was spiked into this concentrated solution. For analysis of the sorbed phase, the ENM 

was first spiked with 25 ng of a PCB surrogate standard and then tumbled with 40 mL of hexane 

for 12 h. The hexane was recovered via pipette and concentrated using a Turbo Vap unit to 

approximately 1 mL. An internal standard consisting of 50 ng of PCB30-d and PCB204 was 

then spiked into this concentrated solution. PCBs and dioxin were then measured using gas 

chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (GC-MS/MS, Agilent 7000) in multiple 

reaction monitoring mode. 

QA/QC. Laboratory blanks consisted of DI water, methanol, hexane and unused ENMs 

were analyzed in parallel with experimental samples. No contamination was found in any of 

the blanks analyzed. Further, a mass balance approach was carried out to calculate recoveries 
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of aniline, nitrobenzene, PCBs and dioxin. In general, recoveries ranged from 50% to 110% 

through all the experiments. In the case of replicated measurements of aniline, nitrobenzene, 

PCBs and dioxin in the aqueous phase of ENM-containing systems, a relative standard 

deviation (RSD) of 7%, 3%, 16% and 16% were obtained, respectively. Because we used an 

internal standard method to quantify PCBs and dioxin, we also determined the recoveries of 

the surrogate standards that were spiked into our samples prior to sample extraction and 

cleanup. For these compounds, the recoveries of PCB14, PCB-d65 and PCB166 averaged 87 

± 7%, 85 ± 9% and 88 ± 6%, respectively. 

 

2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Synthesis and Characterization of ENMs. ENMs of PAN, PET, PMMA, PS and 

PVDF met criteria that made them most promising for application in passive sampling. These 

materials could be reproducibly fabricated using electrospinning, and they also showed no 

signs of degradation or dissolution in water across a range of pH values (from 2-12) and in 

various organic solvents commonly used for extraction (e.g., methanol and acetonitrile). We 

note that while PVAc could be fabricated by electrospinning, it dissolved readily in methanol, 

and numerous attempts and approaches to fabricate EVA-ENM via electrospinning were 

unsuccessful. Thus these two ENMs were not further investigated.  

Figure 2-2 shows SEM images of the five viable ENMs. All consisted of well-defined 

nanofibers with average diameters ranging from ~70 to 350 nm. Nanofiber diameters were 
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relatively uniform and without beading, as evidenced by the small standard deviation 

associated with measured size distributions (Table 2-3). Further, all recipes resulted in good 

batch-to-batch reproducibility. For PS, for example, three replicate batches fabricated over 

several months produced average diameters of 150 ± 40, 140 ± 20 and 140 ± 30 nm (Figure 

2-3). Generally, ENMs exhibited modest N2-BET specific surface areas typically in the range 

of 5 - 30 m2/g (Table 2-3).  

Measured water contact angles mostly matched expectations of polymer hydrophilicity 

and hydrophobicity from characteristics of their monomeric unit (Table 2-1). Hydrophobic 

ENMs (water contact angles > 90) were PVDF > PMMA > PET > PS, while PAN was 

hydrophilic (water contact angle < 90). The exception was PMMA; although it contains a 

presumed hydrophilic carboxylate ester functional group,193 the measured water contact angle 

of 120 suggests our PMMA-ENM behaves more as a hydrophobic material. 

Simple mechanical testing indicated that all the ENMs were able to support a reasonable 

load, and they could be twisted and stretched without significant deformation (Figure 2-4). 

Thus, all ENMs are sufficiently robust and durable such that application in the field as a passive 

sampler media and subsequent handling in the laboratory during sample processing should not 

be prohibitive. 
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Figure 2-2. SEM images of fabricated ENMs at low (left) and high (right) magnification. 

Corresponding recipes and characterization of these ENMs are provided in Table 2-1. 
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Figure 2-3. Histograms of four batches of PS fabricated. Diameters for at least 100 individual 

nanofibers within ENMs were quantified via SEM to produce these distributions. 

 

 

Figure 2-4. Photographs illustrating the handling, manipulation and mechanical strength of a 

representative PS. 
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Table 2-3. Physical and chemical properties for ENMs investigated herein. 

Property PAN PS PMMA PET PVDF 
Average diameter 

(nm)* 
160 ± 30 
(n = 7) 

140 ± 30 
(n = 4) 

340 ± 50 
(n = 6) 

70 ± 20 
(n = 4) 

50 ± 10 
(n=5) 

Surface area 
(m2/g) 

12 ± 0.50 27 ± 3.5 6.1 ± 1.4 7.1 ± 2.2 16 ± 0.2 

Water contact 
angle (°) 

44 ± 6.2 109 ± 9.9 119 ± 5.1 117 ± 7.5 135 ± 5.4 

* Fiber diameters were measured from SEM images using ImageJ software. Typically, 100 nanofiber diameters 

were measured per ENM sample, allowing size distributions to be calculated for all synthesized materials. n = 

number of replicate syntheses. 

 

Trends in ENM Performance with Model Compounds. Aniline and nitrobenzene. 

With mixing, both model hydrophilic chemicals exhibited very fast uptake to all ENMs, 

shown by the minimum change in experimentally measured partition coefficients after 0.4 d 

(Figure 2-5). Thus, equilibrium partition coefficients were calculated from the average data 

collected from 2 to 5 days. Average KENM-W values ranged from 0.7 to 2.8 log units (L/kg), 

although the extent of sorption varied depending on both the ENM and the model compound 

target (Table 2-2). For example, values of KENM-W were typically ~1 log unit higher for 

nitrobenzene than aniline, but both compounds exhibited similar KENM-W values on PAN. We 

note that no inhibitory or competitive effects were observed when experiments were 

conducted with analyte mixtures relative to individual analyte experiments. 
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Figure 2-5. Uptake curves with mixing and without mixing for aniline (a, c) and nitrobenzene 

(b, d) with our five ENMs. The error bars represent one standard deviation from two (w/mixing) 

and three (static) replicate uptake experiments. Laboratory set up: pH ~ 6.5 (DI water), initial 

concentrations of aniline: 2 mg/L and nitrobenzene: 3 mg/L, ENM loading ~1.5 g/L. Please 

note the difference in the x-axis scale for experiments with and without mixing. The light gray 

area in panels a and b notes a shorter, zoomed in time scale. Lines simply connect data points. 
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Table 2-4. Summary of average measured and predicted ENM-water equilibrium partition 

coefficients for aniline and nitrobenzene (log units, L/kg) under mixing and static conditions, 

as well as predicted t90% for both mixing and static conditions. For aniline and nitrobenzene, 

values were also calculated from the sorption isotherms for PAN, PMMA and PS (Figure 

2-16). 

ENM Aniline 
 Log KENM-W (L/kg) t90% (d) 

Measured 
(n = 10) a 

Measured 
static (n ≥ 3) 

Isotherm b Model 
mixing 

Model 
static 

Mixing Static 

PAN 1.9 ± 0.06 2.1 ± 0.04 1.8 ± 0.6 1.9 ± 0.04 2.1 ± 0.03 2.2 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.2 

PMMA 1.7 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.06 2.1 ± 1.0 1.8 ± 0.05 2.0 ± 0.02 7.3 ± 1.2 12 ± 0.6 

PS 1.5 ± 0.03 1.5 ± 0.02 1.7 ± 1.0 1.5 ± 0.03 1.5 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 

PET 1.7 ± 0.04   1.6 ± 0.01  0.01 ± 0.01  

PVDF 0.9 ± 0.1   1.0 ± 0.02  0.3 ± 0.07  

 Nitrobenzene 

Log KENM-W (L/kg) t90% (d) 

Measured 
(n = 10) a 

Measured 
static (n ≥ 3)  

Isotherm b Model 
mixing 

Model 
static 

Mixing Static 

PAN 1.9 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.08 1.8 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.01 2.0 ± 0.03 0.1 ± 0.03 0.4 ± 0.2 

PMMA 2.8 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.05 2.9 ± 1.1 2.9 ± 0.01 3.0 ± 0.02 1.2 ± 0.06 4.5 ± 0.6 

PS 2.8 ± 0.01 2.9 ± 0.09 2.6 ± 1.2 2.8 ± 0.01 2.8 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.01 

PET 2.4 ± 0.09   2.5 ± 0.02  0.1 ± 0.01  

PVDF 1.8 ± 0.06   1.9 ± 0.01  0.02 ± 0.01  

a Equilibrium partition coefficients were calculated from the average data collected from 2 to 5 days under 

mixing conditions. b From linear regression from the sorption isotherms, Figure 2-16. Sorption isotherms using 

PAN, PMMA and PS for (a) aniline and (b) nitrobenzene. Linear regressions yielded very strong correlations 

(R2 ≥ 0.93, p < 0.0001) with the exception of aniline sorbed to PS, which was also statistical significant (R2 = 

0.7, p = 0.0004), but not as strong as the other correlations 

 

For aniline, the overall trend in partitioning was as follows: PAN > PMMA ≈ PET > 

PS >> PVDF, spanning a range of 1-log unit from the ENM with the most to least uptake 

capacity. Although the five ENMs exhibit different chemical properties (Table 2-1), aniline 

uptake was generally greatest on the hydrophilic ENMs (Table 2-3). For example, although 

measured water contact angles for our ENMs clustered into two groups as either hydrophilic 

(40-60) or hydrophobic (100-140), we observed a clear negative correlation (p = 0.003) 

between logKENM-W values and increasing water contact angles (i.e., hydrophobic surfaces; 

see Figure 2-6). Conversely, no significant correlation was observed between the logKENM-W 

and ENM specific surface area from BET (p = 0.1). 
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Figure 2-6. Linear regressions (black=aniline, red=nitrobenzene) between equilibrium 

partition coefficients and (a) water contact angle and (b) specific surface area. Data are 

shown for PAN (▲), PMMA (▼), PS (●), PVDF (■) and PET (♦). The p-values of the slopes 

from the regressions are shown as p. Significant is considered with a p-value < 0.05. 

 

Nitrobenzene yielded a different trend in uptake, PMMA ~ PS > PET > PAN ~ PVDF, 

although a similar range of 1-log unit was observed across measured partitioning coefficients. 
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hydrophobic polymers (Table 2-1, Table 2-3), whereas the most hydrophilic (PAN) and most 

hydrophobic (PVDF) ENMs performed poorly. Unlike aniline, therefore, no significant 

correlation (p = 0.25) was found between logKENM-W values and water contact angles for 

nitrobenzene (Figure 2-6). As with aniline, no correlation was obtained between the logKENM-

W and ENM specific surface area (p = 0.6). 

For comparison, we also measured partition coefficients for aniline and nitrobenzene 

using conventional, commercially available passive sampling materials under the same 

experimental conditions. These included polystyrene beads, PDMS fiber and a low-density 

polyethylene (LDPE) film, many of which have been used in research and development of 

passive sampling materials, albeit mostly for hydrophobic compounds.167, 168, 192 Results 

showed that no uptake on LDPE was observed for either analyte, while PS beads and PDMS 

fibers produced aniline KENM-W values that were at least 75% smaller than those measured for 

the best ENMs (Figure 2-7). Uptake of nitrobenzene was not measurable over our standard 

experimental timescale for any of the commercial materials, further highlighting the dearth of 

passive sampling materials currently available for some polar analytes outside of POCIS. 
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Figure 2-7. Comparison of measured equilibrium partition coefficients for (a) aniline and (b) 

nitrobenzene for all of the ENMs synthesized, and commercially available materials (PS 

beads, PDMS fiber and LDPE film). Laboratory set up: pH ~ 6.5 (DI water), initial 

concentrations of aniline: 2 mg/L and nitrobenzene: 3 mg/L, sorbent loading ~1.5 g/L, 

equilibration time 4 days. 

 

PCBs and Dioxin. Because PVDF performed most poorly toward aniline and 

nitrobenzene and our goal was to identify materials suitable for passive samplers targeting 

chemicals with a broad range of logKOW values, PVDF was not considered in studies with 

PCBs and dioxin. Once again, the remaining four ENMs exhibited relatively fast 

equilibration times (< 0.5 d) for both selected PCB congeners and dioxin under mixing 

conditions in the laboratory (Figure 2-8). Average KENM-W values from samples collected at 

0.5 and 1 day ranged from 3.2 to 6.4 log units (L/kg) across the ENMs (Figure 2-9, Table 

2-5), which are comparable to estimated partition coefficients previously reported for 

commercially available passive sampler materials (e.g., POM film, PDMS glass fiber and 

LDPE film).63, 194  
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Figure 2-8. Uptake curves for selected PCB congeners and dioxin (TCCD) on ENMs. The 

error bars represent the standard deviation from two replicate uptake experiments. Laboratory 

set up: pH ~ 6.5 (DI water), initial concentrations from 0.25 to 5 ng/L, ENM loading ~ 3 g/L. 

Please note the difference in the y-axis scale. Lines simply connect data points. 

 

 
Figure 2-9. Average equilibrium partition coefficients in log units (L/kg) for PAN, PET, 

PMMA and PS for our model hydrophobic compounds. Uncertainties represent the standard 

deviation from at least two replicate experiments. Values are also shown in Table 2-5. 

Laboratory set up: pH ~ 6.5 (DI water), initial concentrations from 0.25 to 5 ng/L, ENM 

loading ~ 3 g/L. 
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Table 2-5. Summary of average measured ENM-water equilibrium partition coefficients for 

our hydrophobic model compounds (log units, L/kg) under mixing conditions. Values 

represent average from 0.5 to 1 day collection samples. 

Compound PAN PMMA PS PET PVDF 
PCB1 (n=3) 3.5 ± 0.2 4.9 ± 0.5 4.9 ± 0.1 3.9 ± 0.3 n.m. 

PCB11 (n=3) 3.7 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 0.3 5.2 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 0.2 n.m. 

PCB29 (n=3) 4.0 ± 0.2 5.3 ± 0.2 5.3 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 0.2 n.m. 

PCB47 (n=3) 4.2 ± 0.5 4.9 ± 0.2 4.9 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 0.03 n.m. 

PCB121 (n=3) 4.5 ± 0.4 5.7 ± 0.3 5.6 ± 0.5 5.1 ± 0.2 n.m. 

PCB136 (n=3) 4.7 ± 0.5 6.2 ± 0.7 6.0 ± 0.4 4.9 ± 0.2 n.m. 

PCB187 (n=3) 5.0 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 0.5 5.2 ± 0.3 4.6 ± 0.4 n.m. 

PCB206 (n=3) 4.3 ± 0.2 4.6 ± 0.4 4.4 ± 0.4 3.9 ± 0.5 n.m. 

PCB209 (n=3) 3.6 ± 0.3 3.8 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.2 n.m. 

Dioxin (n=4) 4.5 ± 0.3 6.4 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.3 4.5 ± 0.1 n.m. 

 

Unexpectedly, we observed a decrease in the KENM-W on all ENMs for highly 

chlorinated congeners (e.g., see results for PCBs 187, 206 and 209 in Figure 2-9). Others 

have also observed this phenomenon and several explanations have been proffered. These 

include insufficient time for the system to achieve equilibrium between phases, differences in 

the extraction processes and thickness of the sampling materials,195, 196 and physicochemical 

properties of materials and analytes,170 while still others did not provide an explanation.197 

We speculate that the reduction in partition coefficients for these congeners may be due these 

highly hydrophobic congeners not completely dissolving into the aqueous solution, such that 

our reported KENM-W values may not actually reflect the extent of their partitioning into 

ENMs. Thus, these PCB congeners were removed from further analysis. 

Generally, the overall trend in partitioning for PCBs and dioxin was as follows: 

PMMA ≈ PS > PET > PAN (Figure 2-9, Table 2-5). PAN yielded the lowest equilibrium 

partition coefficients, as might be expected for the uptake of strongly hydrophobic targets on 
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a hydrophilic substrate (Table 2-3). Conversely, more hydrophobic PMMA (water contact 

angle ≈ 120°) yielded the highest equilibrium partition coefficients. A significant correlation 

was found between the equilibrium partition coefficients and the water contact angle for PCB 

congeners 1 to 121 (p < 0.05), but no significant correlation was found for PCB136 nor 

dioxin (p > 0.05) (Figure 2-10). Further, no significant relationship existed between logKENM-

W values and ENM surface area. For PCB congeners 1 to 136 and dioxin, positive correlations 

between logKENM-W and logKOW (p < 0.05) were observed for each ENM (Figure 2-11). Thus, 

ENM hydrophobicity (as water contact angle) and/or compound KOW values generally predict 

ENM performance toward PCBs and dioxin. 
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Figure 2-10. Linear regressions (black=PCB1, red=PCB11, green=PCB29, blue=PCB47, 

pink=PCB121, cyan=PCB136, grey=Dioxin) between equilibrium partition coefficients and 

(a) water contact angle and (b) surface area of ENMs. Data are shown for PAN (▲), PMMA 

(▼), PS (●), PVDF (■) and PET (♦). The p-values of the slopes from the regressions are 

shown as p. Significant is considered with a p-value < 0.05, and are in bold. 
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Figure 2-11. LogKOW versus logKENM-W for selected PCB congeners (PCBs 1, 11, 29, 47, 121 

and 136) and dioxin in PAN, PS, PMMA and PET. The p-value in parenthesis corresponds to 

the linear regression. 
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compartment, first-order kinetic model (Equation 2-2; see Figure 2-12), as others have also 

observed for passive sampler materials. 170, 178, 198 Accordingly, using model outputs for k2 we 

calculated t90% values for the 5 ENMs, with estimates ranging from 0.01 ± 0.01 to 7.3 ± 1.2 

days for aniline and nitrobenzene under mixing conditions in the laboratory (Table 2-4).  

 

Figure 2-12. Uptake profile of nitrobenzene into PAN, PET, PMMA, PS and PVDF under 

mixing conditions. KENM-W values are the average of at least 3 replicates. The curves show 

the non-linear least squares regression from the one compartment first-order kinetic model. 

Laboratory set up: pH ~ 6.5 (DI water), initial concentrations of aniline: 2 mg/L and 

nitrobenzene: 3 mg/L, ENM loading ~1.5 g/L. KENM-W values are also presented in Figure 

2-5b. 
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Figure 2-13. Time to reach 90% equilibrium (t90%) for (a) aniline and (b) nitrobenzene versus 

nanofiber diameter of our ENMs. Void circles correspond to mixing experiments, while black 

triangles are under static conditions. t90% was calculated from Equation 2-3, and the nanofiber 

diameters are shown in Table 2-3. Line represents the linear regression from the mixing 

experiments (void circles). See the y-axis break in b). 
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The longer time to achieve equilibrium for PMMA (t90% = 1.2 ± 0.06 and 7.3 ± 1.2 

days for nitrobenzene and aniline, respectively) is likely related to its larger diameter 

compared to other ENMs such as PAN and PS (Table 2-3). Indeed, we observed a positive 

correlation (p < 0.025) between t90% and nanofiber diameter for both aniline and nitrobenzene 

across the suite of ENMs investigated (Figure 2-13). Such a relationship implies that thinner 

nanofibers can produce faster uptake rates and in turn will require less time to reach 

equilibrium in the field, consistent with conventional wisdom that a higher SA/V (or in this 

case 2/r) ratio corresponds to a faster sampling device.178, 179, 199 Notably, there was no 

relationship between t90% and KENM-W, suggesting that faster uptake rates do not negatively 

impact ENM sorption capacity. 

Additional uptake experiments were conducted using PAN, PMMA and PS without 

mixing (i.e., static conditions). These systems, intended to mimic passive sampling conditions 

in the field, resulted in nearly equivalent KENM-W values when compared to results from well-

mixed systems, and time-dependent uptake once again followed the one compartment, first-

order model (Equation 2-2, Table 2-4). Because no change in the sorption capacity was 

observed between mixing and static conditions, we conclude that changes in the uptake 

kinetics do not affect ENM sorption capacity (Table 2-4). 

Changes in t90% values between mixed and unmixed systems lend insight into the rate-

determine steps in analyte sorption on ENMs. For example, PMMA exhibited longer 

equilibrium times in unmixed (t90% = 12 ± 0.6 and 4.5 ± 0.6 days for aniline and 
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nitrobenzene, respectively) relative to mixed systems, presumably due to its larger nanofiber 

diameter or smaller SA/V ratio. (Figure 2-13). This increase is consistent with diffusion 

across the aqueous boundary layer being rate-limiting in analyte uptake. In contrast, little to 

no change in t90% values was observed for either nitrobenzene or aniline on PS in mixed and 

unmixed systems, suggesting that uptake is mostly controlled by diffusion into the nanofiber. 

PAN produced a mixed result, where uptake rates of aniline were the same with and without 

mixing, while t90% values for nitrobenzene increased significantly in static relative to well-

mixed systems. Thus, rate controls for PAN appear analyte dependent. We note that water 

boundary rate-limiting uptake into LDPE strips has been reported for hydrophobic 

compounds (log KOW > 4.5) under low flow conditions. 200-202 

Influence of Nanofiber Diameter on ENM Performance. To further evaluate the effect 

of nanofiber diameter on uptake rates, we fabricated two larger diameter variations of PS 

ENMs (with average diameters of 300 and 560 nm) and compared their performance toward 

nitrobenzene under static conditions with that of our standard 140 nm diameter PS ENM 

(Figure 2-14). Measured KENM-W values were invariant across all nanofiber diameters (Table 

2-6). Although we cannot directly compare our ENM with plastic sheets as passive sampler 

materials, this independence of equilibrium partition coefficient with respect to material 

thickness has also been demonstrated for PE.203  
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Figure 2-14. Nitrobenzene uptake into PS as a function of nanofiber diameter. Data are 

shown for PS with 140, 300 and 560 nm, and uptake experiments were conducted statically 

(without mixing). For comparison, data for the 140 nm (our standard PS recipe) are also 

shown from experimental systems were actively mixed. t90%s were calculated from the non-

linear least squares regressions (Table 2-6). The curves show the non-linear least squares 

regression from the one compartment first-order kinetic model. Laboratory set up: pH ~ 6.5 

(DI water), initial concentrations of nitrobenzene: 3 ng/L, ENM loading ~ 1.5 g/L. 

 

Table 2-6. Comparison of measured and predicted ENM-water equilibrium partition 

coefficients for nitrobenzene (log units, L/kg) for different diameter size of PS under no 

mixing conditions. 

Nanofiber 
Diameter (nm) 

Log KENM-W (L/kg) t90% 

Measured Model (d) 

140 a 2.8 ± 0.01 2.8 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 

140 2.9 ± 0.09 2.8 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.01 

300 2.7 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.02 

560 2.8 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.01 0.5 ± 0.07 
a Experiments performed under mixing conditions (Table 2-4). 

 

A decrease in uptake kinetics was observed with increasing nanofiber diameter. 

Utilizing Equations 2-2 and 2-3, values of t90% increased from 0.03 ± 0.01 to 0.5 ± 0.07 days 

with an increase in diameter from 140 to 560 nm. Recall, for 140 nm nanofibers, t90% values 
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were equivalent in mixed and unmixed systems. For PS ENMs, therefore, these diameter-

dependent uptake data may suggest a shift in the rate determining step from solid-phase to 

aqueous-phase diffusion above some critical nanofiber diameter. Nevertheless, this behavior 

is consistent with the established relationship between the uptake rate and the surface area-to-

volume (SA/V values) ratio of the sampling device,179 where a high SA/V ratio results in a 

faster diffusive exchange between both phases.178  

Collectively, these results illustrate the promise of electrospinning for tailoring the 

fabrication of a sampling device with short equilibration times without diminishing overall 

(per unit mass) sorption capacity, as the same KENM-W values were obtained for all PS 

nanofiber diameters explored (Figure 2-14). Moreover, these relative short equilibration 

times, even for the static experiments, strongly suggest that our ENMs can be deployed as 

equilibrium-passive samplers in the field and over timescales considerably shorter than the 20 

to 40-day sampling periods typically utilized for water and sediment pore water passive 

samplers.  

Influence of System on the Performance of Optimal ENMs. From the experiments 

with model compounds, PAN, PMMA and PS were selected as the most promising material 

for further development as passive sampling materials. PMMA and PS yielded the highest 

KENM-W values toward our model compounds, on average 2.2 ± 0.7 log units (Table 2-4). 

PAN was also included, in part because it showed a slightly better performance toward 
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aniline than the rest of the ENMs, but also due to how commonly it is used for 

electrospinning and its ease of fabrication.204 

Influence of pH on ENM Performance. We found that KENM-W were generally 

independent of pH for both aniline (i.e., anilinium cation) and nitrobenzene (Figure 2-15) We 

specifically tested the effect of pH on the sorption capacity on PMMA and PS because 

preliminary sorption experiments indicated that both ENMs yielded, in general, the highest 

KENM-W values for these two compounds. While further work is merited, a slight pH 

dependence observed for aniline at low pH may reflect different modes of uptake on PMMA 

and PS. For example, PMMA exhibited more uptake at lower pH values, where a greater 

fraction of the aniline mass is positively charged (roughly ~20% of total aniline mass is 

positively charged at pH 5.5. pKa = 4.9). Meanwhile, aniline uptake is essentially independent 

across pH on PS, but notably lower than on PMMA. We propose that the greater net uptake of 

aniline on PMMA, as well as the slight pH-dependence in partition coefficients in more 

acidic regimes, reflects a favorable role for electrostatic or specific binding interactions in 

uptake. In contrast, uptake of aniline on PS may be limited to only hydrophobic exclusion 

(presumably localized to the aromatic ring of aniline) and nonspecific interactions (e.g., van 

der Waals), the driving force for which would be independent of pH. 
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Figure 2-15. ENM-water equilibrium partition coefficients (L/kg) for aniline (AN) and 

nitrobenzene (NB) measured as a function of solution pH for PMMA and PS. Laboratory set 

up: initial aniline and nitrobenzene concentrations 2 mg/L and 3 mg/L, respectively, ENM 

loading ~1.5 g/L. Experiments were performed for 5 days. pH was controlled using 

commercially available buffers (MES, HEPES, AMPSO and BioXtra). 

 

  

Figure 2-16. Sorption isotherms using PAN, PMMA and PS for (a) aniline and (b) 

nitrobenzene. All linear regressions are statistically significant (p > 0.001). Calculated KENM-W 

values from the slopes are presented in Table 2-4. Initial aqueous concentrations for aniline 

were 1 - 20 mg/L and nitrobenzene were 1 – 29 mg/L. Uncertainties represent the standard 

deviation from two replicate uptake experiments. When no uncertainty is visible, the bars are 

smaller than the data symbol. 
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Sorption Isotherms to Establish ENM Capacity. Isotherm experiments using PAN, 

PMMA and PS with aniline and nitrobenzene assessed whether ENM application at 

environmentally relevant concentrations would be limited by their uptake capacity. Linear 

sorption isotherms were obtained for aniline and nitrobenzene on all ENMs (Figure 2-16), 

allowing ENM-water equilibrium partition coefficients to be calculated from linear regression 

analyses of the isotherm slope. This value was comparable to those calculated at each 

sampling point during aforementioned time-dependent uptake experiments (Table 2-4). 

Isotherm results indicate that ENMs operate in a linear uptake regime, where KENM-W 

values are independent of the aqueous concentration, up to ~25 mg/L (for our model 

compounds). This linear concentration range far exceeds concentrations likely to be 

encountered at contaminated sites where ENMs would be deployed. Thus, during field 

deployment, partitioning of polar targets should scale linearly with the dissolved 

concentration in surface or sediment pore water and not be subject to a saturation regime that 

would complicate accurate analysis of field concentrations. Moreover, this behavior suggests 

aniline and nitrobenzene uptake occurs primarily via absorption (i.e., bulk uptake into 

nanofibers rather than surface adsorption-limited). Indeed, we found no significant 

correlation (p ≥ 0.1) between KENM-W values and ENM surface area (Figure 2-6 and Figure 

2-10), as might be expected for an adsorptive process. 

Freely-Dissolved Pore Water Measurements in Soil and Sediment Systems. Pore 

water nitrobenzene concentrations in spiked soils using PMMA and PS are shown in Figure 
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2-17a. The pore water concentration was calculated using the mass of the chemical 

accumulated in the ENM (mi), the mass of the ENM used in the experiment (mENM), and the 

KENM-W values measured in our aqueous-phase uptake experiments (Table 2-4) according to 

Equation 2-4.  

𝐶𝑃𝑤𝑖 =  
𝑚𝑖

𝑚𝐸𝑁𝑀 × 𝐾𝐸𝑁𝑀−𝑤
⁄   (2-4) 

Both ENMs achieved rapid equilibrium with pore water nitrobenzene (~ 1 day), as we 

have previously demonstrated in aqueous systems. Effectively, PMMA and PS were 

equivalent in their performance, with equilibrium pore water concentrations ranging between 

1.7 and 2.9 mg/L for these samples. However, an important practical distinction is that PS 

was far more resistant to fouling from organic matter in these sterilized soil systems. After 5 

d of mixing with soil, PS was considerably easier to clean of debris and wash than PMMA 

(Figure 2-18). For example, after a gentle mechanical cleaning with a paper towel and a light 

rinse with a small volume of DI water [for which loss of nitrobenzene was minimal (< 5%)], 

the PS was nearly the same color as when freshly synthesized. SEM images of the rinsed PS 

also revealed no residual soil particles or organic residues (Figure 2-18). In contrast, PMMA 

remained covered in soil and organic particles that were observable to the naked eye. More 

aggressive washing necessary to clean PMMA possible led to loss of compounds in the wash 

water, which we believe contributed to the slightly greater relative standard deviation (RSD) 

of the pore water concentration for PMMA (~20%) relative to PS (~10%). 

With anthropogenically impacted sediment from the IHSC, 28 d experiments with 
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PMMA and PS revealed the occurrence of many individual PCB congeners based on detection 

with gas chromatography. However, here we report only the congeners for which we had 

already measured equilibrium partition coefficients (Table 2-5). Sediment pore water 

concentrations (from Equation 2-4) for our nine PCB congeners (PCB1, 11, 29, 47, 121, 136, 

187, 206 and 209) ranged from 0.2 to 230 ng/L. It is most probable that the calculated 

concentrations of PCBs 187, 206 and 209 are overestimated due to our low equilibrium 

partition coefficients obtained for those three congeners. Both PMMA and PS performed 

similarly, with no significant difference observed between their measured sediment pore water 

concentrations (Figure 2-17b), although PS was once again easier to clean than PMMA. 

Further, these individual PCB concentrations are within the range and follow the same trend 

among congeners for published sediment pore water concentrations for the same IHSC 

sediment but using PDMS fiber (range from 0.4 to 60 ng/L).167 Further, PMMA and PS proved 

to be more sensitive than PDMS fiber; while it was possible to detect PCBs 206 and 209 on 

ENMs, these congeners were not amenable to analysis via PDMS fiber. 
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Figure 2-17. Measurements in heterogeneous systems of (a) nitrobenzene pore water 

concentrations versus time in systems with a model spiked soil, and (b) individual PCB 

sediment pore water concentrations from IHSC sediment, both using PMMA and PS. IHSC 

measurements were carried out for 28 days. Error bars represent the standard deviation from 

two replicate uptake experiments. Lines simply connect data points. 

 

PS 

 
 

PMMA 

 
Figure 2-18. Photograph sequence of cleaning for PS (top) and PMMA (bottom) after being 

exposed to model soils for 5 days. SEM image confirmation was not possible to perform to 

PMMA due to the amount of soil/organic particles attached to it. 
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Uptake of Hydrophilic and Moderately Hydrophobic Compounds. As a final test 

of our ENMs, uptake experiments under mixing conditions with ten additional hydrophilic 

and moderately hydrophobic compounds on PAN and PS were performed. Concentration 

profiles (Figure 2-19) revealed fast uptake, as described before with our model compounds. 

In general, equilibrium partition coefficients were measured from samples collected after 1 

day. Most logKENM-W values were similar to those measured for aniline and nitrobenzene, with 

an average of 2.0  0.7 log units. Larger values (i.e., > 2.7 log units) were occasionally 

observed; this was the case for 17β-estradiol on both PAN and PS, as well as for TNT and 

anisole on PS (Table 2-7, Figure 2-19).  

 

Table 2-7. Summary of average and model ENM-water equilibrium partition coefficients and 

t90%s for the 10 hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic compounds with PAN and PS 

ENMs (log units, L/kg) under mixing conditions. 

Analytes PAN PS 
 LogKENM-W (L/kg) t90% LogKENM-W (L/kg) t90% 

Measured Model (day) Measured Model (day) 

Aniline (n =10) 1.9 ± 0.06 1.9 ± 0.04 2.2 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.03 1.5 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 

Anisole (n=6) 1.9 ± 0.04 1.9 ± 0.01 0.4 ± 0.12 3.1 ± 0.05 3.0 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.1  

Atrazine (n=4) 1.2 ± 0.1a 1.1 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01  1.6 ± 0.01 1.6 ± 0.01 4.2 ± 0.3 

Benzylamine 
(n=6) 

2.0 ± 0.03 2.0 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 1.3 ± 0.06 1.3 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.02 

β-Estradiol 
(n=6) 

3.2 ± 0.2 3.4 ± 0.02 1.1 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.1 

Caffeine (n=6) 1.3 ± 0.05a 1.3 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.03 1.3 ± 0.07a 1.2 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.13 

Diuron (n=6) 1.4 ± 0.02a 1.4 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 1.3 ± 0.1a 1.4 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 1.8 

Nitrobenzene 
(n = 10) 

1.9 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.03 2.8 ± 0.01 2.8 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 

Phenol (n=6) 1.7 ± 0.02a 1.6 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.07 1.7 ± 0.03a 1.7 ± 0.01  0.1 ± 0.05  

p-Nitrophenol 
(n=6) 

1.7 ± 0.06 1.8 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 1.3 

RDX (n=6) 1.8 ± 0.03a 1.9 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.01 1.8 ± 0.1a 1.8 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.04 

TNT (n=6) 1.9 ± 0.03 1.9 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.01 2.7 ± 0.02 1.5 ± 0.2 
aLess than 5% of the total aqueous mass was sorbed to the ENM. 
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Figure 2-19. PS and PAN uptake curves for our ten hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic 

compounds. The error bars represent the standard deviation from two replicate uptake 

experiments. Laboratory set up: pH ~ 6.5 (DI water), initial concentrations from 2.4 to 6.8 

mg/L, ENM loading ~ 1.5 g/L. Please note the difference in the y-axis scale. 

 

Again, hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic compound uptake into PAN and PS 

was well-described by the one compartment, first-order kinetic model. Calculated values of 

t90% ranged from 0.01 ± 0.01 to 4.2 ± 0.3 days, consistent with PAN and PS exhibiting 

relatively short equilibration times with the suite of analytes tested. We note that uptake rates, 

and consequently t90% values, for some analytes depended on the ENM tested. For example, 

anisole uptake occurred 3-fold faster on PS than on PAN, whereas p-nitrophenol uptake was 

30 times faster on PAN than PS. Interestingly, for these two analytes the ENM with the 

higher KENM-W value also exhibited the faster uptake rate, a scenario ideal for the development 

of an equilibrium-passive sampler. This was not always the case, however. For example, TNT 

uptake was faster on PAN, but PS produced the greater sorption capacity. Nevertheless, 

results with this analyte suite reveal the potential for producing not only a fast, but also a high 

capacity equilibrium-passive sampling device from polymeric ENMs. 
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Reasonably strong correlations (R2 ≥ 0.83 and p < 0.05) were obtained when the 

equilibrium partition coefficients of all investigated analytes (except PCB187, 206 and 209) 

were plotted as a function of KOW, hexadecane-water (Khexadecane-w) 205 partition coefficient, 

and the dissolution constant (D),176 as shown in Figure 2-20. Khexadecane –w has been suggested 

by others to better predict equilibrium partition coefficients of moderately and hydrophobic 

compounds into sorbent materials, 76, 206 and D expresses the distribution of both the neutral 

and the ionic fraction of the analyte between the KOW for the basic analyte and for the acidic 

analyte.176 

The dissociation constant (D) calculations were obtained from the following 

expressions,176 and used in Figure 2-20. 

𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝐾𝑂𝑊

(1+10𝑝𝐾𝑎−𝑝𝐻)
  (2-5) 

 

𝐷𝐴𝑐𝑖𝑑 =
𝐾𝑂𝑊

(1+10𝑝𝐻−𝑝𝐾𝑎)
  (2-6) 

We note that logKENW-W values for our moderately hydrophobic compounds on PAN 

were relatively insensitive to these descriptors, whereas PS seemed to show a better 

correlation across all of the analytes tested and the descriptors used. This suggests that PAN 

may be most promising for rather constant performance across a range of polar targets, while 

classical paradigms for hydrophobic partitioning may govern uptake capacity on PS. 

Nevertheless, this correlation analysis suggests that it may be possible to estimate with a low 
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degree of uncertainty the equilibrium partition coefficients on PAN and PS for a diverse type 

of analytes using these chemical properties. 
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Figure 2-20. Average equilibrium partition coefficients of PAN (top panels) and PS (bottom panels) versus octanol-water (KOW) and 

hexadecane-water (Khexadecane-w)205 partition coefficients, and dissolution constant (D)176 for our hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic and 

hydrophobic analyte suite. When no error bar is visible, the bars are smaller than the data symbol. Uncertainties represent the standard deviation 

from at least two replicate experiments. Compounds with uptake into ENMs of less than 5% of the total available mass were not included in the 

regression (Table 2-7. Summary of average and model ENM-water equilibrium partition coefficients and t90%s for the 10 hydrophilic and 

moderately hydrophobic compounds with PAN and PS ENMs (log units, L/kg) under mixing conditions.), as well as PCBs 187, 206, and 209 

due to their uncertainty in the measured equilibrium partition coefficients. 
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

Electrospun nanofiber mats (ENMs) provide a promising sorbent for passive sampling 

materials targeting organic contaminants in water and sediment environments. ENMs possess 

nanoscale features, but also exist as a robust bulk, macroscopic material. Their tunable nanofiber 

properties (e.g., diameter and surface area) make them ideal for applications that rely on uptake 

rate and pollutant partitioning. High surface area-to-volume ratios (SA/V values) can lead to 

improved uptake rates and shorter times to achieve equilibrium. For passive sampling, these 

ENM performance characteristics translate into shorter field deployments and easier analytical 

detection. 

Across several polymers considered, PAN, PMMA and PS ENMs were most promising. 

They exhibited rapid (with and without mixing) uptake with t90% values from 0.008 to 7 days and 

equilibrium partitioning coefficients ranging from 1.3 to 6.4 log units (L/kg) for hydrophilic, 

moderately hydrophobic and hydrophobic targets alike. From results with model compounds, these 

materials provide comparable performance or better to commercially available passive sampling 

materials and more traditional research alternatives, although a direct comparison to POCIS 

remains needed. Indeed, POCIS and ChemcatcherTM generally show higher equilibrium 

partitioning coefficients, from 1 to 4 log units for hydrophilic and moderately hydrophobic 

compounds, but sometimes there is no accumulation of the analytes into their different sorbent 

phases (e.g., Triclosan and Dicamba), 182, 198 and with longer time to reach equilibrium. 198 

We contend, therefore, that these ENMs have the potential to be applied to a broad spectrum 

of pollutant targets, simultaneously, with only a single sorbent material. We also demonstrated 

ENM performance in complex settings (e.g., soil and sediment), while also revealing important 
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practical considerations associated with their use; for example, PS had limited organic matter 

fouling relative to PMMA in soil and sediment.  

While the results shown here are promising, further improvement on selectivity and 

capacity, are likely needed. Further, device scales up with integration of ENMs into a passive 

sampling device, and ultimately field demonstration and validation, will be needed to fully 

realize the promise of ENMs as next-generation passive sampling materials. 
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CHAPTER 3 POLYMER NANOFIBER-CARBON NANOTUBE 

COMPOSITES AS A PASSIVE SAMPLING MEDIA FOR POLAR 

ORGANIC POLLUTANTS  

3.1 ABSTRACT 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are promising sorbent materials for many organic pollutants 

because of their high external surface area and tunable surface chemistry. Here, we integrated 

two types of multi-walled CNTs, both with and without surface carboxyl (–COOH) functional 

groups, into polymeric electrospun nanofiber mats (ENMs) that we have previously developed 

for passive sampling applications. Although inclusion of CNTs did not alter the hydrophobicity 

of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and polystyrene (PS) based ENMs, ENM-CNT composites exhibited 

a slight increase in average diameter, greater specific surface area and pore volume. In uptake 

experiments with a suite of 11 polar and moderately hydrophobic (i.e., log Kow < 4.5) chemicals, 

the sorption capacity of ENM-CNT composites increased anywhere from 2- to 50-fold relative to 

unmodified polymer ENMs. As with unmodified polymers, pollutant uptake with ENM-CNT 

composites was rapid in all cases. Sorption kinetic followed a first-order uptake model, from 

which we determined that it took less than 20 minutes for most to reach 90% equilibrium. Across 

the suite of pollutant targets, equilibrium partition coefficients between the ENM-CNT 

composites and water (KENM-W values as L/kg) were 2-log units in most cases.  We observed no 

clear correlation between partition coefficients measured with ENM-CNT composites and those 

measured in CNT suspensions, indicating that the composite materials exhibit unique 

performance that cannot be directly attributed to the individual components from which they are 

constructed. Isotherm experiments with select targets (pesticides diuron and atrazine) revealed no 

signs of saturation even at much higher levels than found in the environment (>> 100’s g/L) 
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with uptake capacities ranging from 1.5 to 4.5 mg/g. However, these capacities were far lower 

than those measured in CNTs suspensions and thus are consistent with the loss of available 

surface area expected upon CNT integration into the polymeric nanofiber. To increase uptake 

capacity, we demonstrated a linear relationship between logKENM-W and the abundance of CNTs 

(as wt. %.) in the composite, although thresholds in CNT content were encountered above which 

electrospinning was not feasible (~25% wt. for -COOH functionalized CNTs and 40% wt. for 

non-functionalized CNTs). Additional studies revealed that composite performance is not 

adversely affected in complex aquatic media (e.g., Iowa River water), and their deployment at 

Muddy Creek, IA yield atrazine concentrations in surface water that generally agreed with values 

obtained by USGS through more traditional analysis of grab samples.  Collectively, these results 

suggest that high capacity, rapid uptake ENM-CNT composites are more promising materials for 

passive sampling and related environment applications than pure polymer ENMs.  
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 

Many organic chemicals from industry, medicine and commerce are now ubiquitous in 

terrestrial and aquatic environments,207-210 but the human health and ecosystem risks associated 

with their occurrence remain difficult to assess. A common challenge in risk assessment is 

determining chemical exposure, which involves not just accurate quantification of environmental 

concentrations but also the appropriate timescales over which exposure occurs.  Passive 

sampling devices, which collect chemicals over a relatively long-time period via molecular 

diffusion between the analyte and sorbent, represent an easy-to-operate, low cost, and robust tool 

for assessing these aspects of environmental occurrence. Although the favorable attributes of 

passive samplers have led to their widespread use in the environmental monitoring of both 

legacy and emerging organic pollutant classes,211, 212 there remain opportunities to improve upon 

their performance, both to expand the universe of chemicals amenable to this approach and to 

improve the spatial and temporal resolution of resulting occurrence data.  

Nanotechnology holds tremendous promise for improving the performance of passive 

sampling devices through innovation in the materials used for chemical sequestration. The high 

surface-area to volume ratios of engineered nanomaterials, along with other features that can be 

manipulated at the nanoscale (e.g., surface roughness and porosity), are ideal for technologies 

relying on partitioning processes (e.g., adsorption and absorption), including passive 

samplers.102, 178  For example, we have previously shown in Chapter 2 that polymeric electrospun 

nanofiber mats (ENMs) can provide fast, albeit somewhat limited, chemical uptake across a 

broad spectrum of legacy (e.g., PCBs and dioxin) and emerging (e.g., diuron and β-estradiol) 

organic pollutant classes.  Specifically, for a matrix of five different polymers and 19 organic 

pollutants ranging from hydrophilic to hydrophobic, we quantified equilibrium partition 
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coefficients between ENMs and water (or KENM-W values) of 1.1- and 4.7-log units, and observed 

rapid uptake with time to reach 90% equilibrium (t90%) of  < 7 days with mixing.125  For 

optimally performing materials [e.g., polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and polystyrene (PS)], we 

observed very fast chemical uptake, with t90% values < 1 day even under a static (i.e., no-mixing) 

conditions during uptake experiments.  

The benefit of electrospinning for production of passive sampling materials is the high 

degree of tunability in material properties during nanofiber synthesis. In our earlier work, the 

primary material variable explored for optimizing ENM performance was the nature of the 

polymer, ranging from hydrophobic (e.g., polyvinylidene fluoride or PVDF) to hydrophilic (e.g., 

PAN).  Control of this property via electrospinning is trivial, however, and simply depends on 

the polymer precursor used in the electrospinning solution.  We also considered the diameter of 

the nanofibers as a performance variable, where we tuned the diameter of PAN by altering 

polymer concentration and relative humidity during synthesis. Our expectation was for ENMs 

consisting of smaller diameter nanofibers to exhibit greater uptake capacity (i.e., larger KENM-W 

values), which is preferred because this allows less material to be used during passive sampler 

deployment while also improving the detection limits of analytical methods used to quantify the 

chemicals extracted from ENMs.  However, we discovered that nanofiber diameter (and thus 

surface area) only improved the rate, but not the extent, of chemical uptake. Not only does this 

result imply that chemical uptake is driven by absorption (i.e., into the nanofiber bulk such that 

ENM capacity is controlled by available mass) rather than adsorption (i.e., onto the nanofiber 

surface such that ENM capacity is controlled by available surface area), it also requires 

alternative pursuits to increase ENM uptake capacity.  
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To pursue this goal, we herein produce polymer ENM composites with carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs) via electrospinning and evaluate their performance (i) relative to pure polymer ENMs 

and (ii) toward a suite of 11 polar and moderately hydrophobic (i.e., log Kow < 4.5) chemicals 

representative of traditional and emerging pollutant classes.  CNTs are known to exhibit many 

attractive features for environmental applications including their excellent tensile strength,128 

antimicrobial activity,137 tunable surface chemistry through functionalization,213 and high 

sorption capacity for organic chemicals.214, 215 However, to harness CNTs as a next-generation 

sorbent material, they will need to be deployed in a supported network that limits their release 

but still allows sufficient access to their surface active sites responsible for pollutant uptake. For 

example, in our prior work with electrospun carbon nanofibers (CNFs), we found that integration 

of CNTs greatly enhanced organic micropollutant uptake;161 a similar approach may also be 

viable to improve the uptake capacity of polymer ENMs for passive sampling applications. 

Accordingly, we have produced polymer ENM composites with two types of multi-

walled CNTs, those with and without surface carboxyl groups, through the simple integration of 

CNTs into the electrospinning precursor solution. Our focus on non-functionalized CNTs 

(hereafter “NF-CNT”) and surface carboxylated CNTs (hereafter “COOH-CNT”) allow us to 

determine how CNT surface chemistry influences composite behavior as a sorbent for polar and 

moderately hydrophobic pollutant classes. Moreover, to better understand mechanisms of 

pollutant uptake, we not only examined trends in ENM-CNT composite performance as a 

function of material properties (e.g., CNT type and loading, composite hydrophobicity), but also 

directly compared the sorption behavior of composites to that measured with CNT dispersions.  

Performance studies also examined how ENM-CNT composites perform in complex media, 

simulating the types of environments (e.g., surface water and sediments) where passive samplers 
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are most often deployed, and a limited field deployment study targeting surface water 

concentrations of atrazine was conducted to validate the practical viability of these materials.  

 

3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Reagents. All reagents used for ENM fabrication were used as received including 

polyacrylonitrile (PAN; MW ~150,000; Sigma-Aldrich), polystyrene (PS; MW ~280,000; 

Sigma-Aldrich), tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB; ≥ 99%; Sigma-Aldrich) and N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF; 99.8%; VWR International).  Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were 

acquired from Cheap Tubes, Inc. (Cambridgeport, VT). Both carboxylated (COOH-CNT) and 

non-functionalized (NF-CNT) CNTs were used, and their characteristics are summarized in 

Table 3-1.  

The target analyte suite used in uptake experiments consisted of anisole (neat, ≥ 99.9%), 

metolachlor (neat, ≥ 99.9%), S-metolachlor (neat, ≥ 99.9%), aniline (liquid, ≥ 99.5%), 

nitrobenzene (liquid, ≥ 99.0%), caffeine (powder, ≥ 99.0%), p-nitrophenol (powder, ≥ 99.5%), 

atrazine (powder, 99.1%), diuron (powder, ≥ 98.0%), 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2.4-D; 

crystalline, ≥ 98.0%) and phenol (crystalline, ≥ 99.0%). The structure and select chemical 

properties of these chemical targets are summarized in Table 3-2. All were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Stock solutions (from 2.3 to 7.1 g/L) of each chemical were 

prepared in methanol (Fisher Chemical, optima grade, ≥ 99.9%) and stored in a refrigerator 

(~3 °C) until use. Uptake experiments were conducted in 1 mM potassium phosphate buffer 

(Fisher Scientific, crystalline, ≥ 99.0%) deionized (DI) water (Thermo Scientific, Barnstead™ 

GenPure™ ultrapure water system) solution at pH 7. 
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Table 3-1. Vendor (Cheap Tubes, Inc.) provided characteristics of non-functionalized CNTs 

(NF-CNT) and oxidized CNTs with carboxylic acid functional groups (COOH-CNT).  

 NF-CNT COOH-CNT 

Surface Functionality 

 

 
Wall Type Multi-walled CNT Multi-walled CNT 

Outer Diameter < 8 nm < 8 nm 

Length 0.5 – 2.0 µm 0.5 – 2.0 µm 

Purity > 95 w.t. % > 95 w.t. % 

Ash < 1.5 w.t. % < 1.5 w.t. % 

Functional Content N.M. 3.86 w.t. %(COOH groups) 

Electrospinning. ENMs were synthesized using a customized electrospinning apparatus, which 

has been described in Chapter 2, as well as in the related published work.125 For production of 

ENM-CNT composites, we modified our standard polymer ENM fabrication procedures to 

accommodate precursor solutions of homogenous suspensions of CNTs and polymer precursors.  

In general, CNTs (4.4 – 35 mg/mL) were sonicated in DMF for 5 hours to promote dispersion 

and minimize the presence of CNT aggregates. Next, the polymer precursor was added to this 

CNT/DMF suspension and mixed (Eppendorf, ThermoMixer® C) at 60 °C for 5 hours to produce 

the polymer-CNT sol-gel used for electrospinning ENM-CNT composites. The resulting sol-gel 

was then transferred into a 12 mL syringe and delivered via syringe pump through a 25G metal 

needle at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/h (we note that a 23G needle was used for composites with 25% 

by mass of COOH-CNT to avoid needle clogging issue during the fabrication).  Depending on 

the relative mass ratio of polymer and CNTs, a voltage between 14 and 16 kV was applied to the 

needle tip. An aluminum foil covered, grounded spinning drum was used to collect the deposited 

ENMs, and was located at a distance of 10 cm from the needle tip. During electrospinning, 

relative humidity was controlled at 18 ( 2) %, and the temperature was fixed at 28 °C. 
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Table 3-2. Structure and select physicochemical properties of the organic chemical targets investigated here. 

 

Compound Structure 
MW 

(g/mol) 
Log 
Kow 

Water solubility 
(room 

temperature) 
(g /100 mL)* 

Aromati
c 

bonds 

Hydrogen 
bonds 

(count)** 

pKas 
(25 °C)* 

Charge 
@ pH ≈ 7 

Molar 
refractivity 

(cm3)* 

Caffeine 

 

194.19 
-

0.07 
2 10 

H-donor (0) 
H-acceptor (6) 

0.52, 14 ** Neutral 46 

Aniline 

 

93.13 0.9 3.6 6 
H-donor (2) 
H- acceptor 

(1) 
4.9 

Protonated 
(neutral) 

30 

Phenol 

 

94.11 1.5 8.2 6 
H-donor (1) 
H- acceptor 

(1) 
9.9 

Deprotonate
d (neutral) 

28 

Nitrobenzene 

 

123.06 1.9 0.2 6 
H-donor (0) 

H-acceptor (3) 
4.0 (0 °C) Neutral 33 

p-
Nitrophenol 

 

139.11 1.9 1.6 6 
H-donor (1) 
H- acceptor 

(4) 
7.2 

Partially 
deprotonate
d (partially 
negative) 

32 

Anisole 

 

108.14 2.1 0.16 6 
H-donor (0) 

H-acceptor (1) 
-4.8 Neutral 33 

Atrazine 

 

215.68 2.6 0.007 6 
H-donor (2) 
H- acceptor 

(5) 
2.3 

Protonated 
(neutral) 

59 

Diuron 

 

233.09 2.7 0.0042 6 
H-donor (1) 
H- acceptor 

(3) 
14 

Protonated 
(positive) 

59 
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Compound Structure 
MW 

(g/mol) 
Log 
Kow 

Water solubility 
(room 

temperature) 
(g /100 mL)* 

Aromati
c 

bonds 

Hydrogen 
bonds 

(count)** 

pKas 
(25 °C)* 

Charge 
@ pH ≈ 7 

Molar 
refractivity 

(cm3)* 

2.4-D 

 

221.04 2.8 0.054 6 
H-donor (1) 
H- acceptor 

(3) 
2.98 

Deprotonate
d (negative) 

49 

Metolachlor 

 

283.79 3.13 0.053 6 
H-donor (0) 
H- acceptor 

(3) 
1.45 Neutral 80.1 

s- 
Metolachlor 

 

283.79 2.89 0.0488 6 
H-donor (0) 
H- acceptor 

(3) 
1.45 Neutral 80.1 

* All the data are collected from PubChem database operating by National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 

** Hydrogen bond is a covalent effect happening when a hydrogen atom is attracted by nitrogen, oxygen or fluorine atom. The numbers of electronegative atoms 

that accept covalent bonds and electropositive hydrogen atoms that participate covalent bonds in each chemical are listed in this table. 

Table 3-2. Structure and select physicochemical properties of the organic chemical targets investigated here. 
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 Material characterization. ENM-CNT composites were imaged using a Hitachi S-4800 

scanning electron microscope (SEM).  SEM images were analyzed using Image J software to 

determine the distribution and average of nanofiber diameters from sizing of at least 200 

individual nanofibers. Specific surface area and total pore volume measurements for ENM-CNT 

composites were conducted using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface area and pore size 

analyzer. Surface area was quantified using a seven point N2-BET adsorption isotherm, whereas 

the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method was applied to measure pore volume.216 Surface 

hydrophobicity was evaluated using water contact angle measurements conducted on a Rame-

Hart Model 100 contact angle goniometer. For analysis, a 10 µL droplet of deionized (DI) water 

was spread and withdrawn at a flow rate of 1 µL/s, which was controlled by an Eppendorf EDOS 

5222 Electronic Dispensing System automatically.  

Sorption experiments with ENM-CNT composites.  Stock solutions of target analytes 

were prepared in methanol at a concentration of 25 mM (from 2.3 g/L to 7.1 g/L). To initiate 

uptake experiments, the stock solution was diluted in 1 mM potassium phosphate buffer prepared 

in deionized (DI) water at pH 7 to an initial concentration of 25 M and transferred to a 40 mL 

amber glass vial. Sorption measurements were conducted at room temperature (~ 20 °C). All 

experiments were conducted at pH 7 with the exception of those conducted in Iowa River water, 

which was used at its ambient pH (~7.9) without adjustment and remained stable at this value 

during experiments. Sorption experiments with ENM-CNT composites were conducted in 

systems that were either mixed or static (i.e., not mixed). For experiments with mixing, reactors 

were mixed end-over-end on a labquake rotator (Barnstead/Thermolyne Model 415110) at a 

speed of 8 rpm over a 2 day experimental duration. ENM-CNT mass loading in each reactor was 

1.25 ± 0.05 g/L. 
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For analysis, samples were collected over time, with each data point collected from a 

sacrificial sample of an identically prepared set of reactors. Analysis quantified both the amount 

of target analyte remaining in solution, as well as the mass of analyte bound to the ENM-CNT 

composite as a result of sorption.  To analyze the bound fraction, methanol was used as the 

extraction solvent according to the protocols outlined in Chapter 2 and in the related published 

work.125 For environmental water samples (Iowa River sample), all aqueous samples were first 

filtered through a 0.22 µm nylon membrane filter (Celltreat Scientific Products) prior to analysis 

via HPLC as described below. 

Sorption experiments with CNT suspensions. For sorption studies with CNT 

suspensions, CNT mass loadings (between 0.03 g/L and 0.3 g/L) were used to measure single-

point Kd values (CCNT/CW) for each chemical. The initial chemical concentration in the aqueous 

phase was between 2.3 g/L to 7.1 g/L, and different initial concentrations were used to ensure 

there was residual chemical in the aqueous phase once the system achieved equilibrium. 

Preliminary investigations revealed uptake in CNT suspensions to be very fast, with most 

sorption occurring in the first 30 minutes after addition of the chemical to the CNT suspension, 

even without mixing (i.e., static condition).  Nevertheless, we conducted these CNT suspensions 

experiment over 8 hours to ensure equilibrium. At this time, samples were collected from the 

suspensions, and the CNTs were removed by a 0.22 µm Nylon filter prior to analysis by HPLC.  

Analysis of the sample was used to measure CW, which depending on the target analyte was 

typically anywhere between 10-90% of the initial mass present in the system.  Values of CCNT 

were then determined from the difference between the initial mass added to the reactor and the 

remaining mass in solution at equilibrium.   
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Field testing of ENM-CNT composites. A quadrate metallic frame (9.5 cm × 9.5 cm) 

with a circular hole (diameter: 7 cm) in its middle was used to hold the ENM used in field 

testing. A piece of an ENM (approximately 11 cm × 21cm; ~ 450 mg) was folded and 

sandwiched between the metal pieces, and the open edge of frame was tightened by two self-

locking zip ties. After assembly, the frame with ENM was wrapped in aluminum foil and placed 

into a zip lock bag. An extra ENM of similar mass was also covered with aluminum foil and 

taken to the monitoring site for use as a filed blank reference sample.   

The deployment location was Muddy Creek, Coralville, IA (USGS 05454090; Figure 3-1 

and Figure 3-2). Muddy Creek is part of the Iowa River watershed with a drainage area of 22.5 

km2. USGS started recording discharge from Muddy Creek in November 2006,120 along with 

quality data. The Creek was an impaired segment (excessive indicator bacteria) of the Iowa 

River on the 2004 Iowa 303(d) list.217 For example, urban and (primarily) agriculture inputs 

contributed nitrogen (as nitrate and ammonia) into the Creek’s water at a level of 7 mg/L as N. 

Moreover a dissolved phosphorus concentration of 0.04 mg/L was also reported for the water in 

this region.218 This site was chosen due to previous reports of higher pesticide concentration by 

the USGS based upon their routine grab sampling at the site.219, 220 Monthly average temperature 

histograms of two nearby USGS sites where the temperature was monitored throughout the year 

are provided in Figure 3-3. 

Both NF-CNT/PAN and COOH-CNT/PAN ENMs were deployed approximately 100 

meters upstream from the discharge point of the Coralville wastewater treatment plant (Figure 

3-1). At the site, the ENM-containing frame was tied to a metal rod, which was then inserted into 

the sediment at the bottom of the creek. Once inserted, the ENM was in contact with the surface  
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Figure 3-1. Map of the test site for Muddy Creek, Coralville, IA (USGS site: 05454090) 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Digital picture of sampling site, with inset showing the orientation of sampler during 

deployment. 

 

water of the Creek, but not the underlying sediment. After 48 hours, the sampler was 

collected and once again covered in aluminum foil during transport back to the laboratory.  

For ENM processing and analysis, the field-recovered ENM was first rinsed by DI water 

to remove any course grain sandy particles or loose dirt on the material surface. Methanol was 
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then used to extract the target organic analyte, atrazine, via immersion and mixing for 24 hours. 

The extract liquor was then filtered through a 0.22 µm Nylon filter prior to analysis by HPLC 

with mass spectrometry detection according to the methods described below.  

 

 

Figure 3-3. The monthly average temperature of two USGS sites close our measuring site. 
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Analytical methods. A high-performance liquid chromatography with a diode array 

detector (LC/DAD, Agilent 1100 series HPLC) was used to measure both aqueous samples and 

methanol extracts of ENM-CNT composites. HPLC methods for each chemical were adapted 

from previously published methods.187-189, 212, 221-224  For aqueous phase analysis, 1 mL of 

aqueous sample was transferred to an amber autosampler vial, and immediately analyzed. For 

analysis of the sorbed phase, ENM-bound mass was extracted by mixing the ENM with 10 mL 

of methanol for 1 d, after which 1 mL of methanol was collected and analyzed. 

Field samples were analyzed using liquid chromatography with tandem mass 

spectrometry (Agilent Technologies 1260 Infinity LC with 6460 MS/MS) equipped with an 

electrospray ionization (ESI) source operating in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode. 

The mobile phase was 50% water:50% acetonitrile, the method was isocratic and the column was 

a Poroshell 120 SB-C18 (2.1 x 50 mm, 7.7 M, Agilent Technologies).  
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3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Synthesis and characterization of ENM-CNTs. For ENM-CNT composites prepared 

from PAN and PS, Table 3-3 summarizes select physical and chemical properties expected to 

influence material sorption capacity and uptake rate.  Also provided for comparison are 

characterization results from Chapter 2 for unmodified PAN and PS ENMs.  

 

Table 3-3. Characterization results for synthesized ENM-CNT composites synthesized herein. 

 
Surface Area 

(m2/g)a 

n = 6 

Pore Volume 
(10-3 mL/g)a 

n = 3 

Water Contact Angle 
 (º)b 

n = 8 

Diameter 
(nm)c 
n = 3 

PS 35 ± 7.0 76 ± 3.0 118 ± 2.0 140 ± 30 

20% NF-CNT/PS 48 ± 2.0 168 ± 3.0 123 ± 6.0 150 ± 20 

20% COOH-CNT/PS 43 ± 2.0 140 ± 3.0 130 ± 5.0 150 ± 30 

PAN 12 ± 0.5 23 ± 1.7 44 ± 6.2 160 ± 30 

10% NF-CNT/PAN 15 ± 1.0 35 ± 2.2 43 ± 5.0 230 ± 60 

20% NF-CNT/PAN 15 ± 2.4 37 ± 8.0 47 ± 2.0 210 ± 50 

30% NF-CNT/PAN 19 ± 0.7 48 ± 3.0 51 ± 1.0 250 ± 70 

40% NF-CNT/PAN 22 ± 1.6 78 ± 3.0 49 ± 4.0 210 ± 50 

10% COOH-CNT /PAN 14 ± 0.5 38 ± 1.0 45 ± 2.0 220 ± 40 

15% COOH-CNT /PAN 15 ± 0.3 37 ± 1.0 50 ± 2.0 240 ± 50 

20% COOH-CNT /PAN 17 ± 2.0 43 ± 6.0 43 ± 3.0 200 ± 40 

25% COOH-CNT /PAN 17 ± 0.5 52 ± 2.0 48 ± 1.0 250 ± 50 

a Surface area and pore volume were measured by BET by using a seven-point adsorption isotherm, and BJH methods 

respectively; b Water contact angles were measured from digital images of contact angle goniometry by using ImageJ 

software. Both right and left contact angles were counted for each liquid droplet. Values < 90 are wettable 

(hydrophilic) surfaces; c Diameters were measured from SEM images by using ImageJ software. Uncertainties 

represent the standard deviation from at least three replicate experiments. Typically, 100 nanofibers were measured 

per ENM sample. n = number of replicate syntheses.  
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Table 3-4. Digital (left column, ~25 cm2) and low-magnification SEM (right column) images of 

ENM-CNT composites produced herein.  

 

 Digital Photo Low Magnification SEM 

PAN 

  

20% NF-CNT/PAN 

  

20% COOH-CNT/PAN 

  

PS 

  

20% NF-CNT/PS 
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From SEM images (see low magnification images shown in Table 3-4) histograms of 

nanofiber diameters were constructed (Figure 3-4), with averages values (with standard 

deviation) summarized in Table 3-3.  For PAN, the inclusion of CNTs generally increased the 

average nanofiber diameter within the mat, although rarely to the extent to be statistically 

significant given the standard deviation associated with sizing measurements via SEM. Further, 

there was no systematic relationship between nanofiber diameter and increasing CNT loading 

within PAN, nor was there any difference resulting from integration of oxidized or non-

functionalized CNTs. Although a greater number of CNT loadings were considered for PAN-

based ENMs, these same trends in composite size were also observed with PS-based ENMs, 

where integration of either oxidized or non-functionalized CNTs had no significant influence on 

average nanofiber diameter or distribution.   

Via higher magnification SEM imaging of ENM-CNTs (Figure 3-5), some noteworthy 

features regarding nanofiber morphology were observed. First, both low- and high-magnification 

images revealed the presence of CNT aggregates in the composite material, appearing as large 
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Figure 3-4. Histograms of nanofiber diameter (measured via SEM for n=200) for ENMs and 

ENM-CNT composites fabricated herein. Histograms are shown as a function of CNTs mass 

loading. 

 

clumps of CNTs embedded or encapsulated by the polymer that are randomly distributed across 

and within the ENM.  Generally, in the ENM with higher CNT loadings, the structure is more 

heterogeneous, with evidence of beads or clumping resulting from non-dispersed, large 

aggregates of CNT (see the feature indicated with two arrows in Figure 3-5a).  Second, 

composites exhibited surface features and roughness that are unique compared to unmodified 

polymers,125 and thus we presume attributable to the integration of CNTs (see features indicated 

with one arrow in the high magnification insets of Figure 3-5). Because SEM resolution is 

insufficient to image isolated CNTs, we assume that the surface roughness and other features 

reflect smaller CNT aggregates with different morphologies within the polymer nanofiber. We 

also noticed that integration of CNTs resulted in the formation of some very thin nanofibers with 

 

Figure S-1. Histograms of nanofiber diameter (measured via SEM for n=200) for ENMs and ENM-CNT composites fabricated herein. 

Histograms are shown as a function of CNTs mass loading. 
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diameters on the order of ~80 nm, although these thin fibers were not sufficiently numerous to 

greatly increase the distribution of nanofiber diameters (based on standard deviation) reported in 

Table 3-3. 

 

 

Figure 3-5. SEM images of ENM-CNT composites. Images are shown for (a) and (c) COOH-

CNT/PAN ENM; (b) and (d) NF-CNT/PS ENM. Insets on the right correspond to the areas 

indicated in (a) and (b) with black boxes. Arrows indicate specific morphological features (e.g., 

aggregates) due to the presence of CNTs (see text). 

 

Surface area and pore volume. For both PS- and PAN-based ENMs, increasing CNT 

mass loading increased the specific surface area and pore volume of the composite. The increase 

in surface area was modest for both PAN and PS composites, whereas the increase of pore 

volume was more significant, increasing 2-to-3-fold in some cases (e.g., see pore volume results 
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for PAN composites in Table 3-3). As shown in the regression analyses conducted in Figure 

3-6, both surface area and pore volume scale with CNT mass loading, increasing roughly 

linearly. Given that the average diameters of ENM-CNT composites were either comparable or  

 

Figure 3-6. Linear regression analysis for the correlation between ENM composite specific 

surface area (from BET in m2/g) and pore volume (×10-3 mL/g) as a function of CNT mass 

loading (in wt%).  

 

greater than the pure polymer ENMs, it is reasonable to conclude that the slight increases in 

surface area are due to porosity, presumed to be internal to the fibers, generated via integration of 

CNTs into the polymer matrix.  Not surprisingly, therefore, we also observed a strong correlation 

between measured specific surface area and pore volume for both NF-CNT and COOH-CNT 

composites (Figure 3-7). We note that because of the high viscosity of polymer sol gels 
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containing CNTs, the highest mass loadings of NF-CNT and COOH-CNT that could be easily 

electrospun (i.e., without needle clogging) were 40% and 25%, respectively. Although not 

investigated herein, higher mass loadings of CNTs may be achievable upon introduction of 

additional agents to the sol gel to increase the viscosity (e.g., surfactants). 

 

 

Figure 3-7. Linear regression analysis for the correlation between NF-CNT and COOH-CNT 

surface area (in m2/g) and pore volume (×10-3 mL/g). NF-CNT mass loading was from 0% to 

40%, whereas COOH-CNT mass loading was from 0% to 25%. 

 

Surface hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity.  Somewhat unexpectedly, we observed a 

negligible influence of CNT inclusion on ENM-CNT hydrophobicity as measured by water 

contact angle.  Mats of PS are hydrophobic, with a water contact angle greater than 90 (118 ± 2) 

and consistent with low wettability. There was no change in the measured water contact angle 

after integration of either type of CNT, despite the presence of carboxylic acid moieties on 

oxidized CNTs, which would be expected to increase composite hydrophilicity, and the 

hydrophobic nature of NF-CNTs.  Likewise, the nature of the PAN surface, a hydrophilic 
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polymer with water contact angle of 44 ± 6, was unaffected by the inclusion of NF- and COOH-

CNTs across the range of mass loadings considered.   

 

Influence of CNT inclusion on ENM composite sorption performance. Figure 3-8 

presents uptake curves for five model organic pollutants, metolachlor, atrazine, 2.4-D, caffeine, 

and diuron, on PAN-based composites with 20 wt.% of either NF-CNT or COOH-CNT.  Data 

are shown for the mass of chemical accumulated in the nanofiber mat over time (in g chemical 

per kg mat), which was quantified analytically after extraction of the ENM with methanol. Also, 

data obtained with a pure polymer ENM are provided for comparison. We note that all uptake 

curves for ENM-CNTs were collected under static experimental conditions (i.e., without 

mixing), whereas uptake data on pure PAN were collected with mixing. 

In all cases, the inclusion of 20% wt. CNT substantially increased chemical uptake, in 

many cases by more than an order of magnitude. For example, caffeine exhibits little to no 

uptake on PAN, whereas ~0.5 g caffeine per kg of ENM was observed with CNT-modified 

systems.  For all chemicals, COOH-CNTs resulted in greater uptake than NF-CNTs.  Recall from 

Table 3-3 that 20% wt. of NF-CNTs in PAN produced composites with a surface area and pore 

volumes statistically equivalent to that of PAN composites with 20% wt. COOH-CNTs. Thus, 

the enhanced chemical uptake on ENM-CNT composites cannot simply be rationalized by 

physical changes to the ENM structure that produce a higher capacity sorbent through gains in 

surface area and pore volume. While these changes no doubt promote uptake, the improved 

performance of CNT-containing composites appears to also reflect specific chemical interactions 

between the composite and the organic chemical targets,225, 226 particularly when carboxylic acid 

groups are present on the CNT surface.   
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Figure 3-8. Uptake curves for (a) metolachlor, (b) atrazine, (c) 2.4-D, (d) caffeine, and (e) 

diuron on ENMs of PAN and CNT-modified PAN. Data represent the accumulation of mass into 

the ENM over time in g of chemical per kg of mat, as quantified by chemical extraction from the 

ENM with methanol. Uncertainties represent the standard deviation from three replicate 

experiments. Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM phosphate); initial concentration of 

metolachlor: 7.1 mg/L, atrazine: 5.4 mg/L, 2,4-D: 5.5 mg/L, caffeine: 4.8 mg/L and diuron: 5.8 

mg/L; ENM loading: ~1.5 g/L. Experiments were carried out under a static condition.  

  

 

Figure 3-7. Uptake curves for (a) metolachlor, (b) atrazine, (c) 2.4-D, (d) caffeine, and (e) 

diuron on ENMs of PAN and CNT-modified PAN. Data represent the accumulation of mass into 

the ENM over time in g of chemical per kg of mat, as quantified by chemical extraction from the 

ENM with methanol. Uncertainties represent the standard deviation from three replicate  
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For both COOH- and NF-CNTs, chemical uptake was rapid, especially so for unmixed 

experimental systems.  In both cases, equilibrium was typically achieved in less than 2 days, 

which is comparable to the timeframes observed with pure polymer ENMs in Chapter 2 and in 

our related published research.125 To more quantitatively evaluate chemical uptake, a one 

compartment, first-order kinetic model (Equation 3-1) was used to describe chemical uptake 

data. 

𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑀 =
𝑘1

𝑘2
× 𝐶𝑊 × (1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑘2 × 𝑡))  (3-1) 

In Equation 3-1, k1 and k2 are uptake and elimination rate constants (h-1), CENM and CW are the 

chemical concentrations in the ENM and water (mg L-1), respectively, and t is time (h). 

Furthermore, the equilibrium partitioning coefficient between the ENM and water (the KENM-W 

value) of these model curves can be estimated from the ratio of k1 and k2.  These model values 

for KENM-W could then be compared to experimentally measured values according to Equation 3-2 

to help assess the quality of the kinetic model in describing our experimental uptake data. In 

Equation 3-2,  

𝐾𝐸𝑁𝑀−𝑤 =
𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑀

𝐶𝑊
= (

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑚𝑤
− 1) ×

𝑉

𝑀
   (3-2) 

mtotal is total chemical mass (in g) added to the reactor, mw is the chemical mass (in g) remaining 

in the aqueous phase at equilibrium,  V is the total volume (in L) of solution, and M is the mass 

of ENM in the reactor (in g). Thus, based on the Error! Reference source not found., the value 

f KENM-W goes up when the chemical mass remaining in the water at equilibrium goes down.  

Finally, from the first-order kinetic model in Equation 3-1, we were also able to calculate t90% 

values (Equation 3-3), which is the time necessary to reach 90% of system equilibrium (i.e., 

steady state), from the model fit k2 value.  
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𝑡90% =
𝑙𝑛 10

𝑘2
  (3-3) 

Model results are provided in Table 3-5. For model-derived logKENM-W values, good 

agreement was observed when compared to the experimental value determined from analysis of 

the aqueous and ENM-associated chemical concentrations at equilibrium. Indeed, plots of 

model-derived logKENM-W values as a function of experimentally measured values (Figure 3-9) 

illustrate data either directly on or immediately adjacent to the 1-to-1 line, suggesting uptake data 

for these five analytes appear well-described by the one-compartment model.  Under static (i.e., 

no mixing) experimental conditions, t90% values for all compounds were less than 20 minutes for 

CNT-modified ENMs, which were faster than those of pure polymer ENMs.125 The fast 

equilibrium between target chemicals and ENM-CNT is unique relative to current commercially 

available passive sampling tools, and supports our intended use of these materials as equilibrium-

passive sampling devices to improve the temporal resolution of passive sampling data.  

 

Table 3-5. Summary comparing model-estimated and experimentally measured ENM-water 

equilibrium partition coefficients (logKENM-W values) and t90% values for select analyte targets on 

NF-CNT/PAN and COOH-CNT/PAN (at 20% wt. CNT loading).  

Analytes 

20% NF-CNT/PAN 20% COOH-CNT /PAN 

logKENM-W (L/kg) logKENM-W (L/kg) 

Measured Model t90% (h) Measured Model t90% (h) 
Metolachlor 1.8 ± 0.05 1.7 ± 0.03 0.1 ± 0.03 1.6 ± 0.05 1.6 ± 0.03 0.2 ± 0.02 

Atrazine 1.5 ± 0.06 1.4 ± 0.07 0.2 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.07 1.8 ± 0.02 0.3 ± 0.05 

2.4-D 1.4 ± 0.03 1.4 ± 0.03 0.06± 0.01 1.8 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.03 0.09± 0.01 

Caffeine 1.5 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 1.8 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.04 0.06 ± 0.01 

Diuron 2.1 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.09 0.2 ± 0.02 2.4 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.01 

 

Our experiments also show that the extent of chemical uptake can be tuned by varying 

the concentration (by wt%) of CNTs embedded into the polymer nanofibers, with increasing 

CNT loading generally increasing chemical partitioning into the mat. In Figure 3-10, data are 
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shown across a range of wt% for both NF-CNTs (up to 40%) and COOH-CNTs (up to 20%) 

targeting either diuron or atrazine, with data for a pure PAN ENM provided for comparison (see 

the dashed line). We observed linear relationships between logKENM-W values and CNT mass 

loading for PAN composites (Figure 3-10), with regression p values ≤ 0.02 and correlation 

coefficients (R2  values) ≥ 0.97. This dependence of chemical uptake on the CNT content 

 

 

Figure 3-9. Model-estimated logKENM-W values obtained from the first-order uptake equation 

plotted as a function of experimentally measured logKENM-W values. To assist with comparison, a 

1-to-1 line (dashed) is shown, corresponding to perfect agreement between model-estimated and 

experimentally measured values.    
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Figure 3-10. Values of logKENM-w as a function of NF-CNT and COOH-CNT mass loading (as 

wt%) in the ENM composite. Data are shown for (a) diuron and (b) atrazine. Lines represent the 

results of linear regression analysis on experimental data, where uncertainties associated with 

individual data points are standard deviation from at least three replicate experiments. The 

dashed line indicates the logKENM-W value measured for a pure PAN ENM and is provided for 

comparison. Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM phosphate); initial concentration of diuron: 

5.8 mg/L and atrazine: 5.4 mg/L; ENM loading: ~1.5 g/L. Experiments were carried out under a 

static condition. 

 

of the composite implies a key role of the embedded CNTs in chemical partitioning, similar to 

what we previously observed for composites of carbon nanofibers where embedded CNTs 

functioned as the active sorbent site.161  As shown in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12, composite 

surface area and pore volume remain useful predictors of overall contaminant uptake, with larger 

logKENM-W values being observed for composites with greater surface area and pore volume. 

However, there is still a clear distinction between these correlations for COOH-CNT and NF- 

CNTs, suggesting that gains in surface area from induced pore volume are not solely responsible 

for higher organic chemical partitioning in CNT-containing composite ENMs.  

Given the impact of composite surface area on chemical uptake, a final performance 

variable that we considered was the average diameter of the composite nanofiber mat, where 
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smaller diameter nanofibers are expected to exhibit greater surface area. In our prior work with 

pure polymer ENMs, we found that smaller diameter nanofibers resulted in faster rates of 

chemical uptake via diffusive exchange but did not impact equilibrium logKEMN-W values. Here, 

we prepared three sizes of NF-CNT/PAN nanofiber mats by varying the wt% of PAN used in the 

electrospinning precursor solution while holding the relative mass of non-functionalized CNTs 

constant at 20% wt. Across the average diameters of 70 (± 20), 210 (± 50), and 320 (± 90) nm for 

these NF-CNT/PAN composites, equilibrium logKENM-W values for caffeine, diuron, atrazine and 

metolachlor were unchanged (see Table 3-6).   

It is notable that logKEMN-W values scale with changes in surface area resulting from 

increasing CNT mass loading in ENM-CNT composites, but they do not vary with the surface 

area of the nanofiber composites (at a fixed CNT mass loading) when surface area is changed by 

altering the average nanofiber diameter.  Taken together, this implies that increases in chemical 

uptake with increasing CNT mass loading are primarily driven by the introduction of new 

binding sites, presumably on the surface of CNTs that remain accessible to solution in the near 

surface region, and not simply increasing surface area of the composite.  

 

Table 3-6. Values of logKENM-W for NF-CNT/PAN with different average diameters. All 

ENM-CNT composites were fabricated at 20% wt. of NF-CNT, but the wt.% of PAN was varied 

to alter average diameter values.  

 6% PAN 

 (70 ± 20 nm) 

8.5% PAN  

(210 ± 50 nm) 

10% PAN  

(320 ± 90nm) 

Caffeine 1.5 ± 0.05 1.5 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.08 

Diuron 2.2 ± 0.06 2.1 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.08 

Atrazine 1.5 ± 0.03 1.5 ± 0.07 1.7 ± 0.05 

Metolachlor 1.7 ± 0.05 1.8 ± 0.05 1.8 ± 0.009 
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Figure 3-11. Values of logKENM-W as a function of ENM surface area (from BET in m2/g). Data 

are shown for (a) diuron and (b) atrazine. Lines represent the results of linear regression analysis 

on experimental data, where uncertainties associated with individual data points are standard 

deviation from at least three replicate experiments. Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM 

phosphate); initial concentration of diuron: 5.8 mg/L and atrazine: 5.4 mg/L; ENM loading: ~1.5 

g/L. Experiments were carried out under a static condition. 

 

Figure 3-12. Values of logKENM-W as a function of ENM pore volume (×10-3 mL/g). Data are 

shown for (a) diuron and (b) atrazine. Lines represent the results of linear regression analysis on 

experimental data, where uncertainties associated with individual data points are standard 

deviation from at least three replicate experiments. Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM 

phosphate); initial concentration of diuron: 5.8 mg/L and atrazine: 5.4 mg/L; ENM loading: ~1.5 

g/L. Experiments were carried out under a static condition. 
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Influence of the polymer matrix on ENM composite sorption performance.  To more 

systematically explore the influence of the polymer matrix on ENM-CNT performance, we 

examined the uptake of 11 hydrophilic and moderately hydrophilic compounds (HMHCs) on two 

types of ENM-CNT composites (at 20% wt.) fabricated from PAN and polystyrene (PS). Values 

of logKEMN-W for the model compound suite are displayed in Figure 3-13 and tabulated in Table 

3-7.  

Generally, the behavior of PAN-based composites was as expected from our initial 

results exploring a smaller subset of organic targets.  Values of logKEMN-W (i.e., chemical 

partitioning into the ENM) increased with CNT/PAN formulations relative to unmodified PAN 

mats for all 11 organic targets, and the composites with COOH-CNTs outperformed composites 

fabricated with NF-CNTs. However, the extent of increase in logKEMN-W for CNT/PAN 

composites was highly variable and dependent on the organic target; the largest increases (0.7 to 

1-log unit) were observed for diuron, p-nitrophenol, and 2,4-D, while more modest increases (~ 

0.1 to 0.3-log units) were measured for aniline and phenol. This variable impact of CNTs on 

uptake is visualized in Figure 3-14a, which compares logKEMN-W values for the CNT/PAN 

composites with those values measured with unmodified PAN (labeled logKEMN-W0 values). Also 

shown in Figure 3-14a is a 1-to-1 line (i.e., indicating when the logK values are equal for both 

CNT/PAN and unmodified PAN). Data points falling above the dashed line indicate higher 

partitioning into CNT-containing materials, which is the case for the overwhelming majority of 

organic targets on CNT/PAN composites. 

 Somewhat different behavior was observed for PS-based composites, where logKEMN-W 

values increased for some, but not all, chemical targets upon the integration of CNTs.  
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For example, there were several instances where neither NF-CNTs nor COOH-CNTs 

significantly improved uptake (e.g., phenol, nitrobenzene, p-nitrophenol) and even one instance, 

anisole, where partitioning was lower on CNT-containing composites. The oftentimes 

comparable performance of CNT/PS composites and unmodified PS is visualized in Figure 

3-14b, where data for several HMHCs fall on or near the 1-to-1 line, indicative of equivalent 

logKEMN-W values.  Only for atrazine, diuron, 2,4-D and metolachlor (both a racemic mixture and 

enantiomerically pure S-metolachlor) did both NF- and COOH-CNTs increase partitioning, 

typically with COOH-CNTs better promoting uptake.   

We note that for caffeine, diuron, and 2,4-D, extraction of mass bound to CNT/PS was 

less effective using methanol, producing recoveries of only 10-40% that were well below 

recoveries of other HMHCs on other ENMs using methanol (typically >90%). Accordingly, 

logKEMN-W values reported for these chemicals on NF-CNT/PS and COOH-CNT/PS were 

estimated using mass balance (i.e., the difference between the initial and equilibrium aqueous 

concentration was assumed to be the PS-based ENM associated mass) rather than analytically 

measured CW and CENM values.  
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Figure 3-13. Comparison of logKENM-W values for (a) PAN-based ENMs and (b) PS-based 

ENMs. Data are shown for pure polymers, as well as composites made with NF-CNT and 

COOH-CNT.  Uncertainties represent standard deviations from at least triplicate measurements.  

Note: logKENM-W values on CNT/PS for chemicals with an asterisk were estimated by mass 

balance (see text). 
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Table 3-7. Summary of ENM-water equilibrium partition coefficients for selected model 

compounds (log units, L/kg). Values are provided for pure polymers (PS and PAN), as well as 

composites made with NF-CNT and COOH-CNT.  Values determined at pH 7 for an initial 

chemical concentration of 25µM and an ENM loading of ~1.5 g/L.  Uncertainties represent 

standard deviations from at least triplicate measurements.   

Compound PAN 
20%  

NF-CNT 
PAN 

20% 
COOH-

CNT PAN 
PS 

20% 
NF-CNT 

PS 

20% 
COOH-CNT 

PS 

Aniline 
(n=2) 

1.9 ± 0.06 1.9 ± 0.05 2.0 ± 0.07 1.5 ± 0.03 1.5 ± 0.01 1.9 ± 0.03 

Phenol  
(n=2) 

1.7 ± 0.02a 1.9 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.03a 1.8 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.01 

Nitrobenzene 
(n=2) 

1.9 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.004 2.3 ± 0.2 2.8 ± 0.01 2.8 ± 0.02 2.8 ± 0.1 

4-Nitrophenol 
(n=2) 

1.7 ± 0.06 2.1 ± 0.03 2.5 ± 0.007 1.6 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.01 1.7 ± 0.02 

Anisole  
(n=2) 

1.9 ± 0.04 2.1 ± 0.06 2.2 ± 0.05 3.1 ± 0.05 3.0 ± 0.03 2.9 ± 0.02 

Atrazine  
(n=3) 

1.2 ± 0.1a 1.5 ± 0.07 1.8 ± 0.02 1.6 ± 0.01 2.1 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.004 

Caffeine  
(n=3) 

1.3 ± 0.05a 1.5 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.07a 1.7 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.2 

Diuron  
(n=3) 

1.4 ± 0.02a 2.1 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1a 1.9 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.2 

2.4-D  
(n=6) 

1.1 ± 0.2a 1.4 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.03 0.8 ± 0.3a 1.2 ± 0.1a 1.2 ± 0.1a 

Metolachlor  
(n=3) 

1.3 ± 0.03 1.8 ± 0.05 1.6 ± 0.05 2.3 ± 0.05 2.4 ± 0.08 2.7 ± 0.06 

s-Metolachlor  
(n=3) 

1.1 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.03 1.8 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.07 2.4 ± 0.02 2.6 ± 0.1 

a Less than 5% of the total aqueous mass was sorbed into the ENM.  
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Figure 3-14. LogKENM-W0 VS ENM logKENM-W plots. (a) CNTs modified PAN and (b) CNTs 

modified PS. To assist with comparison, a 1:1 line (dashed) is shown. Uncertainties associated 

with individual data points are standard deviation from at least three replicate experiments.  

 

Insights from chemical structure-ENM activity relationships. To better understand 

the chemical characteristics driving organic partitioning into ENM-CNTs, we assembled 

chemical structure-ENM activity relationships from known physicochemical properties of our 

target analyte suite and measured logKEMN-W values (Figure 3-15). We focused particularly on 

measures of compound hydrophobicity via potential dependencies of logKEMN-W values on either 

octanol-water partitioning coefficients (logKow values) or hexadecane-water partitioning 

coefficients (logKHexadecane-w) values. While logKow values have long been used as a measure of 

organic chemical hydrophobicity, some have suggested that logKHexadecane–w may better predict 

equilibrium partitioning of moderately hydrophobic compounds on sorbent materials typically 

used in passive sampling devices.76, 227  
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For CNT-modified PAN mats (Figure 3-15a and Figure 3-15c), there was no clear 

relationship with either descriptor. The lack of dependence of logKEMN-W values on compound 

hydrophobicity suggests that partitioning is likely occurring via some other mechanism, likely 

involving more specific binding interactions (e.g., hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces).  

From an application standpoint, the relative independence of logKEMN-W values on compound 

hydrophobicity for CNT/PAN ENMs is encouraging, particularly for the aim of developing a 

passive sampling material suitable for targeting a wide range of chemically diverse pollutants 

(e.g., from polar to hydrophobic). 

 

Figure 3-15. Correlations between logKENM-W and (a, b) logKOW and (c,d) logKHexadecane-W for 

(left column) CNT/PAN and (right column) CNT/PS. Uncertainties associated with individual 

data points are standard deviations from at least three replicate experiments. We note that data 

for 2,4-D is not included in this analysis because it is anionic in our experimental systems. 
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For CNT/PS composites, structure-activity relationships provide evidence that 

hydrophobic partitioning contributes to chemical uptake. Values of logKEMN-W were effectively 

equivalent (between ~1.5-2.0) for most compounds with logKow < 2. However, logKEMN-W were 

greater than 2.0, and in some cases considerably, for the majority of chemicals with logKow 

values >2. This clustering suggests that for moderately hydrophobic chemicals, hydrophobic 

partitioning helps to drive uptake on NF-CNT/PS and COOH-CNT/PS.  More evidence for this 

behavior is provided from comparisons with logKHexadecane-w values, where a clear linear 

correlation exists between increasing logKEMN-W and logKHexadecane-w values, with the exception of 

diuron.  For PS-based materials, logKHexadecane-w values appear to be a better predictor of organic 

compound partitioning than logKow values. Furthermore, relative to CNT/PAN, CNT/PS 

composites may be best-suited for analysis of moderately hydrophobic and hydrophobic 

pollutant classes.  

Comparing ENM-CNT sorption capacity and reactivity trends to CNT suspensions.  

To explore the sorption capacity of ENM-CNT composites, and determine whether it was 

sufficiently in excess of probable environmental concentrations to be encountered during passive 

sampling applications, we conducted sorption isotherms with PAN-based ENM composites. 

Isotherms were collected at pH 7 with both COOH-CNT and NF-CNT composites using diuron 

and caffeine (up to ~40 mg/L initial concentration) as model organic pollutant targets.   

Generally, isotherms were non-linear for both COOH-CNT and NF-CNT composites. No 

clear plateau in uptake was observed, as would be expected for Langmuir-type sorption. Thus, 

we modeled all isotherms according to the Freundlich isotherm model (Equation 3-4), which 

empirically relates the ENM-bound mass to that remaining in solution at equilibrium:  

CENM = KfCW
1/n  (3-4) 
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In Equation 3-4, Kf (L/g) is the Freundlich sorption coefficient and n (dimensionless) is a 

measure of isotherm non-linearity. Results of these Freundlich model fits were obtained via 

linear regression analysis after log-log transformation of Equation 3-4, and model outputs (Kf 

and n) are summarized in Table 3-8. 

 

Table 3-8. Summary of Kf and n values from Freundlich model fits to sorption isotherms for 

diuron and caffeine obtained with CNT/PAN composites.  Uncertainties represent standard error 

associated with regression analysis. 

Sorbent 
Diuron Caffeine 

Kf (L/g) n R2 Kf (L/g) n R2 

NF-CNT/PAN 0.44 ± 0.04 2.5 ± 0.18 0.99 0.12 ± 0.03 1.6 ± 0.19 0.97 

COOH-CNT/PAN 1.25 ± 0.08 2.6 ± 0.14 0.99 0.34 ± 0.03 2.4 ± 0.16 0.99 

 

 The largest values of Kf were observed for diuron, consistent with its higher affinity for 

CNT/PAN (e.g., the uptake of diuron approached 4 mg/g at the highest initial concentration 

considered compared to only 1.5 mg/g for caffeine).  Diuron isotherms also exhibited the greatest 

degree of non-linearity (based on the larger n values). For field applications, this non-linearity is 

not ideal, as it suggests that logKENM-w values may be dependent on the aqueous concentration of 

the target analyte. However, the concentrations considered in these isotherm experiments (up to 

~40 mg/L) are far in excess of environmentally relevant concentrations (at most 10-100’s of 

g/L). As we previously observed for pure polymer ENMs in Chapter 2, it is likely chemical 

uptake at the lower concentrations more representative of surface waters and sediments can be 

reasonably approximated as linear, which would enable the use of logKENM value for calculating 

environmental concentrations according to Equation 3-2.  

Also in Figure 3-16, we present sorption isotherms for diuron and caffeine in 

suspensions (typically between 0.03-0.05 g/L) of COOH-CNTs and NF-CNTs powders at pH 7. 
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These data are provided to compare the relative capacity of freely dispersed CNTs to CNTs 

embedded into PAN composites, where we anticipate the integration of CNTs with PAN will 

result in some loss of capacity due to loss of CNT surface upon immobilization in the PAN 

matrix.  

Indeed, isotherm results indicate that sorption capacity (in mg of chemical per g of 

sorbent) of CNTs powders is ~100-fold larger than that of CNT-ENMs.  Even after normalizing 

diuron and caffeine uptake on composites to the percentage of CNT mass within the ENMs (20% 

wt.), the sorption capacity of nanofiber embedded CNTs is only ~5% of that in CNT 

suspensions.  Thus, through the process of embedding the CNTs into the polymer matrix, a 

considerable amount of sorption capacity is lost presumably through CNT aggregation228 and 

direct interaction between CNT and PAN.215, 229  

 

Figure 3-16. Sorption isotherms for (a) diuron and (b) caffeine. Data are shown for NF-

CNT/PAN and COOH-CNT/PAN (solid symbols) as well as NF-CNT and COOH-CNT 

suspensions (open symbols). Please note that the y-axis is broken into two sections to span the 

range of sorbed concentrations measured across the different sorbents types. Dash lines represent 

Freundlich isotherm model fits, where Kf and n values are summarized in Table 3-8. 

Uncertainties associated with individual data points are standard deviations from at least three 

replicate experiments.  
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Beyond the large differences in capacity, another notable difference is the relative uptake 

of the target chemicals on NF-CNTs and COOH-CNTs in suspension versus when these 

materials are embedded within the PAN matrix. For caffeine, composites with COOH-CNT 

tended to result in greater uptake than composites with NF-CNTs. However, in suspension, NF-

CNTs (capacity ~ 225 mg/g) clearly outperformed their oxidized counterparts (capacity ~150 

mg/g). Likewise, while composites with COOH-CNT exhibited greater uptake of diuron than 

composites with NF-CNTs, there was little difference in uptake between the two types of CNT 

surface chemistries in suspensions.  These relative sorption trends strongly suggest that the 

integration of CNTs into the polymer matrix produces a composite with behavior as a sorbent 

that is distinct and unique relative to the building blocks from which the composite is assembled.  

To further explore how immobilization of CNTs within the polymer matrix altered CNT 

sorption behavior, we compared logKENM values from CNT/PAN composites to single-point 

partitioning coefficients (logKd values) from CNT suspensions for our entire model compound 

suite (n = 11 organic targets). These sorption cross correlations are shown in Figure 3-17, but 

there is no apparent relationship between the extent of chemical uptake in CNT suspensions and 

that observed for CNT/PAN or CNT/PS, regardless of whether NF-CNTs or COOH-CNTs were 

used. Thus, the mechanisms and interactions responsible for organic chemical sorption on CNTs 

must be distinct from those in ENM-CNT composites. Rather, although the integration of CNTs 

is clearly responsible for increasing target analyte uptake in ENM composites relative to pure 

polymer ENMs, the composite materials behave as a new type of sorbent with binding sites 

distinct from the individual materials from which it was constructed.  
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Figure 3-17. Reactivity cross correlations between logKd values measured in CNT suspensions 

and logKENM-W values measured with CNT-ENM composites. Data are shown (a) CNT/PAN and 

(b) CNT/PS composites. Uncertainties associated with individual data points are standard 

deviations from at least three replicate experiments. 

 

Practical considerations for ENM composite field applications.  With the ultimate 

goal being the field deployment of optimal ENM-composites for testing as passive sampling 

devices, variables associated with their use in such applications were also considered.  There are 

both environmental factors (e.g., temperature, aqueous pH) and design considerations (e.g., the 

amount of ENM deployed) that may influence performance, and select variables were 

experimentally assessed herein.  

Influence of pH on ENM sorption performance.   Solution pH may influence organic 

chemical partitioning into ENMs if the chemical is ionizable and/or the surface of the ENM has 

ionizable groups, as would be the case for COOH-CNTs (which are expected to be deprotonated 

at pH 7).  We examined the uptake of 2,4-D, an anionic pesticide across environmentally 

relevant pH values (pKa of 2.73),230 at pH 5 and 7.  By all measures (e.g., CW, CENM, and 
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logKENM-W values), 2,4-D uptake was unaffected across this pH range for PS- and PAN-based 

ENMs with either NF-CNT or COOH-CNTs (at 20% wt.) (see Table 3-9).  

Table 3-9. Values of logKENM-W and CENM (measured after 48 h) for 2,4-D on CNT/PS and 

CNT/PAN composites at pH 5 and 7. Uncertainties are standard deviations obtained from the 

number of replicates (n) indicated. 

 Log KENM-W 

(pH~5) 
Log KENM-W 

(pH~7) 
CENM (mg/g) 

(pH~5) 
CENM (mg/g) 

(pH~7) 

20% NF-CNT/PAN (n=4) 1.4 ± 0.07 1.4 ± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.02 

20% COOH-CNT /PAN (n=4) 1.9 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.03 0.6 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.02 

20% NF-CNT/PS (n=3) 1.2 ± 0.06 1.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.005 0.1 ± 0.03 

20% COOH-CNT /PS (n=3) 1.2 ± 0.07 1.2 ± 0.1 0.09 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.01 

 

Influence of temperature on ENM sorption performance. Temperature, particularly the 

range experienced across seasons, may also influence passive sampler performance including 

chemical uptake rate, sorption capacity and equilibrium partitioning behavior.231-234  We 

examined atrazine and 2.4-D uptake at temperatures of 4°C, 20°C and 35°C on PAN-based 

ENMs with both NF-CNTs and COOH-CNTs (at 20% wt.). From measured logKENM-W values 

across this temperature range (Table 3-10), equilibrium partitioning appears independent of 

temperature for PAN-based ENM-CNTs; although there were some slight fluctuations, all 

logKENM-W values were within the margin of error.  

 

Table 3-10. Values of logKENM-W for atrazine and 2,4-D measured at different temperatures on 

CNT/PAN composites. Uncertainties associated represent standard deviations from at least three 

replicate experiments. 

 Atrazine 2.4-D 

4°C  20°C 35°C 4°C  20°C 35°C 

20% NF-
CNT/PAN 

1.6 ± 0.06 1.5 ± 0.07 1.5 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.01 1.4 ± 0.02 1.4 ± 0.003 

20% COOH-
CNT/PAN 

2.0 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.02 1.9 ± 0.06 1.7 ± 0.05 1.8 ± 0.03 1.7 ± 0.05 
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Influence of ENM mass loading on sorption performance.  For chemical targets with a 

relatively low affinity for ENMs, a useful approach to increasing the target mass collected in the 

field would be the use of a higher total mass of passive sampling material.  To confirm that 

logKENM-W values are independent of the mass of ENM deployed during field testing, we 

examined uptake of 2.4-D, diuron and atrazine on PS- and PAN-based ENMs with NF-CNTs and 

COOH-CNTs (at 20% wt.) in systems ranging from 25 to 100 mg of total ENM mass.  As 

expected for a sorption process, doubling the mass of sorbent in the system resulted in more 

target analyte mass accumulating into the ENM and being drawn down from the aqueous phase 

(Table 3-11 and  

 

Table 3-12). Nevertheless, equilibrium partitioning scaled linearly with total ENM mass 

in all cases, producing logKENM-W values that were independent of total ENM mass. This is 

consistent with a linear regime for equilibrium partitioning and enables the use of higher ENM 

mass to increase the sensitivity and detection limits of results obtained during field deployments.   

 

Table 3-11. Values of logKENM-W and total mass in ENM (MENM measured after 48 h) for 2,4-D 

on CNT/PS and CNT/PAN composites in systems with either 50 or 100 mg of ENM mass. 

Uncertainties are standard deviations obtained from the number of replicates (n) indicated. 

 Log KENM-w 

(50 mg) 
Log KENM-w 

(100 mg) 
MENM (µg) 
(50 mg) 

MENM (µg)  
(100 mg) 

20% NF-CNT/PAN (n=4) 1.4 ± 0.02 1.4 ± 0.01 5.0 ± 1.0 9.0 ± 2.1 

20% COOH-CNT/PAN (n=4) 1.8 ± 0.03 1.8 ± 0.02 19.5 ± 1.9 43.5 ± 2.9 

20% NF-CNT/PS (n=3) 1.2 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.04 4.3 ± 1.1 9.7 ± 0.4 

20% COOH-CNT/PS (n=3) 1.2 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 1.0 8.5 ± 1.6 
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Table 3-12. Values of logKENM-W and total mass in ENM (MENM measured after 48 h) for diuron 

and atrazine COOH-CNT/PAN and NF-CNT/PAN in systems with either 25, 50 or 100 mg of 

ENM mass.  

 Log KENM-w 

(25 mg) 
Log KENM-w 

(50 mg) 
Log KENM-w 

(100 mg) 
MENM (µg) 
(25 mg) 

MENM (µg) 
(50 mg) 

MENM (µg) 
(100 mg) 

Diuron 

20% COOH-CNT 
PAN 

3.37 3.41 3.38 61.9 103.2 196.4 

Atrazine 

20% NF-CNT 
PAN 

2.69 2.8 2.79 45.6 93.8 178.9 

Note: Values of logKENM-W in this table are higher than others reported for diuron and atrazine with these same 

materials because a different batch of CNTs was used for synthesis of these materials. That batch of CNTs exhibited 

greater activity than the batch used in all other experiments conducted in this work.  

 

 Field demonstration of ENM-CNT composites as passive sampling materials. Before 

conducting an on-site deployment of ENM-CNT samplers, we first conducted uptake 

experiments with atrazine and 2,4-D using Iowa River water collected from the inlet of the 

University of Iowa water plant (Figure 3-18) to test performance in a more complex matrix.  

 

Figure 3-18. Iowa River water collected at the inlet to the University of Iowa Water Treatment 

Plan.   
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Table 3-13. Comparison of logKENM-W values for atrazine and 2,4-D on NF-CNT/PAN and 

COOH-CNT/PAN (20% wt.) measured in model phosphate buffer systems (DI water) and Iowa 

River Water. 

 
Atrazine 2.4-D 

DI water 
(pH~7) 

Iowa River water 
(pH~7.9) 

DI water 
(pH~7) 

Iowa River water 
(pH~7.9) 

20% NF-CNT/PAN 1.5 ± 0.07 1.7 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.02 1.4 ± 0.06 

20% COOH-CNT/PAN 1.8 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.07 1.8 ± 0.03 1.6 ± 0.1 

 

The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 3-13. Generally, values of KENM-W for 

CNT/PAN ENMs did not change significantly in Iowa River water despite the higher pH (7.9) 

and high alkalinity, hardness, organic matter, and suspended solids concentration of the Iowa 

River water.  Accordingly, the KENM-W values we report from model experimental systems as 

summarized in Table 3-7 seem appropriate for use in estimating chemical concentrations in 

more complex aquatic environments via Equation 3-5: 

𝐶𝑆𝑊 =  
𝑚𝑖

𝑚𝐸𝑁𝑀
 ×   𝐾𝐸𝑁𝑀−𝑊  (3-5) 

where CSW is the chemical concentration (ng/L) in the surface water, mi is the mass (ng) of the 

chemical accumulated in the ENM, and mENM is the ENM mass used in the deployment (g). 

Field deployment of CNT/PAN ENMs were conducted at Muddy Creek, Iowa for the 

measurement of atrazine.  USGS measured atrazine concentrations at the Muddy Creek site 

obtained from grab sampling between September 2017 and February 2018 are shown in Figure 

3-19, while the concentration data collected after 48 hour deployments of our ENMs are 

provided for comparison starting in December of 2017 through May 2018. Generally, both NF-

CNT/PAN and COOH-CNT/PAN performed comparably during field deployment, producing 
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atrazine concentrations generally on the order of 40-60 ng/L across the sampling period. These 

ENM-measured concentrations agree well with those obtained through USGS grab sampling, 

which varies from ~15 to 65 ng/L over their sampling period. Notably, in December 2017, USGS 

data were collected at nearly the identical time as our ENM deployment, yielding atrazine 

concentrations of 18.2 ng/L (USGS grab sample), 55.4 ng/L (NF-CNT/PAN) and 27.3 ng/L 

(COOH-CNT/PAN). While more field validation is warranted, we are encouraged by these initial 

proof-of-concept deployment studies, where CNT-modified ENMs produced atrazine 

concentrations typical and as expected for Muddy Creek during the time of year corresponding to 

our deployment.  

 

 

Figure 3-19. Atrazine concentration in Muddy Creek measured by ENM-CNT composites and 

active sampling methods.  Uncertainties associated with individual data points are standard 

deviations reflecting the uncertainty associated with measured KENM-W values and instrument 

analytical error.  
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) provide a significant improvement in the uptake of polar and 

moderately hydrophobic organic pollutants on polymer electrospun nanofiber mats (ENMs). Not 

only is the extent of organic pollutant partitioning enhanced, but CNT-modified ENMs also 

exhibit fast uptake rates even in the absence of mixing (i.e., static sampling conditions). For 

nearly all organic targets, equilibrium is achieved over several hours, which will allow the 

optimally performing ENM-CNT composites to be used as equilibrium passive sampling devices 

for daily monitoring of organic pollutants in surface water and sediments.  

Through complementary materials characterization, evidence suggests that CNTs 

represent the primary site for organic chemical uptake, while their inclusion also increases 

surface area and pore volume of the ENM. Accordingly, values of logKENM-w, which reflect 

ENM uptake capacity, increase with increasing CNT mass loading in the composite. However, 

through the examination of reactivity cross-correlations, which compare the performance of 

ENM-CNT composites with the performance of either pure polymer ENMs or CNT suspensions, 

CNT/PAN and CNT/PS composites exhibit unique behavior as sorbents relative to the individual 

components from which they are constructed. 

A field deployment in surface water to measure the concentration of atrazine illustrates 

that ENM-CNT composites can performance on par with more traditional sampling approaches 

(e.g., grab sampling), even in complex media and sampling conditions. Integration of CNTs 

enhances the mechanical strength and robustness of the composites, which helps maintain their 

integrity even in flowing surface water. Further, there was no evidence of biofouling, nor any 

confounding interference from other environment constituents (e.g., colloidal or dissolved 

organic matter, hardness, and alkalinity) anticipated at field sampling sites.  
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While the performance results for ENM-CNT composites toward polar and moderately 

hydrophobic organic compounds are promising, there remain opportunities for further 

improvements, especially where logKENM-w values remain relatively low (e.g., small, highly polar 

and/or ionic organic targets). Also, more field testing is required to validate our laboratory 

results, focusing on a broader suite of target organic pollutants expected in surface waters and 

sediment systems impacted by agricultural runoff and wastewater effluent discharges.  
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CHAPTER 4 SURFACTANT-ASSISTED FABRICATION OF 

POLYMERIC ELECTROSPUN NANOFIBERS (ENMS): INTEGRATION 

OF SURFACE FUNCTIONALITIES AND POROSITY TO IMPROVE 

ORGANIC CHEMICAL UPTAKE 

4.1 ABSTRACT 

 We herein explore the use of surfactants to improve the performance of electrospun 

polymer nanofibers (e.g., polyacrylonitrile or PAN) and polymer-carbon nanotube composites 

(hereafter “CNT/PAN”) as passive sampling devices for trace organic micropollutants. Surface-

segregating tetrabutyl ammonium bromide (TBAB) and cetrimonium bromide (CTAB) were 

used to impart positively charged quaternary ammonium surfaces sites on PAN and CNT/PAN 

nanofiber surfaces for targeting anionic pollutants. Alternatively, anionic sodium dodecyl sulfate 

(SDS) was used as a removable porogen, increasing the pore volume and specific surface area of 

PAN and CNT/PAN nanofibers as measured by N2-BET by as much as 3-fold. Uptake studies 

with anionic [2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA)] and 

neutral (atrazine, diuron and metolachlor) target analytes revealed that the changes imparted to 

PAN and CNT/PAN nanofibers by surfactants improved performance.  Specifically, cationic 

TBAB and CTAB not only promoted uptake of anionic 2,4-D and PFOA, but also enhanced 

uptake of diuron and metolachlor, which we attribute to electron rich functionalities in their 

structure (e.g., carbonyl groups containing oxygen lone pairs of electrons). Similarly, pore 

volume and surface area increases arising from the intentional leaching of SDS from the 

nanofibers resulted in a corresponding increase, sometimes considerably (~2-fold), in target 

analyte uptake.  Additional tests evaluated practical aspects of surfactant-modified electrospun 

nanofiber mats (ENMs) as passive sampling devices. Notably, uptake rates and capacities were 

mostly unchanged across a range of complex matrices (e.g., in the presence of model humic acid 
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and in Iowa River water). Our results illustrate the promise of surfactant-modified ENMs as 

next-generation equilibrium passive sampling materials for organic micropollutants, particularly 

those that are charged or highly polar and water soluble.  
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, passive sampling devices have made great strides in development of new 

material platforms for targeting more diverse chemical suites. Most of these advances have been 

catalyzed by diversifying the types of materials used in passive sampler construction, where the 

physical and chemical nature of these materials ultimately dictates the types of chemicals that 

can be targeted during sampling events. For example, the commercially available Semipermeable 

Membrane Device (SPMD) passive sampler is based on triolein (Figure 4-1),50 a monoacid 

triglyceride, and typically used for the sampling neutral, more hydrophobic (logKow > 3) organic 

chemicals including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and polychlorinated biphenyls 

(PCBs).  More recently, the Polar Organic Chemical Integrative Sampler (POCIS) uses materials 

that can target polar, higher water solubility chemicals (logKow < 3) including pharmaceuticals 

and pesticides. To do this, POCIS uses commercially available but proprietary functionalized 

resins (e.g., Isolute® ENV+ and Ambersorb® 1500, or Oasis HLB) commonly used for solid 

phase extraction.50 

 

Figure 4-1. Chemical structure of Triolein 

 

Despite these advances, there remain some important challenges in improving the 

effectiveness and versatility of passive samplers, particularly when considering characteristics of 

Triolein
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emerging contaminant classes commonly encountered in water resources.  The first challenge 

relates to increasing the material capacity for target analytes, which directly impacts the limits of 

detection for chemicals present in extracts collected from the sorbent material.  For polar 

pharmaceutical and pesticide chemical classes typically targeted by POCIS, surface water 

concentrations often range from tens to thousands of ng/L.235-238 Although low (at parts per 

trillion levels), these exposures are still consequential for ecosystem, and in some cases human, 

health impacts.45, 239-243 Thus, passive sampling materials with greater capacities and fast uptake 

rates are most desirable, resulting in more sensitive quantification over shorter deployment 

timescales for emerging pollutant classes. 

Another challenge in passive sampler development and application is the targeting of 

charged analytes.244-246  There are a growing number of high priority pollutants that are either 

charged across all environmentally relevant conditions, or that possess ionizable functionalities 

with acid dissociation constants (pKa values) within the range of surface waters (pH values ~6 to 

9) and thus may be present as ions in at least some environmental systems.  Examples include 

2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and glyphosate, pesticides regulated under the Safe 

Drinking Water Act (SDWA), and per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), unregulated 

industrial chemicals commonly found in drinking water recourse for which EPA has established 

health advisories at 70 ng/L (or parts per trillion).  Because of their charge, these compounds 

exhibit high water solubility, and it remains unclear if traditional passive sampler materials 

designed to target neutral compounds, including SMPD and POCIS, would be effective toward 

such charged analytes.244 While it is possible that alternative materials that exploit electrostatic 

interactions (e.g., ion exchange resins) could be used as passive sampling materials for these 

targets, a likely, and as yet unexplored, challenge is non-target interference from naturally 
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occurring co-solutes (e.g., natural organic matter, alkalinity, hardness causing cations) that may 

share the same charge as the desired analyte.  

Herein, we aim to address these grand challenges in passive sampler development 

through the fabrication of new materials with physicochemical properties specifically tailored to 

promote uptake capacity and/or exploit selective chemical interactions with ionic target analytes.  

In prior Chapters, we have demonstrated that polymeric nanofibers, including their 

nanocomposites, fabricated via electrospinning hold several advantages with respect to tuning 

material properties to target a broader array of both legacy and emerging pollutant classes. For 

example, in Chapter 3, we found that integration of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to produce 

polymer-CNT composites increases the uptake capacity through unique interactions of the target 

analyte with CNTs embedded at or near the nanofiber composite surface.  

Another common approach that can be used to tailor polymer nanofiber composition and 

surface chemistry is the use of surfactants. Surfactants have commonly been used in 

electrospinning to improve synthesis, where the increase in conductivity imparted by anionic and 

cationic surfactants helps produce nanofibers of more uniform morphology and tighter diameter 

distributions within the deposited nonwoven mat.148, 247-251 Beyond these fabrication benefits, we, 

and others, have shown that some surfactants can impart other beneficial characteristics to 

nanofibers that are desirable for a range of possible applications.145, 252-254 For example, some 

surfactants, including quaternary ammonium salts (QAS), are surface segregating in electrospun 

polymers; thus, during synthesis, to minimize the free energy of interactions between the 

polymer and the surfactant, the surfactants migrate to the polymer-air interface. This, in turn, 

enriches the nanofiber surface concentration of the surfactant, such that their charged head 

introduces chemical functionality to the nanofiber surface (Figure 4-2, Scheme A).  These 
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groups can then be exploited in various applications; for example, we have previously shown 

that cationic quaternary ammonium groups can be used to bind anionic metal species including 

chromate and arsenate from water in reactive filtration platforms.145 Others have used this 

approach to generate antimicrobial nanofiber mats for various applications (e.g., wound 

dressings) via the antimicrobial activity of quaternary ammonium surfactants like 

tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB).255, 256  Notably, in our earlier work with metal oxyanion 

binding, we also discovered that the co-inclusion of nanoparticles with surface-segregating 

surfactants like TBAB resulted in the co-location of the nanoparticles to the nanofiber surface 

(Figure 4-2, Scheme B). This allows a simple, single-pot recipe for producing nanofiber surfaces 

enriched both with charged groups (e.g., quaternary ammonium) and nanoparticles (e.g., metal 

oxide nanoparticles), whose properties may also be exploited in environmental applications.  

Another potentially beneficial use of surfactants for electrospun nanofiber mats is 

through their intentional removal after fabrication of the polymer to increase material surface 

area (Figure 4-2, Scheme C). Here, the surfactant, or micelles of the surfactant, acts as a 

porogen, where its removal via leaching from the polymer matrix leaves behind cavities that 

increase the pore volume, and in turn the specific surface area, of the fibers.141, 257, 258 In polymer-

nanoparticle composites, the use of surfactant porogens can help to better expose embedded 

nanomaterials to targets dissolved in water, increasing uptake and improving sorbent capacity.  

Further, residual surfactant that is not fully leached from the polymer matrix may also impart 

charge to the nanofiber surface, promoting uptake of chemicals oppositely charged to the 

surfactant.  
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Figure 4-2. Schemes of using surfactants to modify nanofiber surface morphology and property 

 

In this work, building off our prior studies with CNT-polymer composites (see Chapter 

3), we integrate surfactants into nanofiber synthesis recipes for electrospinning to further 

improve the performance of polymer composite ENMs for passive sampling applications. The 

QAS cetrimonium bromide (CTAB) and tetra-n-butylammonium bromide (TBAB) were 

integrated during nanofiber synthesis to increase the positive charge on the nanofiber surface 

with the intent of improving performance toward common anionic pollutant targets including 

2,4-D and PFAS.  In polymer-CNT composites, we also explored the influence of TBAB and 

CTAB, both surface-segregating surfactants, on the surface-availability of embedded CNTs.  

Additionally, the anionic surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), was used in polymer-CNT 

composites as a porogen, while also exploring whether it promotes the uptake of dissolved 

targets exhibiting partial positive charges through more favorable electrostatic interactions.  
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Beyond fundamental investigations of how surfactant inclusion alters nanofiber performance, 

another consideration was how the charge imparted to the nanofiber surface, particularly through 

positively charged CTAB and TBAB, influences interaction with non-target anionic species 

common in surface waters. Thus, experiments were conducted in more complex aqueous systems 

(e.g., Iowa River water) prior to field deployment to test the performance of surfactant amended 

nanofibers in the field.  

 

4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Reagents. All reagents for ENM fabrication were used as received, including 

polyacrylonitrile (PAN; MW ~150,000; Sigma Aldrich), polystyrene (PS; MW ~280,000; Sigma 

Aldrich), cetrimonium bromide (CTAB; ≥99%; Sigma Aldrich), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS; 

≥99%; Sigma Aldrich), tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB; ≥99%; Sigma Aldrich), and N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF; 99.8%; VWR International). More details are listed in Table 4-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were both non-functionalized (NF-CNT) and carboxylated 

(COOH-CNT), and acquired from Cheap Tubes Inc. (Cambridgeport, VT).  CNTs were used as 

received, without any additional purification and their vendor-provided characteristics were 

previously summarized in Table 3-1 of Chapter 3.   
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Table 4-1. Molecular structures and chemical properties of surfactants investigated herein. 

Name 
Cetrimonium Bromide  

(CTAB) 
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate 

(SDS) 
Tetrabutylammonium Bromide 

(TBAB) 

Structure 
   

Molecular 
formula 

C19H42BrN NaC12H25SO4 C16H36BrN 

MW  
(g/mol) 

364.45 288.37 322.37 

Charge positive Negative positive 

Solubility  
in water 
(20°C)* 

100 mg/mL 250 mg/mL 600 mg/mL 

Solubility  
in DMF 
(20°C)** 

Soluble  Soluble Soluble 

*Aqueous solubilities were reported in the manufacturer’s product information sheet. **Qualitative evaluation of 

solubility in DMF was determined in our laboratory, and reflects the ability of at least 40 mg of surfactant to be 

dissolved in 100 mL of DMF. 

 

For uptake experiments with surfactant-amended ENMs, target chemicals were atrazine 

(99.1%; Sigma Aldrich), 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2.4-D;  98.0%; Sigma Aldrich),  

Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA; 96%; Sigma Aldrich), metolachlor ( 99.9%; Sigma Aldrich) and 

diuron (powder,  98.0%; Sigma Aldrich). The structure and select chemical properties of these 

target analytes are summarized in Table 4-2. Stock solutions of each chemical (ranging in 

concentration from 5.4 to 7.1 g/L) were prepared in methanol (Optima grade,  99.9%; Sigma 

Aldrich) and stored in the refrigerator (~3 C) until use.  For experiments in more complex 
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aqueous systems, humic acid (Fluka, average molecular weight 500–1000 Da) was prepared at 

the concentration of 225 g/L in pH 10 aqueous solution, where the alkaline pH was used to 

promote the complete dissolution of the humic acid into water.   

 Electrospinning. All ENMs were fabricated from polyacrylonitrile (PAN).  PAN-based 

ENMs were synthesized on a customized electrospinning apparatus using synthesis procedures 

as described in Chapters 2 and 3. Briefly, to minimize the presence of CNT aggregates in the 

final CNT-polymer nanofiber composites, CNT (17.5 mg/mL) suspensions in DMF were first 

sonicated (Branson 1510 Ultrasonic Cleaner; Yorba Linda, CA) for 5 hours. Then, selected 

polymer precursors and surfactant salts were added to CNT/DMF suspensions and thermally 

mixed (Eppendorf, ThermoMixer® C; Hauppauge, NY) at 60 °C for 5 hours to generate polymer 

sol-gel solutions for electrospinning. The obtained polymer sol-gel was transferred into a 12 mL 

syringe and pumped out through a 25G metal tip needle (note that a 23G needle was used for the 

25% mass loading of carboxylated CNTs) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/h. Depending on the mass 

ratio of polymer and CNT, a high voltage between 14 to 16 kV was applied to the needle tip 

using an Acopian Power Supply (Model P01.5HP40; Easton, PA). An aluminum foil covered, 

grounded spinning drum was used as the collector for nanofibers. The collector was positioned 

10 cm away from the needle tip during synthesis. During electrospinning, humidity was 

controlled between 18 (2) % and the temperature was held constant at 28 °C. 

For all SDS- containing ENMs, a post-synthesis leaching procedure was used to remove 

the SDS to facilitate its function as a porogen. ENMs were placed in a glass container filled with 

DI water (400 mL water per 1g ENM), which was then placed on a reciprocating shaker table 

(Precision Model 25; Marietta, Ohio) at 30 rpm for 24 hours at room temperature. The DI water 
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in the container was refreshed every 8 hours. In total, around 1.2 L DI water was used to treat 1 g 

of mat during this surfactant leaching process. After 24 hours of leaching, the ENM surface was 

rinsed with DI water prior to conducting uptake experiments or any other characterization 

measurements. 

 

Table 4-2. Structure and select physicochemical properties of the organic chemical targets 

investigated here. 

Chemical Structure 
MW 

(g/mol) 
Log 
Kow 

Water 
solubility 
(25 °C; g 

100 mL-1)* 

Hydrogen 
bonds 

(count)** 

pKa* 
(25 °C) 

Charge 
@ pH ≈ 7 

Molar 
refracti

vity 
(cm3)* 

Atrazine 

 

215.68 2.6 0.007 
H-donor (2) 

H- acceptor (5) 
2.3 Neutral 59 

Diuron 

 

233.09 2.7 0.0042 
H-donor (1) 

H- acceptor (3) 
14 Positive 59 

2.4-D 

 

221.04 2.8 0.054 
H-donor (1) 

H- acceptor (3) 
2.98 Negative 49 

Metolachlor 

 

283.79 3.13 0.053 
H-donor (0) 

H- acceptor (3) 
1.45 Neutral 80.1 

PFOA 
 

414.07 4.81 0.33 
H-donor (1) 

H- acceptor (16) 
2.8 Negative 41.6 

*Data were obtained from the PubChem database operating by National Center for Biotechnology Information 

(NCBI) 

**Hydrogen bond is a chemical bond in which a hydrogen atom of one molecule is attached to an electronegative 

atom, especially a nitrogen, oxygen or fluorine atom, usually of another molecule. The number of electronegative 

atoms that accept covalent bonds and electropositive hydrogen atoms that participate covalent bonds in each 

chemical are listed in this table. 

 

Nanofiber characterization. Nanofiber morphology and size distribution were 

determined using a Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Histograms of 

nanofiber diameters were prepared through analysis of SEM images using the Image J software 

package (freely available through the National Institutes of Health). For each ENM sample, 

diameters of at least 200 nanofibers were measured to determine the average and standard 
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deviation. Specific surface area and total pore volume of ENMs were measured by a 

Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface area and pore size analyzer using the analytical procedures 

described in Chapter 3. 

Sorption and uptake experiments. All target analyte stock solutions were prepared in 

the methanol at a concentration of 25 mM (from 2.3 g/L to 7.1 g/L) and stored at 3 ºC until use. 

To initiate uptake experiments, these stock solutions were diluted 1000-fold into 1 mM 

potassium phosphate buffer at pH 7 and room temperature (20 ºC). This solution was then 

transferred into several 40 mL amber glass vials, where uptake data was collected over time via 

sacrificial sampling of these sets of identical reactors. Sorption experiments were conducted 

using both mixed (active uptake) and non-mixed (passive uptake) systems. For mixing, reactors 

were placed on a rotator (Barnstead/Thermolyne Model 415110; Dubuque, IA), and mixed end-

over-end at 8 rpm for 2 days. Reactor sampling, as well as processing of aqueous and solid-phase 

(i.e., ENM) samples collected over time, was conducted as described in previous research 

chapters.  

Experiment with humic acid and in environmental samples. Experiments were 

conducted to test performance in more complex systems. These involved experiments in the 

presence of 5 mg/L Fluke humic acid (FHA) in pH 7 phosphate buffer. Additional experiments 

were conducted using water samples collected on March 8, 2018 at the inlet of the University of 

Iowa Water Treatment Plant (UIWTP). The pH of these natural water samples was measured in 

our laboratory as 7.9. According to available USGS,259 and characterization at the UIWTP, the 

Iowa River water at this time of year has hardness in excess of 180 mg/L as CaCO3 (very hard), 

alkalinity above 200 mg/L as CaCO3, turbidity of ~75 NTU, and nitrate plus nitrite levels of ~3.4 

mg/L as N. Experiments were conducted with atrazine and 2,4-D, and mostly followed the 
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experimental and sampling protocols described for model systems. We note that due to the 

possible presence of colloidal organic matter in both systems, water samples were passed 

through a 0.22 µm nylon filter (Celltreat Scientific Products) prior to analysis.  

Analytical methods. For aqueous phase analysis, 1 mL of aqueous sample was removed 

from the reactors, transferred to an amber autosampler vial and immediately analyzed. For 

analysis of the sorbed phase, ENM-bound mass was extracted by mixing the ENM with 10 mL 

of methanol for 1 d, after which 1 mL of methanol was collected and analyzed. 

The majority of aqueous samples and methanol extracts of ENMs were analyzed via 

high-performance liquid chromatography with a diode array detector (LC/DAD, Agilent 1100 

series HPLC).  Analysis of PFOA used liquid chromatography with high resolution mass 

spectrometry (LC/MS) at the University of Iowa High Resolution Mass Spectrometry Facility.  

All analyses were conducted on Waters Acquity TQD, which is a triple quadrupole mass 

spectrometer interfaced with a Water Acquity UPLC system, operating in negative electrospray 

ionization mode.   HPLC and triple quadrupole LC/MS methods for each chemical were adapted 

from previously published methods.260-264  

Field evaluation of ENM-CNT composites. A quadrate metallic frame (9.5 cm × 9.5 

cm) with a circular hole (diameter: 7 cm) in its middle was used to hold the ENM used in field 

testing. A piece of an ENM (approximately 11 cm × 21cm; ~ 450 mg) was folded and 

sandwiched between the metal pieces, and the open edge of frame was tightened by two self-

locking zip ties. After assembly, the frame with ENM was wrapped in aluminum foil and placed 

into a zip lock bag. An extra ENM of similar mass was also covered with aluminum soil and 

taken to the monitoring site for use as a blank reference sample. 
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The deployment location was chosen at 100 meters upstream from the Coralville 

wastewater treatment plant nearby Muddy Creek, Coralville, IA (USGS site: 05454090). The 

ENM-containing frame was tied to a metal rod that was then inserted into the sediment at the 

bottom of the creek. Once inserted, the ENM was in contact with the surface water of the creek, 

but not the underlying sediment.  After 48 hours, the sampler was collected and once again 

covered in the aluminum foil during transport filed back to the laboratory.  

For ENM processing and analysis, the field-recovered ENM was first rinsed by DI water 

to remove any course grain sandy particles or loose dirt on the material surface. Methanol was 

then used to extract the target organic analyte, atrazine and 2,4-D via immersion and mixing for 

24 hours. The extract liquor was then filtered through a 0.22um Nylon filter prior to analysis by 

HPLC. 

 

4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Surfactant-Modified Material Characterization. SEM images of surfactant-modified 

PAN-CNT composites are shown in Table 4-4.  Through SEM characterization and BET 

analysis, we found that inclusion of different surfactants influenced the nanofiber dimensions 

and surface area of the resulting ENMs. Results of these analyses are summarized in Table 4-3.   

For the inclusion of quaternary ammonium salts CTAB and TBAB, the average diameter 

of the resulting nanofibers was not significantly changed for composites produced with either 

NF-CNTs or COOH-CNTs.  However, the presence of these cationic surfactants resulted in a 

much broader distribution of nanofiber diameters (see the standard deviations for diameters in 

Table 4-3 and histograms in Figure 4-3).  We note that in Chapter 3, the size distribution of 
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CNT/PAN composites was effectively the same as that for unmodified PAN. Further, in our prior 

work with CTAB- and TBAB-modified PAN ENMs,145 the inclusion of surfactants did not 

influence either the average or standard deviation of the resulting nanofibers. Thus, we presume 

that interactions between the quaternary ammonium surfactants and CNTs during electrospinning 

results in the much broader size distribution of CNT/PAN composite nanofibers. For example, 

surfactants can help to break apart CNT aggregates, improve their dispersion in both water and 

organic solvents.265-269 More work is merited (e.g., systematically varying the CNT to surfactant 

mass ratio) to better understand how CNT-surfactant interactions influence the morphology of 

the resulting nanofibers.141    

 

Table 4-3. Surface area, pore volume and average diameters (with standard deviation) of 

surfactant-modified nanofibers fabricated herein.  

Sorbent 
Surface Area 

(m2/g)a 

n = 6 

Pore Volume 
(10-3 mL/g)a 

n = 3 

Diameter 
(nm)b 
n = 3 

PAN 12 ± 0.5 23 ± 1.7 160 ± 30 

20% NF-CNT/PAN 15 ± 2.4 37 ± 8.0 210 ± 50 

20% CTAB/20% NF-CNT/PAN N.M. N.M. 220 ± 120 

20% TBAB/20% NF-CNT/PAN N.M. N.M. 240 ± 110 

20% SDS/20% NF-CNT/PANL 21 ± 2.2 66 ± 7.7 290 ± 110 

20% COOH-CNT/PAN 17 ± 2.0 43 ± 6.0 200 ± 40 

20% CTAB/20% COOH-CNT/PAN N.M. N.M. 190 ± 100 

20% TBAB/20% COOH-CNT/PAN N.M. N.M. 240 ± 130 

20% SDS/20% COOH-CNT/PANL 33 ± 3.0 103 ± 12 310 ± 140 
a Surface area and pore volume were measured by BET by using a seven-point adsorption isotherm, and BJH 

methods respectively; b Diameters were measured from SEM images using ImageJ software. c The presence of  “L” 

indicates that the surfactant salts initially present in ENMs were intentionally leached out before analysis. 

Uncertainties represent the standard deviation from at least three replicate experiments. Typically, 100 nanofibers 

were measured per ENM sample. Values of n = number of replicate syntheses.  

 

 For SDS-modified CNT/PAN, we focused our attention on the characterization of 

nanofibers after SDS had been removed from the polymer matrix via leaching (samples noted by 

“L” in their name). The SDS-modified CNT/PAN had average diameters that were nominally 
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larger than unmodified CNT/PAN, but once again this increase was not statistically significant 

given the considerably broader distribution (i.e., standard deviation) of diameters after SDS 

integration. However, the SDS-leached materials exhibited specific surface areas nearly 3-fold 

greater than pure PAN and twice that of CNT/PAN for COOH-CNT composites. This increase in 

surface area appears to directly result from gains in pore volume after the release of SDS. For 

both NF-CNT and COOH-CNT composites, pore volumes more than doubled due to the use of 

SDS as a porogen.  In fact, these gains in surface area and pore volume exceed those previously 

reported by our group for SDS-modified PAN-ferrihydrite nanocomposites.141 Unfortunately, 

pore formation was not evident in SEM images of SDS-leached materials (Table 4-4) because 

pore size is too small to be detected at the analytical resolution.   
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Table 4-4. Scanning electron microscopy images for surfactant-modified CNT/PAN composites. 

Both low (left) and high (right) magnification images are shown. 

 
 

Low and High Magnification  
SEM Imagines 

20% CTAB/20% NF-CNT/PAN 

 

20% CTAB/20% COOH-CNT/PAN 

 

20% TBAB/20% NF-CNT/PAN 

 

20% TBAB/20% COOH-CNT/PAN 

 

20% SDS/20% NF-CNT/PAN 

 

20% SDS/20% COOH-CNT/PAN 
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Figure 4-3. Histograms of nanofiber diameters for surfactant modified CNT/PAN. Data are 

shown for analysis of at least 200 nanofibers via SEM images. Average diameters (with standard 

deviation) are provided for each material.  
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Influence of quaternary ammonium surfactants on ENM performance toward 2,4-

D. In Figure 4-4a, we show the influence of varying levels of TBAB (from 10-30% wt.) in PAN 

nanofibers (without CNTs) on the uptake of 2,4-D, which is an anion at the pH value 

investigated (pH 7). Despite relatively little partitioning of 2,4-D into PAN, uptake generally 

increased with increasing TBAB wt% in the nanofibers.  Nanofibers with 20 and 30% wt. TBAB 

exhibited nearly equivalent performance, enhancing 2,4-D uptake by ~50-fold relative to 

unmodified PAN at equilibrium. Because these experiments used a much higher 2,4-D 

concentration (~5.5 mg/L) than would be encountered in the environment (typically ~100-1000 

ng/L), these TBAB modified materials possess very high capacity not likely to be saturated 

during field applications. Equilibrium was also achieved quickly with these materials. Optimally 

performing 20% and 30% wt. TBAB materials reached equilibrium (i.e., the mass of 2,4-D in the 

ENM was constant over time) after 1 day, even in static (i.e., unmixed) experimental systems. 

Collectively, the inclusion of TBAB yields logKENM-w values that are roughly 2-log units higher 

than that obtained with unmodified PAN, which will improve the analytical detection limits 

associated with the use of these materials as equilibrium passive samplers.  

Additional experiments compared the performance of TBAB with CTAB (Figure 4-4b), 

another surface-segregating quaternary ammonium surfactant.145 As with TBAB, inclusion of 

CTAB increased 2,4-D uptake into the PAN-based ENM. We note that the slightly lower 

capacity of 2,4-D on 20% wt. CTAB/PAN relative to 20% wt. TBAB/PAN is likely attributable 

to differences in the available charge in each system. Specifically, differences in the molecular 

weights of TBAB (322.4 g/mol) and CTAB (364.5 g/mol) result in 1.13-fold greater moles of 

cationic charge in the TBAB/PAN system relative to CTAB/PAN when both QAS are present at 

the same mass loading (wt. %).   
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Our results with 2,4-D reveal a clear, beneficial effect on quaternary ammonium 

surfactants on the performance of PAN nanofibers. Both CTAB and TBAB are surface-

segregating in polymers,252, 270 and their quaternary ammonium groups are often used as strong 

base ion exchange sites.145, 271-273 Taken together, it appears that positively charged quaternary 

ammonium groups on the surface of PAN nanofibers function as electrostatic binding sites for 

2,4-D, presumably promoting uptake via a mechanism analogous to ion exchange. 

  

Figure 4-4. Uptake curves for 2,4-D on PAN ENMs with (a) different mass loadings (from 0-

30% wt.) of TBAB and (b) 20% wt. of either TBAB or CTAB. Uncertainties represent the 

standard deviation from three replicate experiments. Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM 

phosphate); initial 2,4-D concentration of 5.5 mg/L; ENM loading: ~1.5 g/L. Experiments with 

surfactant-modified PAN were carried out under a static (no mixing) condition, whereas data 

with unmodified PAN was collected in well-mixed reactor systems. 

 

Influence of quaternary ammonium surfactants on ENM-CNT composite 

performance toward 2,4-D.  To explore potential synergies from the co-integration of CNTs 

and surfactants during electrospinning, as we observed with metal oxide nanoparticles and 

surfactants (e.g., both species co-locating to the nanofiber surface),145 we examined 2,4-D uptake 

on CNT/PAN composites modified with 20% wt. of TBAB or CTAB (corresponding to a 1:1 
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mass ratio with CNTs). We considered CNT/PAN composites fabricated with both nonfunctional 

CNT (hereafter “NF-CNT”) and carboxylated CNTs (hereafter “COOH-CNT”).  

Uptake curves for 2,4-D (Figure 4-5) revealed that surfactant-modified CNT/PAN 

composites, with either NF- and COOH-CNTs, exhibit comparable performance to that of 

surfactant modified PAN (without CNTs). Thus, the majority of the sorption activity exhibited 

toward 2,4-D remains attributable to the presence of CTAB and TBAB as cationic surfactants, 

and there does not appear to be any significant synergistic influence resulting from the co-

inclusion of surface-segregating surfactants and CNTs.  Notably, with co-integration of CNTs, 

TBAB- and CTAB-modified materials exhibited nearly identical sorption, indicating that CNTs 

help to improve modestly the performance of CTAB, although the cause of this behavior is not 

yet understood.  We also note that while comparable uptake capacities were observed with these 

materials, the time to reach equilibrium appeared to increase for surfactant-modified CNT/PAN 

(i.e., equilibrium was not yet achieved at 2 days) relative to PAN modified with surfactants 

alone.  

Stability of quaternary ammonium surfactants within ENMs during application. A 

concern we have previously identified with surfactant-modified nanofibers is their long-term 

stability during application. Specifically, we have observed declines in performance (for metal 

ion uptake) for certain surfactant-amended materials as a result of surfactant loss from the 

nanofibers over time.145  

To investigate the stability of CTAB and TBAB within CNT/PAN composites, we 

extensively washed surfactant-modified materials with DI water to promote surfactant leaching 

prior to conducting 2,4-D sorption experiments. The results for CTAB- and TBAB-modified 

PAN and CNT/PAN are shown in Figure 4-6. Performance of TBAB-modified materials  
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Figure 4-5. Uptake curves for 2,4-D on PAN-based ENMs modified with 20% wt. (a and c) 

CTAB and (b and d) TBAB. Data are shown for both PAN- and CNT/PAN composites, with 

composite data presented for both nonfunctionalized (NF-CNT) and carboxylated (COOH-CNT) 

CNTs. Uncertainties represent the standard deviation from three replicate experiments. 

Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM phosphate); initial 2,4-D concentration of 5.5 mg/L; ENM 

loading: ~1.5 g/L. Experiments with surfactant-modified and CNT-modified PAN were carried 

out under a static (no mixing) condition, whereas data with unmodified PAN was collected in 

well-mixed reactor systems. 

 

remained the same after extensive washing, with identical uptake curves and calculated KENM-W 

values. In contrast, the sorption capacity of all CTAB-modified materials decreased by ~50%, 

producing a corresponding decrease in measured KENM-W values. The relative stability of CTAB 
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and TBAB in PAN and CNT/PAN matches our earlier work,145 where we attributed the greater 

stability of TBAB to better entanglement between the polymer and its four butyl tails (relative to 

the straight chain hydrocarbon tail on CTAB). Given its relative lack of stability in PAN 

matrices, CTAB was not included in any subsequent performance trials.  

 

Figure 4-6. Uptake curves for 2,4-D on (a) TBAB and (b) CTAB modified PAN, NF-CNT/PAN 

and COOH-CNT/PAN. Data for all materials are shown before and after treatment to promote 

QAS leaching. Uncertainties represent the standard deviation from three replicate experiments. 

Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM phosphate); initial 2,4-D concentration of 5.5 mg/L; ENM 

loading: ~1.5 g/L. Experiments were carried out under a static (no mixing) condition.  

 

Influence of quaternary ammonium surfactants on ENM-CNT composite 

performance toward PFOA. We also explored whether the beneficial influence of TBAB on 

2,4-D uptake was generalizable for other anions.  We explored uptake of perfluorooctanoic acid 

(PFOA), which is also negatively charged across environmentally relevant pH values. While 

PAN and COOH-CNT/PAN were ineffective for PFOA uptake, approximately 80% of the 

available aqueous mass of PFOA was taken up into PAN containing both COOH-CNTs and 

TBAB at pH 7 (Figure 4-7).  Once again, equilibrium was rapidly achieved, with the ENM-

associated PFOA concentration stabilizing in less than 0.5 days (which represents our first 
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sample point). Thus, we anticipate that the increased uptake afforded by inclusion of cationic 

TBAB will be generally observed across all anionic organic pollutant targets.  

 

Figure 4-7. The uptake curve for PFOA on PAN, CNT/PAs, and TBAB-modified CNT/PAN. 

Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM phosphate); initial PFOA concentration of 100 µg/L; 

ENM loading: ~1.5 g/L. Experiments were carried out in well-mixed reactor systems. 

 

Influence of quaternary ammonium surfactants on uptake of neutral organic 

pollutants. Although TBAB improves uptake of anions, its integration into ENMs must not 

adversely impact the partitioning of other, neutral organic chemical targets.  Indeed, while the 

inclusion of CNTs offered no clear benefit for 2,4-D sorption (see Figure 4-5), evidence in 

Chapter 3 suggests that CNTs will be the primary binding agent for most hydrophilic or 

moderately hydrophobic organic pollutants targets in PAN-based ENMs.  Thus, for the most 

versatile sorbent, the inclusion of TBAB should not interfere with available CNT binding sites.   

Sorption experiments were conducted with atrazine, diuron and metolachlor (Figure 4-8), 

three pesticides commonly detected in agriculturally impacted surface waters.274, 275 All of these 

compounds are neutrally charged. The presence of TBAB had no impact on atrazine partitioning, 

with uptake curves in TBAB-containing systems matching those for non-TBAB containing 
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analogs, where atrazine capacity followed: COOH-CNT/PAN >> NF-CNT/PAN >> PAN.  This 

behavior matches that reported in Chapter 3, where the presence of CNTs improved uptake on 

PAN ENMs, and COOH-CNTs typically produced a greater partitioning than NF-CNTs.  In 

contrast, the inclusion of TBAB had a positive impact on the uptake of both diuron and 

metolachlor. For diuron and metolachlor, the performance trend for materials without TBAB 

matched that observed for atrazine:  COOH-CNT/PAN >> NF-CNT/PAN >> PAN. However, 

both TBAB-containing materials outperformed all other ENMs, with TBAB-modified COOH-

CNT/PAN composites achieving the greatest chemical uptake overall.  We note that diuron 

resulted in the largest amount of partitioning (up to almost 3 g/kg) compared to metolachlor 

(~0.6 g/kg) and atrazine (~0.4 g/kg), all on COOH-CNT containing sorbents.  

We attribute the difference effect of TBAB on atrazine relative to diuron and metolachlor 

to differences in the chemical structure of these neutral target analytes. While all three targets 

share common functional groups (e.g., chlorine substituents, amine centers, and aromatic -

bonds), a key distinction in diuron and metolachlor is the presence of a ketone group, where the 

associated oxygen will possess lone electron pairs.  We would anticipate an accumulation of 

partial negative charge on this oxygen, and this may promote interaction with surface quaternary 

ammonium groups.  Additional work is needed to explore a broader range of neutral organic 

chemical targets and identify structural elements likely to benefit (or hinder) their interaction 

with positively charged quaternary ammonium sites on surfactant-modified ENM surfaces.  
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Figure 4-8. Uptake curves for (a) atrazine (b) diuron and (c) metolachlor on PAN, CNT/PAN, 

and TBAB-modified CNT/PAN. Uncertainties represent the standard deviation from three 

replicate experiments. Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM Potassium phosphate DI in DI 

water); Initial concentration of atrazine: 5.4 mg/L, diuron: 5.8 mg/L, metolachlor: 7.1 mg/L; 

ENM loading: ~1.5 g/L. Experiments with surfactant-modified and CNT-modified ENMs were 

carried out under a static (no mixing) condition, whereas data with unmodified PAN were 

collected in well-mixed reactor systems. 

 

 Use of SDS as a porogen to improve PAN-ENM performance.  To create more porous 

naonfibers,276 two mass ratios of SDS (20 and 40% wt.) were integrated into CNT/PAN during 

electrospinning. Then, these SDS-modified ENMs (2.5 g/L) were tumbled in DI water for 24 

hours (with water replaced every 8 h) to remove the SDS via leaching. Washed ENMs were then 
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used in uptake experiments with atrazine to determine the influence of SDS mass loading on 

CNT/PAN performance (Figure 4-9).   

For NF-CNT/PAN, 20 and 40% wt. of SDS exerted a similar, positive influence on 

atrazine uptake.  The porosity induced in the material through SDS release resulted in a nearly 2-

fold increase in atrazine uptake (from ~0.15 g/kg to ~0.3 g/kg) for both materials.  These 

increases are on the order of those measured for pore volume and surface area after removal of 

20% wt. SDS from CNT/PAN (see Table 4-3).  Another noteworthy observation was the very 

rapid initial rate of atrazine uptake, with as much as 0.25 g/kg (a value nearly equivalent to 

equilibrium) partitioning in the first 2 hours, suggesting a positive influence of SDS-induced 

porosity on uptake rates.   

For COOH-CNT/PAN, the influence of SDS mass loading was different. While 20% wt. 

SDS improved atrazine uptake by ~50%, achieving the highest level of atrazine uptake for any 

ENM we have thus far developed, there was little improvement in sorption capacity at 40% wt.  

At these higher surfactant loadings, we speculate that there may be interactions between SDS 

and the COOH-CNTs that negatively impact pore formation during our leaching process.  

Notably, while 40% wt. SDS in COOH-CNT/PAN had the same atrazine capacity as that of non-

SDS treated materials, we observed much faster rates of atrazine uptake on the SDS-modified 

materials (see Figure 4-9b).  Thus, there still may be a benefit of shorter equilibration times (i.e., 

shorter deployment times) for SDS-treated ENMs even when uptake capacity remains 

unchanged. 
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Figure 4-9. Uptake curves for atrazine on SDS-modified (a) NF-CNT/PAN and (b) COOH-

CNT/PAN. Data are shown for two different mass loadings of SDS, 20% and 40% wt. 

Uncertainties represent the standard deviation from three replicate experiments. Experimental 

conditions: pH 7 (1 mM phosphate); initial concentration of atrazine: 5.4 mg/L; ENM loading: 

~1.5 g/L. Experiments were carried out under a static (no mixing) condition.  

 

Additional uptake experiments were conducted with diuron and metolachlor to ensure 

that the positive benefits of SDS-induced porosity observed for atrazine were generally 

applicable to other species (Figure 4-10).  Indeed, for these other target analytes, comparable 

increases in sorption rate and capacity were observed for 20% wt. SDS-treated ENMs. Diuron 

exhibited behavior comparable to atrazine, with a nearly 2-fold increase in uptake capacity for 

both NF-CNT/PAN and COOH-CNT/PAN. Consistent with our findings in Chapter 3, COOH-

CNT/PAN outperformed NF-CNT/PAN both before and after SDS treatment.  Metolachlor, on 

the other hand, exhibited slightly different behavior; while COOH-CNT/PAN represents a better 

sorbent than NF-CNT/PAN, porosity induced by 20% wt. SDS resulted in both types of CNT 

composites exhibiting identical reactivity.  Accordingly, SDS treatment resulted in a greater 

increase in metolachlor capacity for NF-CNT/PAN (~3-fold) relative to COOH-CNT/PAN 

(~1.5-fold). This suggests that the structure of the chemical target may influence the performance 
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of the SDS-treated materials. For example, the molecular size may influence what fraction of the 

SDS-induced pores are accessible. Alternatively, in our prior investigation using SDS as a 

porogen to improve metal cation (Pb2+, Cu2+ and Cd2+) uptake on iron oxide-PAN 

nanocomposites,141 we found that residual SDS retained in the polymer matrix after leaching can 

influence nanofiber surface chemistry. Accordingly, residual SDS may contribute a partial 

negative charge to the ENM surface that would also be expected to influence the uptake 

(potentially either favorably or unfavorably) of polar or ionizable organic targets. 

 

 

Figure 4-10. Uptake curves for (a) atrazine (b) diuron and (c) metolachlor on PAN, CNT/PAN, 

and SDS-modified CNT/PAN. Uncertainties represent the standard deviation from three replicate 

experiments. Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM phosphate); initial concentration of atrazine: 

5.4 mg/L, diuron: 5.8 mg/L, metolachlor: 7.1 mg/L; ENM loading: ~1.5 g/L. Experiments with 
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surfactant-modified and CNT-modified ENMs were carried out under a static (no mixing) 

condition, whereas data with unmodified PAN-ENMs was collected in well-mixed reactor 

systems. 

 

 Influence of environmental variables on surfactant-modified ENM performance.  As 

a final performance consideration, we investigated the influence of several variables relevant to 

the field deployment of surfactant-modified ENMs. Of particular concern was evaluating how 

positively charged TBAB-modified materials would be influenced by the presence of common 

aqueous co-solutes including dissolved organic matter, which is generally anionic in nature.  

 Tests were conducted with 2,4-D and atrazine in solutions containing 5 mg/L of Fluka 

humic acid (FHA) (Figure 4-11).  We note that because of the greater complexity of these 

solutions, the concentration of analyte associated with the ENM in Figure 4-11 (the y-axis value) 

was estimated via mass balance from the difference between the initial aqueous concentration 

and the concentration measured at each sampling point (CENM = Cw0 – Cwt). 

As shown in Figure 4-11, all TBAB-modified ENMs (i.e, PAN, NF-CNT/PAN, and 

COOH-CNT/PAN) maintained their sorption capacity toward these target analytes in the 

presence of FHA at levels (5 mg/L) typical for many surface water sources. In fact, based on 

changes in solution phase concentration, there was greater uptake of atrazine by ENMs in the 

presence of FHA (Figure 4-11b). We speculate that uptake of atrazine is enhanced through its 

hydrophobic partitioning into FHA,277 which can then also attach to the ENM surface.  Indeed, 

when KENM-w values were calculated for these systems by extracting the ENM-bound atrazine 

using methanol, the values were identical to that measured in model (phosphate buffer) water 

systems (Table 4-5), suggesting the additional atrazine removed from solution was tightly 

associated with FHA. This scenario would also be consistent with why a similar increase in 
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uptake was not observed for anionic 2,4-D, which because of its charge is less likely to bind to 

FHA.   

To further evaluate performance in complex matrices, we also conducted uptake studies 

with 2,4-D and atrazine in Iowa River water.  Iowa River water contains many potential 

confounding species for passive sampler performance, including dissolved and colloidal organic 

matter, alkalinity (as HCO3
-), and hardness causing ions (Ca2+ and Mg2+).278-281  The Iowa River 

is also located in an agriculturally impacted watershed, and would have many other agriculturally 

derived pollutants including nitrate and phosphate, as well as pesticides. Thus, the Iowa River 

represents a matrix in which passive sampling materials would likely be deployed for measurement 

of pesticides and related organic micropollutants (e.g., antibiotics used in animal agriculture).  

As with results from FHA-containing systems, values of KENM-w were identical in Iowa 

River water tests to those measured in FHA-containing and model (phosphate buffer) water 

systems (Table 4-5). The invariance in KENM-W values for TBAB-modified EMMs as a function of 

solution complexity suggests they can be readily deployed in surface waters and sediments for 

measurement of target organic analytes. 
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Figure 4-11. Uptake curves for (a) 2,4-D and (b) atrazine in solutions with 5 mg/L of Fluka 

Humic Acid (FHA).  Because of the greater complexity of these solutions, the concentration of 

analyte associated with the ENM was estimated via mass balance from the difference between 

the initial aqueous concentration and the concentration measured at each sampling point. 

Experimental conditions: pH 7 (1 mM phosphate); initial concentration of atrazine: 5.4 mg/L, 

2,4-D: 5.5 mg/L; ENM loading: ~1.5 g/L. Experiments with surfactant-modified and CNT-

modified ENMs were carried out under a static (no mixing) condition, whereas data with 

unmodified PAN were collected in well-mixed reactor systems. 

 

Table 4-5. Values of logKENM-W for atrazine and 2,4-D as measured in model DI water systems 

(i.e., 1 mM phosphate buffer), systems containing 5 mg/L of FHA, and in Iowa River water. 

Values represent mean and standard deviation on KENM-W values from at least two experiments.  

Sorbent 

 Atrazine  2.4-D 
DI water 
(n = 3)   

FLUKA 
(n = 3) 

Iowa River 
(n = 2) 

DI water  
(n = 3) 

FLUKA 
( n = 3) 

Iowa River 
(n = 2) 

20% TBAB 
PAN 

1.5 ± 0.04 N.M. 1.6 ± 0.1 3.6 ± 0.1 N.M. 3.4 ± 0.2 

20%TBAB 
20% NF-CNT 

PAN 
1.7 ± 0.03 1.7 ± 0.02 N.M. 3.6 ± 0.2 3.0 ± 0.06 N.M. 

20%TBAB 
20% COOH-CNT 

PAN 
2.0 ± 0.08 2.0 ± 0.06 2.0 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.07 3.1 ± 0.05 
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For equilibrium passive samplers, temperature represents another important 

environmental factor that can influence uptake rates, sorption capacity, and partitioning 

behavior.231, 234  Experiments with atrazine and 2.4-D were conducted with  PAN-based ENMs at 

4 °C, 20 °C and 35 °C to represent the seasonal (winter to summer) range of surface water 

temperatures. From the data in Table 4-6, we observed two different KENM-W behaviors for 

TBAB-modified ENMs. For the neutrally charged atrazine, where PAN and COOH-CNT 

surfaces represent the primary sorption site, KENM-W value were independent of temperature 

across this range. In contrast, for anionic 2,4-D, where surface quaternary ammonium sites of 

TBAB promote uptake via favorable electrostatic interactions and ion exchange, values of KENM-

W were markedly lower at 4 °C compared to more elevated temperatures. Accordingly, the utility 

of TBAB-modified materials for anionic targets may be more limited in the winter, where less 

uptake would be expected.  

 

Table 4-6. Values of logKENM-W for atrazine and 2,4-D as measured at 4 °C, 20 °C and 35 °C. 

Values represent mean and standard deviation on KENM-W values from three experiments.  

Sorbent 
Atrazine 2.4-D 

4°C (n=3) 20°C (n=3) 35°C (n=3) 4°C (n=3) 20°C (n=3) 35°C (n=3) 

20% TBAB 
PAN 

1.4 ± 0.03 1.5 ± 0.04 1.5 ± 0.08 2.8 ± 0.2 3.6 ± 0.1 3.3 ± 0.3 

20% TBAB 
20% COOH-CNT 

PAN 
2.0 ± 0.05 2.0 ± 0.08 1.9 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.2 3.2 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.3 

 

As a final assessment of their performance in complex matrices, we deployed two TBAB-

modified materials at Muddy Creek, Coralville, IA (USGS 05454090) for 2 days. Images of the 

freshly prepared, deployed, and cleaned materials are shown in Table 4-7.  TBAB-modified 

ENMs recovered from the deployment site remained relatively clean during application and were 
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easily washed and processed to remove most of the colloidal debris or organic matter that 

accumulated over the monitoring period.  Notably, TBAB is biocidal,252, 282 and thus we had 

expected that the ENMs would be less prone to biofouling (although longer deployments are 

needed to test whether this is indeed the case). Analysis of methanol extracts collected from 

these sampling devices via LC/MS/MS, as was conducted in Chapter 3 for comparison to USGS 

grab samples of surface water at the site, remains ongoing.  

 

Table 4-7. Images of freshly prepared, field deployed, and washed TBAB-modified ENMs. 

Images are provided both for PAN and COOH-CNT/PAN ENMs. Samples were deployed for 2 

days at Muddy Creek, Coralville, IA (USGS 05454090). 

 20% TBAB/PAN 20%TBAB/20%COOH-CNT/PAN 

Newly 
Prepared 

  

After 
deployment 

  

After 
Cleaning 
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS  

 Herein, we have demonstrated that surfactants can be used to improve the uptake of 

organic compounds by electrospun polymer nanofibers (e.g., polyacrylonitrile or PAN) and 

polymer-carbon nanotube (CNT/PAN) composites. While surfactants have long been used to 

improve the fabrication of polymer nanofibers via electrospinning, recent advances by our group 

and others have shown that surfactants can also be used to increase the functionality of the 

resulting nanofibers.145, 252-254 Easily blended into sol gel precursors solutions, surfactants (e.g., 

TBAB and CTAB) can be used to impart surface charge, or be intentionally leached from the 

nanofiber framework to increase reactive surface area (SDS). The work herein represents the first 

demonstration of these approaches being exploited to improve the rate and extent of organic 

pollutant uptake by polymer ENMs and ENM nanocomposites. Accordingly, this work builds 

upon the works in Chapter 2 and 3, further illustrating our ability to tailor ENM physical and 

chemical properties so as to optimize their performance as equilibrium passive sampler 

materials.  Indeed, Table 4-8 summarizes the logKENM-W values measured with surfactant-

modified materials, with maximum values representing the highest we have reported for these 

target analytes across our entire body of work with ENMs.  

 While surfactant-modified materials are certainly promising for future applications, 

additional work is needed to further optimize and validate the performance of these materials.  

Evidence suggests that for TBAB-containing ENMs, which are clearly beneficial for targeting 

dissolved anions, there are also more subtle, structure-dependent specific binding interactions 

that will help promote uptake of neutral species.  A future investigation to establish such 

chemical structure-ENM activity relationship is needed to identify the range of chemical targets 

for which TBAB-modified materials would be well-suited (or alternatively, ill-suited).  As 
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another example, in CNT-containing composites, a more systematic investigation of the 

interactions between surfactants and CNTs is warranted, as such interactions will influence the 

type and abundance of sites present on the ENM surface for chemical uptake.  There may even 

exist an as yet unidentified optimal surfactant-to-CNT ratio that promotes the co-location of 

TBAB and CNTs to the nanofiber surface, as we have previously identified for TBAB and metal 

oxides nanoparticles in PAN.145  Finally, field deployment and performance comparison to more 

traditional grab sampling are needed to verify that the promise of these innovative surfactant-

modified materials can be transferred from the benchtop to the field.   
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Table 4-8. Summary of logKENM-W values measured herein with surfactant-modified materials 

across the target organic analyte suite. 

Compound 
Atrazine  

(n = 3) 
2.4-D  
(n = 3) 

Diuron  
(n = 3) 

Metolachlor  
(n = 3) 

PFOA 
(n=2) 

PAN 1.2 ± 0.1a 1.1 ± 0.2a 1.4 ± 0.02a 1.3 ± 0.03 1.7 ± 0.3e 

20% TBAB 
PAN 

1.5 ± 0.04 3.6 ± 0.1 N.M. N.M. N.M. 

20% CTAB 
PAN 

N.M. 2.5 ± 0.03 N.M. N.M. N.M. 

20% NF-CNT 
PAN 

1.5 ± 0.07 1.4 ± 0.02 2.1 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.05 N.M. 

20% TBAB 
20% NF-CNT 

PAN 
1.7 ± 0.03 3.6 ± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.03 1.9 ± 0.02 N.M. 

20% CTAB 
20% NF-CNT 

PAN 
1.6 ± 0.02 3.3 ± 0.1 N.M. N.M. N.M. 

20% SDS 
20% NF-CNT 

PANL 
1.6 ± 0.1 N.M. 2.1 ± 0.03 1.9 ± 0.01 N.M. 

20% COOH-CNT 
PAN 

1.8 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.03 2.4 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.05 1.4 ± 0.03e 

20% TBAB 
20% COOH-CNT 

PAN 
2.0 ± 0.08 3.2 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.01 2.0 ± 0.03 3.5 ± 0.01e 

20% CTAB 
20% COOH-CNT 

PAN 
1.7 ± 0.03 3.1 ± 0.1 N.M. N.M. N.M. 

20% SDS 
20% COOH-CNT 

PANL 
1.9 ± 0.04 N.M. 2.6 ± 0.01 1.9 ± 0.02 N.M. 

a Less than 5% of the total aqueous mass was sorbed into the ENM. Initial Concentration of chemicals: 25µM; ENM 

loading: ~1.5 g/L. L Surfactant salts in ENM was leached out before measurement. e log KENM-W was estimated with 

mass balance number by assuming 100% recovery during the extraction procedure. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

5.1 Thesis overview  

Thesis background and motivation. The use of nanomaterials to design environmental 

treatment and monitoring devices is an emerging trend in the fields associated with the study and 

protection of environmental quality. However, when focusing specifically on monitoring via 

passive sampling, which is the thrust of this thesis, while many polymer-based sampling devices 

have been developed and used in the field, very few have attempted to harness nanotechnology 

to improve performance. Because passive sampling materials operate through organic pollutant 

surface accumulation and/or bulk partitioning, use of high surface area to volume nanomaterials 

represents a promising way to explore more and better possibilities for passive sampler material 

development.  

New passive sampling materials are needed because there are several opportunities to 

greatly increase the functionality and performance of these devices over what is currently 

available in commercial options. For example, a multi-target sampling device will not only 

improve the efficiency of passive sampler deployments but also help to better characterize 

contaminated sites plagued by complex and diverse pollutant mixtures.  Equilibrium passive 

sampling devices would also represent a significant advancement, improving the spatial and 

temporal resolution of data available from passive sampling devices, while considerably 

simplifying analytical procedures by eliminating the need for reference compounds.   

Overview of thesis approach. In this work, we intended to assemble all these benefits into 

a next-generation passive sampling device fabricated using electrospun polymer nanofibers and 

nanofiber composites. We chose this platform because the morphology, size, and inherent porous 

structure of electrospun nanofibers are likely to promote a fast uptake rate and facilitate device 
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operation by equilibrium partitioning,161, 283 which holds advantages over integrative passive 

samplers.  Our initial focus on polymers was motivated by studies that have demonstrated that 

polymers including polyethylene and polystyrene,284 polydimethylsiloxane films,167, 285 and 

polyurethane foams286-288 exhibit good performance for passive sampling based monitoring of 

hydrophobic POPs.  

Building off the baseline performance of these polymers, innovative aspects of our 

approach include exploring the performance of more hydrophilic polymers like polyacrylonitrile 

(PAN), and then tailoring the physical and chemical properties of these polymers through 

formation of CNT nanocomposites and surfactant-modified materials. In particular, we felt these 

additional approaches to material optimization were necessary to expand beyond monitoring of 

POPs and other legacy pollutants, and sensitively and selectively bind HMHCs.  Notably, there 

are likely to be ancillary benefits of these approaches, including improved mechanical strength 

(through the integration of CNTs) and antifouling properties (through the inclusion of biocidal 

QAS).  As a fundamental aim, we strived to establish the mechanism of target pollutant uptake 

(e.g., adsorption or absorption) and optimal application mode (e.g., integrative or equilibrium 

partitioning), as many theories have been proposed for existing passive sampling devices.289, 290 

More practically, and in addition to laboratory optimization studies, this thesis also includes data 

from field deployment of select ENMs, which allows their performance to be compared to more 

traditional, active monitoring approaches (e.g., grab sampling).  
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5.2 Summary of key findings 

There are three research chapters in this dissertation. Chapter 2 determined that polymer 

ENMs are a promising passive sampling material for both POPs and HMHC. Chapter 3 

demonstrates that ENM/CNT nanocomposites exhibit improved sorption performance for a suite 

of HMHC targets, including high rates of uptake and high capacity. Chapter 4 illustrates that 

cationic and anionic surfactants can be used to change the bulk properties (e.g., porosity and 

surface area) and surface chemistry of ENM/CNT composites to further enhance their 

performance, including targeting their application to charged analytes. A more detailed summary 

of major findings from each Chapter is presented below. 

5.2.1 Polymer electrospun nanofibers are a promising sampling material for both POPs 

and HMHC.  

Chapter 2 serves as the foundation of this research because it confirmed the feasibility of 

using polymer ENMs as sorbents to design new passive sampling tools. Seven different polymers 

were used to fabricate nanofibers, which was accomplished with high reproducibility for the 

majority of polymers considered [ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) proved difficult to synthesize 

and polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) was water soluble and thus not well-suited for our target 

application.  

The KENM-W of 19 hydrophobic and hydrophilic organic compounds were measured by the 

remaining five ENMs, polyacrylonitrile (PAN), Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), polystyrene 

(PS), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and polyethylene terephthalate (PET). Large partitioning 

coefficients greater than 3 log units were measured for all hydrophobic pollutants (logKow > 4.0), 

and these values typically matched or exceed those reported for current commercially available 

passive samplers. Although we also report measured KENM-W values for several hydrophilic 
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targets (logKow < 2), the extent of removal from the aqueous phase remained relatively low (~5% 

or less) for some of the more highly polar compounds. This result highlighted the need for 

additional optimization to increase uptake, particularly for hydrophilic species, and served as 

motivation for the tailoring of ENMs to improve performance in subsequent chapters. 

In addition to reporting these KENM-W values for 5 polymers and 19 organic targets, 

Chapter 2 also contains several important results addressing both fundamental and practical 

performance insights.  Values of KENM-W  were found to be independent of pH, initial chemical 

concentration, polymer wettability (measured via contact angle), and ENM average nanofiber 

diameter. Notably, a smaller diameter produced a faster uptake rate, and suggests that nanofibers 

promote the use of ENMs as equilibrium passive sampling materials. We also presented the 

results of poly-parameter linear free energy relationships (pp-LFERs) that lend insight into the 

properties of the chemical target and the polymer ENM most beneficial for performance.  More 

practically, the optimal ENMs (PS, PAN and PMMA) all performed well in both simulated 

(using model soils spiked with nitrobenzene) and real (nearly 30 d deployment at Indiana Harbor 

to measure PCBs) applications for measurement of sediment pore water concentration, with 

values determined via use of ENMs match more traditional sampling approaches.   

5.2.2 Carbon nanotubes can be integrated into polymer ENMs to enhance performance. 

In Chapter 3, to enhance ENM sorption performance toward HMHCs, CNTs were added 

to polymer nanofiber matrices to fabricate ENM-CNT nanocomposites. Two kinds of short, 

multi-wall CNTs were used: non-functionalized CNTs and oxidized CNTs primarily with surface 

carboxyl groups. The major outcome of Chapter 3 is that the integration of CNTs significantly 

increases both surface area and pore volume, which in turn enhanced uptake of our target analyte 

suite by as much as 50-fold relative to pure polymers. Additionally, the uptake rates achieved 
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with ENM-CNT composites was faster than a pure polymer ENM (typically less than 0.5 h), 

shortening the time that would be required for these materials to achieve equilibrium during 

deployment  

Additional work explored how ENM-CNTs could be optimized, and sorption cross 

correlations and LFERs were developed to help identify the key material and chemical factors 

driving pollutant uptake.  For example, higher CNT loadings produce larger sorption capacities 

(although we observed a practical limit to fabrication via electrospinning at 25% and 40% wt. for 

COOH-CNT and NF-CNTs, respectively.  Also, KENM-W on all ENM-CNT composites were 

found to be independent of pH, temperature, and nanofiber diameter, and due to their high 

capacity, we also expect values of KENM-W will be independent of target analyte concentration at 

environmentally relevant values.  More fundamentally, no correlation was observed between 

KENM-W values on ENM-CNTs and Kd values measured in CNT suspensions; thus while we 

suspect that the CNTs are the primary binding site for target analytes in these nanocomposites, 

the process of embedding the CNTs in polymer nanofibers generates a chemical environmental 

where these embedded CNTs exhibit sorption distinct from their freely dispersed analogs. Using 

chemical predictors including logKow values, we find that CNT/PS composites are best suited for 

targeting hydrophobic pollutants, while uptake on CNT/PAN composites was largely 

independent of logKow values.  

Finally, the versatility of these materials was demonstrated through field deployments of 

CNT/PAN composites at Muddy Creek, IA.  Results from this deployment for atrazine agreed 

reasonably well with atrazine levels determined via grab sampling conducted by the USGS.  

Most notably, the materials were easily cleaned, and free of extensive colloidal or biological 
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fouling after deployment, resulting in relatively easy processing (e.g., cleaning and extraction) 

and liquid chromatography analysis after field deployment 

5.2.3 Surfactants can be added to increase surface area and target charged analytes. 

Chapter 4, we modified ENMs through the addition of surfactants.  We selected 

quaternary ammonium salts CTAB and TBAB because they are (i) surface-segregating and (ii) 

their quaternary ammonium moiety is often exploited for ion exchange applications.  Surfactant-

modified ENMs exhibited a large increase in uptake of 2,4-D, an anionic pesticide, 

outperforming ENMs without surfactants by more than 50-fold.  Similar improvements in uptake 

were also observed for anionic PFOA.  Inclusion of these cationic surfactants even improved the 

partitioning of some neutral compounds, particularly those with electron-rich functional groups 

(e.g., carbonyl groups with oxygen lone pairs).  TBAB appears more practically viable for 

tailoring ENM surface chemistry that CTAB, as CTAB is only weakly bound in the polymer 

matrix and can release or leach from the ENM over time.  

In Chapter 4, we also used the anionic surfactant SDS as a removable porogen to increase 

ENM pore volume and surface area.141 Indeed, using atrazine as our target analyte, we saw 

increases in atrazine uptake on par with gains in surface area resulting from the intentional 

removal of SDS after initially integrating it into ENM synthesis.  
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An important consideration in using surfactant modified materials, particularly those 

relying on surface-enriched TBAB for target analyte uptake, is the impact of non-target solutes 

on performance. In more complex matrices including humic acid solutions and in Iowa River 

water, KENM-W values did not charge. Some field testing with these materials were conducted. 

While analytical challenges have prevented us from quantifying target analytes using TBAB-

modified materials (i.e., we suspect that trace amounts of TBAB leaching from the material are 

interfering with LC-MS/MS analysis), we found that these materials were not prone to fouling 

and could be easily cleaned and processed, as we also observed for ENM-CNT composites in 

Chapter 3.  

 

5.3 Future research needs 

Collectively, the final product of this thesis is a frame-designed passive sampling device 

using optimized ENMs as the sorbent phase. Several ENM formulations have been developed 

and validated, and some are specifically tailored for target analytes (e.g., CNT/PS for 

hydrophobic materials or TBAB-modified materials for anionic targets), while others exhibit a 

broad spectrum of target reactivity (e.g., CNT/PAN). In addition to our laboratory optimization 

experiments, environmental deployment with our materials reveals high versatility and good 

antifouling activity in different, complex environmental monitoring conditions. To date, we have 

successfully used our ENM passive sampler to monitor both POPs in sediment pore water (PCBs 

at Indiana Harbor) and HMHCs in surface water (atrazine at Muddy Creek) in the environment.  

Nevertheless, opportunities exist to further investigate and improve the use of ENM in 

environmental monitoring, or related applications in environmental quality.  For example, more 
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conventional polymer functionalization methods can be attempted to improve ENM selectivity, 

which remains a challenge when looking for a single analyte in a complex environmental 

mixture. As a result of their high rates and capacity for organic pollutant partitioning, we can 

envision new applications for ENMs as innovative filtration materials in water or air treatment. 

With our current materials, more field deployments are required to test their long term stability 

and performance in challenging environments such as high flow surface waters, winter, and in 

heavily contaminated systems (e.g., wastewater outfalls or agricultural runoff). Finally, the 

fundamental mechanisms driving ENM operation should be better understood, particularly for 

composites and surfactant modified materials where multiple characteristics of the chemical 

target and the ENM surface may influence partitioning. Some specific examples of future 

research in each of these areas are briefly discussed below.  

5.3.1 Use molecular imprinting techniques to improve ENM selectivity. 

Molecular imprinting technology (MIT) is a method to introduce predetermined functional groups 

into polymer matrices by binding active sites from template molecules.291   The technology was first 

conceptualized in the 1970s and has developed quickly over the past 20 years.292 The MIT tailored 

materials have a high selectivity due to its artificial recognition entities, thus people use them to mimic 

natural “lock-and-key” interactions like antibodies.293, 294 MIT is considered a promising technique for 

preparation of synthetic polymers that can specifically recognize both chemical and biological molecules 

and is widely used in many fields such as solid phase extraction,295, 296 membrane separation technology297 

and pollutants sorption.298, 299  Accordingly, it has been demonstrated that MIT treated polymer nanofibers 

represent good sorbent materials to remove organic chemicals from the aqueous phase.300, 301 For passive 

sampling device applications, there are a few reports about using MIT to enhance the sensitivity of 

materials toward strongly polar organic compounds.302 As such, integrating appropriate template 
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molecules for polar organic pollutants into our ENM may be a worthwhile way to enhance our sampling 

device selectivity, especially for hydrophilic chemicals.  

5.3.2 Additional field testing. 

So far, we have deployed our ENMs in fresh water sediment and in the surface water of a 

small creek. More field deployment should be done to demonstrate our sampling devices can be 

used in different, even more extreme, environments.  Examples include application in surface 

waters with a range of discharge rates (from high flow to low flow), seasonal performance 

testing from winter through summer, and longer-term deployments in complex pollutant 

mixtures (e.g., wastewater outfalls and agricultural or urban runoff). Specific attempts should 

also be made to evaluate the antimicrobial activity of TBAB and/or CNT-containing ENMs. One 

place where this could be done is in systems with eutrophication and high rates of biological 

activity in surface water, where organic pollutants can be related to this phenomena.303, 304  

5.3.3 Mechanistic studies with optimized ENMs. 

So far, pp-LFERs were only developed for pure polymer ENMs in Chapter 2. A deeper 

understanding of the mechanism of ENM-CNT composites and surfactant-modified ENMs 

would be helpful to determine the main factors influencing their performance and clarify the 

direction of further optimization. This will involve additional characterization of the modified-

ENMs to develop variables for use in the pp-LFERs. For example, Fourier Transform Infrared 

(FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy could be used to measure the bulk and surface 

concentration of functional groups or bulk and surface atomic composition of our materials. For 

ENM-CNT composites, models have been proposed to describe the dispersion of CNT in 

polymer nanofibers based on CNT properties such as length, diameter and crystal habit.305-307 For 
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surfactant-modified materials, a useful metric is likely the amount of charged sites located on the 

ENM surface, which may be quantifiable through titrations or electrochemical characterization 

approaches. In this way, correlations between ENM chemical characteristics and sorption 

capacity for target analytes may be discovered. 

5.3.4  Additional environmental applications of ENMs. 

The high rates and uptake capacity of ENMs enable other potential applications in 

environmental management. Some possible examples include: 

Water Filtration: The natural network of ENMs is an ideal structure for water filtration 

materials. The porous structure can provide thousands of micro-channels to let water flow 

through. During this process, the high surface-area of the polymer network will be in contact 

with the water. Besides physically filtering our solid particles, it may also be possible to kill 

bacteria and viruses, or remove organic pollutants or metals. Both goals could be achieved by 

integrating nanomaterials and/or charged surfactants onto the nanofiber surface.308, 309 Although 

we demonstrate a quick uptake rate of ENM as a passive sampling material in batch systems, a 

scaled-up experiment conducted under flow is required to evaluate the filtration efficiency. Also, 

more development of the mechanical properties of ENMs will be needed to optimize tensile 

strength, temperature expansion, and average pore radius, among others, for this application  

Air sampling devices:  In Chapter 2, a significant uptake of POPs was found on all tested 

pure polymer based ENMs. It is believed that most polymers (both bulk and nanofiber) have a 

high-performance adsorption to POPs due to the generally hydrophobic nature of their long 

carbon-carbon chain structure.310 The porous structure of ENMs is the biggest advantage 

compared with other bulk sorbents, and the highly exposed nanofiber surface can likely shorten 
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the integration time of POPs relative to other materials. PCBs and other POPs can be transported 

through air,311-313 thus an air equilibrium passive sampling tool can likely also be designed with 

ENMs to also take advantages of their beneficial properties. However, their application to a 

different environmental media may require some adaptations in application platforms. For 

example, the main challenge as an air sampler is the competition from small solid particles in the 

air, which can capture POPs. These particles could also be trapped in ENMs resulting in an 

illusory increase of POPs accumulation. A sandwich design by flatting ENMs in two protecting 

membranes would be a good solution.   
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